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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Significant advances in the developrnent of high-resolution NMR techniques 

for solids have taken place in the past 15 years. The most promising development 

is the successful application in the solid-state of the suite of techniques compris

ing magic-angle spinning (MAS), cross-polarization (CP) and high-power proton 

decoupling (HPPD) [1-4]. Combined, these techniques provide near liquid-like 

spectra for a wide range of solid compounds. CPMAS (with HPPD) experiments 

can yield dilute spin ( e.g. 13 C) spectra of organic solids with line widths as nar

row as 2 Hz [5]. The resolution of individual chemical shifts provides a method 

for obtaining information about solid-state structure and dynamics on the atomic 

level. Moreover, the methods may be applied to amorphous materials, thus being 

complementary to standard X-ray studies. 

Organometallic chemistry has always been a subject of considerable inter

est, and solution-state NMR has been used widely to probe the structures of 

organometallic systems [G-8]. The potential of high-resolution solid-state 119Sn 

NMR spectroscopy in the understanding of chemical structure and bonding in 

organotin chemistry is becoming clear [9-18]. The 119Sn NMR spectra for solids 

provide a wealth of information on both coordination and the size of the crystal

lographic asymmetric unit. The anisotropic nature of NMR interactions is also 

retained in t.he solid-state spectra. 

The main work presented in this thesis is representative of the continuing in

vestigations in this developing area. Chapter 2 outlines the theoretical aspects 

of solid-state NlVIR, while Chapter 3 briefly describes the experimental considera

tions. Chapter 4 investigates the triorganyl tin fluorides (R3SnF) and Chapter 5 
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studies the chlorine quadrupolar effect in the Sn-119 spectra for chlorine-containing 

organotin compounds. Chapter 6 provides the first example of the application of 

high-resolution solid-state NMR to organooxotin compounds. Chapter 7 illustrates 

the use of a computational method to obtain shielding anisotropy and asymme

try from a slow magic-angle spinning spectrum. Chapter 8 shows the preliminary 

results of the application of high-resolution solid-state NMR to solid surfaces of 

commercial titania pigments. 
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Chapter II 

Solid-state NMR theory 

2.1 Introduction 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) involves the study of magnetic energies of 

those nuclei which possess nuclear magnetic moments, in the presence of a magnetic 

field Bu. The nuclear magnetic moment fl, arising from the motion of a charged 

particle, is usually expressed in terms of the magnetogyric ratio (!) [1]: 

(2.1.1) 

where P is the spm angular momentum ( P nji(I + 1) ) and I is the spin 

quantum number, which is a property of a given nucleus. Only those nuclei with 

non-zero spin quantum number I are suitable for NMR studies. The nuclear spin 

properties for some selected nuclei (relevant to this work) can be found in Table 

3.2.1. 

The basic NMR theory has been described in many books and reviews and will 

not be discussed in any detail here. The interactions between spin and magnetic 

field and among spins are usually expressed by Hamiltonians (1l). The equations 

of the interactions which are of interest in this work will be outlined in Section 

2.2, followed by the calculation of the interplay of shielding, dipolar and indirect 

couplings for an AXz system. Finally, the quadrupolar effect of an S (>1) nucleus 

on the appearance of a spin-~ spectrum will be given. 

2.2 Nuclear spin Ha1uiltonian 

The nuclear spin Hamiltonian consists of a number of terms that describe 

physically different interactions of the nuclear spins [2]. The terms incluJe Zee-
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man, chemical shielding, dipolar, spin-spin (scalar) coupling and quadrupolar in

teractions. Some of t,l).~m cause shifts, while others cause line-broadening of N~·IR 

signals. Their relative importance depends on the nucleus being investigated. The 

nuclear spin Hamiltonian terms are summarized as follows: 

Term 

1i= 1iz 

1irr 

1ics 

1to 

1i] 

1iq 

Description of interaction 

Zeeman interaction with the external field B 0 

Interaction with the external radio frequency field B 1 

Magnetic shielding of the nucleus by surrounding electrons 

Direct dipole-dipole interaction with other spins 

Indirect spin-spin coupling with other spins 

Quadrupolar interaction with the electric field gradient 

The first two terms 1iz and 1-lrf may be called external Hamiltonians, because 

they account for the interactions of the nuclear magnetic moment with the applied 

field Bo and the time-dependent radio frequency field B1 respectively. The remain

ing terms are associated with the spin system and are independent of experimental 

conditions; thus they are called internal Hamiltonians. 

The Zeeman Hamiltonian 1-lz may be written as follows [2]: 

(2.2.1) 

\.Yhere Bo is chosen as (O,O,Bz); II is the magnetogyric ratio of the nucleus being 

studied and v0 = ~nBz/27r, is the Larmor frequency of the nucleus. 

The radio frequency Hamiltonian 7irf is usually applied perpendicular to the 

static magnetic field and parallel to the x axis. The expression is [2]: 

h-11trr = -')'IBl(t) cos[wt + <p(t)]lx 

5 
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where ll1(t) is the time-dependent amplitude of the rffield; c.p(t) and w/27r describe 

the phase and the carrier frequency of the field. The above equation implies that 

an rf irradiation may be modulated in both its amplitude and phase. 

All the interual Hamiltonians have a common structure [2,3], which may be 

expressed as (in Cartesian terms): 

3 3 

h-I 'H). = C). l: laR~pAJ =C). l: R~pT$a (2.2.3) 
ct,/3=1 a,/3=1 

The coeflicients C). are constants for each interaction mechanism. Ia and A3 
are nuclear spin vector operators. R~p is a second-rank tensor describing the 

geometrical configurations of the molecule. 1~(3 is a vector constructed from two 

vectors, one of which is always a spin vector, whereas the other one can be the 

same vector in the case of quadrupolar interaction or another spin vector in the 

case of the dipolar couplings. 

For each R). there exists a frame of the principal axis system (PAS) which is 

fixed in the molecular frame. Every R). tensor becomes diagonal in its own PAS 

and the diagonal elements Rxx, Ryy and Rzz are called principal components. The 

axes are chosen so that: 

IRzz- Rj 2:: IRxx- Rj 2:: IRyy- Rj (2.2.4) 

where R is the trace of the tensor R, lTrR. In PAS, the second-rank tensor R can 

be written as: 

Ryy ) = Rl + :J. (-~(l + q) 

Rzz 

(2.2.5) 

where 1 is the unity matrix; :J. = Rzz- R, and 1J = (Ryy- Rxx)/ :J., (0 ~ 1J ~ 

1). :J. is the anisotropy and 7J is the asymmetry of the tensor. 
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In solution, anisotropic interactions are averaged to zero by rapid molecular 

tumbling (although such tumbling may be unable to completely reduce broadening 

for quaurupular nuclei), leaving only the isotropic contribution (R). However, in 

the soliJ-state, no such averaging takes place and for powder samples all possible 

orientations are equally probable, the anisotropic contributions being predominant. 

The anisotropic nature of spin interactions may be more conveniently expressed 

by irreuucible spherical tensors. The common form of the Hamiltonians in a spher

ical basis will be [2,3]: 

I 
h-lu>. = c>- L L ( -1 )m Rf_mTI~ (2.2.6) 

I m=-1 

where R['-m derive from the R~f3 and 1/~n from the r;f3. For a symmetric 2ud-rank 

cartesian tensor R~f3' only those Rf-m with I =0, 2 will be non-zero. Moreover, in 

its own PAS, only components with m = 0 and ±2 arc non-zero. If Plm denote the 

components of spherical tensor operator Rim in their respective PAS, the following 

results will be created: 

1, R poo =- l'rR = 
3 

P2o = ~(R,.- R) = ~ ::J 

P2±l = 0 
1 1 

P2±2 = 2(Ryy- Rxx) = 217 :1. 

(2.2.7) 

(2.2.8) 

(2.2.9) 

(2.2.10) 

For a given system, all the interactions have to be dealt with in the same frame. 

The laboratory frame is usually chosen as such a common frame, because the two 

nuclear spin vectors Ia, A~, which make the operator T1~, are basically connected 

to that frame [3]. R~11 can be expressed in the laboratory frame through Wiguer 
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I 

Rtm = L V~'m(¢\O\¢>>.)Ptm' (2.2.11) 
m=-1 

where ¢\ 0\ ¢>·' are the Euler angles, as displayed in Figure 2.2.1. v80 is a unity 

constant, therefore Roo = poo. The elements of the matrices (V2 , ) which are mm 

relevant to this work are presented as follows: 

(2.2.12) 

To transfer Ia from the cartesian system to the spherical system, the following 

definitions have been used [2]: 

I±= lx ± ly 
1 

1+1 =- y12I+ 

lo = lz 
1 

L1 = + vf2L 

(2.2.13) 

The expressions of the coeflicients c>- and the tensor components 1/~n and pfm, 

for chemical shielding (CS), dipolar interaction (D), indirect coupling (J) and 

quadrupolar interaction (Q), are summarised in Table 2.2.1. 
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Figure 2.2.1: Coordination of the principal axis system (X,Y,Z) with respect to 

the laboratory frame (B1 is chosen in the plane perpendicular to B0). '1/;, (} and </> 

are the Euler angles [5]. 

2.2.1 Chemical shielding 

The chemical shielding arises from the local magnetic field generated at the 

nucleus by the circulation of the surrounding electrons induced by the applied 

field. The general equation for the shielding Hamiltonian, in irreducible spherical 

notation, can be derived from the previously mentioned relevant equations and 

Table 2.2.1: 

2 - 2 

tL-LHcs = ccs [pg~T00 + L ( -1)m L V~'-mP~~~T2~] (2.2.14) 
m=-2 m'=-2 

Since the contribution of the chemical shift Hamiltonian is very small compared 

to that of the Zeeman interaction, its influence may be truncated to a 1st-order 

effect (secular term), which involves only Io terms, i.e. m = 0 terms (the observed 

shielding constant is generally the secular term). Hence the above equation can be 

immediately written as (dropping the index cs): 

(2.2.15) 

Referring to Table 2.2.1 and the Wigner equations, Equation 2.2.15 may be recast 
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0 

Table 2.2.1: Irreducible spherical tensor operators (T1>:n, Ptm) of the interaction Hamiltonian 

JtA with .\ = CS, D, J, Q. Also the expressions for the coefficient cA. [2,3) 

Tensors chemical shielding ( CS) Dipolar coupling (D) scalar coupling (.J) Qua.drupolar coupling ( Q) 

Too fzBo I·S I· S s2 

T2o /flzBo ~(3lzSz- I· S) ~(3lzSz- I· S) 1 (352 -52) 76 z 

Tz±l =t=~I±Bo =F~(IzS± + S±fz) =F~(JzS+ + S±J z) =f~(S'zS± + S'±Sz) 

Tz±z 0 ~l±S± ~I±S± !Sl 
poo aaso 0 Jiso 0 

P20 VI:z ?VI -3 -~ 2r1s VI :ZJ If eqzz 

P2±l 0 0 0 0 

~:::277 0 1 1 
P2±2 2 ::lJ 77 J 2 eqzzT/Q 

CA II ~1nsh 27r eQ 
2S(2S-1Jh 

--



as: 

(2.2.16) 

Where vo = Boll /2rr , the Larmor frequency of the nucleus; uiso is the isotropic 

shielding value; :::2 and 7J denote the anisotropy and asymmetry of the shielding 

tensor respectively; () and 4> are two of the Euler angles which describe the relative 

orientations between the PAS of the shielding tensor and the laboratory frame 

(Figure 2.2.1). 

It is therefore the case that the shielding constant is directly related to the 

orientations of the molecules under investigation, with respect to the applied field 

Bo. Heavy nuclei such as 119Sn and 207 Pb usually have large anisotropies, and 

the principal values of the shieldings may be obtained from slow MAS experiments 

(see below). 

2.2.2 Dipolar interactions 

The presence of neighbouring magnetic nuclei alters the local field of a nucleus, 

and therefore changes its energies. The Hamiltonian used to describe this direct 

dipolar interaction may be written as (in a spherical basis): 

2 2 

n-1
?i

0 = C0 [ProrcPo + 2: ( -1)m 2: v~'-mPrm,rRnl (2.2.17) 
m=-2 m'=-2 

Recalling from Table 2.2.1 and other relevant equations, the dipolar Hamiltonian 

for two heteronuclear spins, applicable to this work, yields (dropping the index D): 

n-1
11 = -2/f(:;)msllrffi3 m~2(-l)mvLmT,m 
=- 2rrD(3cos2 

()- 1)1zSz (2.2.18) 

- 2rr~Dsin0cos0 [(IzS+ + S+lz)e-itP + UzS- + s_Iz)eitP] 
2 

where D = ~/nsnrjg3 , the dipolar coupling constant; '1/J and () are the two Euler 

angles. This equation is derived by assuming that only the secular part, fz, of 
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spm vector I is important, and that all components of § spm should be taken 

into account. This assumption is made for the situation where the rare spill under 

study (I = ~) is coupled to a quadrupolar nucleus S (S > ~ ); a quadrupolar 

spin is quantised by both the Zeeman and the quadrupolar interactions [6], so all 

components must be considered. 

However, if the two nuclei under investigation are both spin-!, then only the 

first term, secular term, of Equation (2.2.18) is of importance. The effect of the 

dipolar interaction on the NMR spectrum will thus only depend on 0, the angle 

between the internuclear vector and the applied field. When the two nuclei are 

orientated at 54.7° to the magnetic field Bo, leading to< 3cos2 0- 1 >= 0, the 

dipolar contribution will disappear. This angle is called the 'magic-angle' and 

is extremely useful for high-resolution solid-state NMR. On the other hand, the 

dipolar interaction may be observed in NMR spectra in solids, the dipolar constant 

D may thus be obtained, and then the interatomic distance fJS may be derived. 

It is dear that even under MAS condition the second part of Equation (2.2.18) 

will not be averaged out, hence residual dipolar interaction will still exist. Detailed 

calculation of the quadrupolar effect in a solid-state NMR spectrum is given below 

in section 2.4. 

2.2.3 Indirect spin-spin (Jf) coupling 

l11direct spin-spin coupling, also known as scalar or J coupling, describes the 

interactions between nuclear spins via the surrounding electrons in the system. 

Whereas direct dipolar coupling contains structural information in the form of 

interatomic distance, J coupling contains bond-related structural information. The 

Hamiltonian has the form: 

2 2 

I. -L J 2 [ J 7d + """" ( 1)m """" V2 J TJ ] t H = 7r Poo oo i...J - i...J m'-mPlm' 2m (2.2.19) 
m=-2 m'=-2 

For directly- bonded atoms it is generally assumed that J coupling is dorninated 
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by elcctrous which directly take part in the chemical bond. Those electrons usually 

form an electron-pair sigma single bond; the J coupling tensor should therefore be 

(at least approximately) axially symmetric (i.e. TlJ = 0) [7]. The unique axis 

normally lies parallel to the internuclear axis. When this assumption is assured, 

the truncated Hamiltonian can be immediately written as: 

(2.2.20) 

\Vhere :::Z.J = hJ - Jiso, is the anisotropy of the J coupling tensor. However, since 

J tensor is axially symmetric, the anisotropy can be expressed as: 

(2.2.21) 

In many cases, as in this chapter, 6.J is called J-coupling anisotropy. Hence, the 

Hamiltonian can be recast as: 

(2.2.22) 

where 0 is the angle between the unique J coupling axis (internuclear vector) and 

the applied field. This Hamiltonian is identical to the first term of the direct dipolar 

interaction (Equation 2.2.18), except for the isotropic value Jiso. It is therefore 

expected that the anisotropic part of J coupling (6.J) will behave exactly the same 

as the direct dipolar coupling (D). 

2.2.4 Quadrupolar interaction 

In addition to a nuclear magnetic moment, a nucleus with S > ~ possesses an 

ellipsoidal distribution of charge, known as the electric quadrupolar moment. In 

the laboratory frame, the expression for the Hamiltonian may have the following 

form: 

2 2 
r-11tQ - eQ "' ( l)m "' 
t - 25'(25- l)h m~Z - L...J 

m'=-2 
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Inserting the T~, p~ terms described in Table 2.2.1 and the Wigner equations 

into the above equation, with the assumption that the electric field gradient is 

axially symmetric, i.e. TJQ = 0, the final expression for the quadrupolar interaction 

may be stated as follows: 

(2.2.24) 

vVhere x = e2Qqj"h, the quadrupolar coupling constant; ¢, () are the Euler an

gles which describe the relative orientations of the electric field gradient and the 

laboratory frame (Bo in z-direction). 

It may be worthy of mention here that when a quadrupolar nucleus is coupled 

to a spin-t nucleus, the dipolar interaction between them may be affected by the 

quadrupole moment, thus altering the spin-t NMR spectrum. More details about 

such quadrupolar effects can be found in section 2.4. 

2.3 Interplay of shielding, dipolar and indirect coupling tensors 

For a heteronuclear spin system (AX), the Hamiltonian of the A nucleus in the 

presence of chemical shielding, dipolar and indirect interactions becomes: 

h-1 [ iso 1 (3 2 ()CS 1) 1 • 2 ()CS 2.J.CS]/ 1iA =vo u A + 2 ::ZA cos - + 2 ::ZATfA sm cos '+' zA 

- D(3cos2 0° -1)/zAlzx (2.3.1) 
. 1 . 

+ [J190 + 3.6J(3 cos2 
()J - 1 )]fzAfzX 

This equation is the sum of Hamiltonians given by Equations (2.2.16), (2.2.18) and 

(2.2.22). It is assumed that both nuclei are spin-!, so only the secular term (/zSz) 

of the dipolar Hamiltonian is included. 

Suppose both u and J tensors are axially symmetric and their principal axes are 

coincident along the relevant internuclear vector (and perpendicular to it), and thus 
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are coaxial with the D tensor as well, then TIA will be zero and ocs = ()D = {)J = 0. 

Equation (2.3.1) may be then rewritten as: 

h-11iA =vo[0'~0 + ~ ::::2.4(3 cos2 (}- 1)]1zA 

+ [Jiso- D'(3cos20 -1)]1zAlzx (2.3.2) 

where vo = IABo/27r and D' = D- !6.J. 

The extension of the above theory to an AX2 system is straightforward, pro

vided the X nuclei are equivalent, and the system is linear, i.e. there is only one 

tensor J AX. The Hamiltonian determining the A-spin spectrum for an AX2 system 

will thus be: 

h-11lA =vo[0'~0 + ~ ::::2A(3cos2 
(}- 1)lzA 

+ [Jiso- D'(3cos28 -1)]1zAUzx1 + lzx2 ) (2.3.3) 

This Hamiltonian gives rise to eight energy levels due to the possible A, X1 and 

X2 spin states. The eight eigenstates and their corresponding energy levels are as 

follows: 

Energy levels for an axially symmetric AX2 system 

eigenstate ffiA L:mx energy level 

f3f3f3 
1 -1 E( 1) = -1vo [uiso + 1 :1. (3 cos2 (} - 1 )] + ![Jiso - D'(3 cos2 {) - 1 )] -1 

f3f3o: 1 0 E(2) = -!vo[uiso + 1 :1. (3 cos2 {)- 1)] + 0 -2 

f3o:f3 1 0 E(3) = -1vo[uiso + 1 :1. (3 cos2 (}- 1 )] + 0 -2 

f3o:o: 1 +1 E ( 4) = -1vo [ O'iso + 1 :1. ( 3 cos2 (} - 1)] - 1 [ Jiso - D' ( 3 cos2 8 - 1)] -2 

o:f3f3 +1 -1 E(5) = +!vo[uiso + 1 :1. (3 cos2 (}- 1 )] -![Jiso - D'(3 cos2 (} - 1 )] 

o:f3o: 1 
+1 0 E(6) = +~vo[uiso + 1 :1. (3 cos2 {)- 1)] + 0 

o:o:fj 1 
+2 0 E(7) = +!vo[uiso + 1 :1. (3cos2 ()- 1)] + 0 

aaa +1 2 +1 E(8) = +1vo [uiso + 1 ::Z (3 cos2 () - 1 )] + 1 [Jiso - D'(3 cos2 () - 1 )] 
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where fJ refers to the spin state -1, whereas a: refers to+~. Due to the selection 

rule .6mA = ±1 and .6 I:: rnx = 0, transitions allowed are between energy levels: 

E(4)- E(S) = v+ 

E(2) - E(6) = E(3)- E(7) = v0 

E(1)- E(5) = v-

(2.3.4) 

where each transition, denoted by v+ or v0 or v-, is assigned to either 'plus' or 

zero or 'minus' according to its X2 spin state I::mx = -1, 0, +1 respectively. The 

transition frequencies are therefore expressed as: 

v+ = -vo[uiso +! :Z. (3cos2 0 -1)]- [Jiso- D'(3cos2 0 -1)] 
2 

. 1 2 
v0 = -v0 [o-190 +- :Z. (3 cos 0- 1 )] (2.3.5) 

2 
. 1 . 

11- = -vo[o-190 + "2 :Z. (3cos2 0- 1)] + [J' 90
- D'(3cos2 0- 1)] 

It is obvious that the intensity ratio among the three resonances is 1:2:1. It may 

be seen that Equation (2.3.5) is, in reduced form as: 

v+ = -JioO"iso + (D' - !vo :z.)(3 cos2 0- 1)- Jiso 
2 

0 iso 1 ....., (3 2 (} 1) v = -vou - -vo -L cos -
2 

v- = -IIOO"iso- (D' + ~vo :Z.)(3 cos2 0- 1) + ;iso 

(2.3.6) 

These relationships are given for the case where /A is positive. When /A is negative, 

the three transitions have the following form: 

v+ = -vouiso- (D' + ~lvol :z. )(3cos20 -1) + ;iso 

v0 = -VoCJiso- ~lvol :Z. (3cos2 0- 1) 

v- = -vouiso + (D'- !lvol :Z. )(3cos2 0 -1)- iso 
2 
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Comparing Equations (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) it is clear that the spectra are invariant 

to a change in the sign of ~fA, but the 'minus' and 'plus~ states of nuclei X2 are 

interchanged. HO\vever, such inversion will not have any effect on the appearance 

of the NMR spectrum. It can also be seen from the above equations that the 

anisotropy in J ( D.J) cannot be distinguished from D experimentally. Only when 

fAX is known can D.J be derived. 

2.4 Dipolar interaction between spin-~ and spin-1 nuclei 

The dipolar Hamiltonian of an IS system, where I = ! and S = 1, can be 

expressed in the laboratory frame using Equation (2.2.18) as (under magic-angle 

condition): 

(2.4.1) 

The energies of the spin states are immediately available as: 

(2.4.2) 

Where !mz > are the eigenfuntions of the Zeeman interaction, 7-lzr, of the I spin 

and eigenfunctions j'lj)m > are solutions to: 

(2.4.3) 

where Em denote the corresponding eigenvalues. The resonance frequency of the 

nuclei I, vm, influenced by the I-S dipolar interaction will thus be (D.mz = ±1): 

(2.2.4) 

where m is the spin state of the S nucleus, and '!/-', () relate the dipolar principal 

axis system to the laboratory axis system through rotations about the dipolar y 

and z axes respectively. In order to apply a perturbation approach, the Zeeman 
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interaction is considered large enough so that the quadrupolar Hamiltonian can be 

estimated using perturbation theory. The four eigenfunctions, 17fm >, can then be 

regarded as linear combinations of the eigenfunctions, lm >, of the Zeeman term: 

3 
~ 

17fm >= L Cmnln > 
n=-~ 

(2.4.5) 

The coefficients Cmn can be derived by standard perturbation theory provided that 

the magnitude of the quadrupolar interaction is not too great. The theory allows 

au approximation to the coefficients Cmn of the linear expansion to be obtained 

[8]: 

(2.4.6) 

where 

if m =J n 

The second and higher order corrections are neglected. The quadrupolar Hamilto

nian under lYIAS conditions and with no asymmetry may be written as (according 

to Equation 2.2.24): 

(2.4.7) 

This equation is valid provided that the quadrupolar axis system is coincident with 

the dipolar axis system. Inserting Equation (2.4.7) into Equation (2.4.6) and using 

the well-known relatious: 

Szl m >= m lm > 

S±lm >= js(S + 1)- m(m ± 1) lm ± 1 > 
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The Cmn may be calculated aud the 1·1/'m > can then be written as: 

3 1 1 
11/JJ >= 1- > +a1 1- > +a2 I -- > 

~ 2 2 2 

I1/J1 >= -ai 1-
2

3 
> + 1I > +a2 I - ~ > 

~ 2 2 

11/J 1 >= -a~ I~ > + 1- ~ > +a1 I - ~ > 
-~ 2 2 2 

I·'· • 11 • I 1 3 '~-' 3 >= -a2 - > +al - - > + I - - > 
-~ 2 2 2 

(2.4.10) 

(2.4.11) 

(2.4.12) 

(2.4.13) 

where a1 = -(J3x/'!vs)sin0cos0exp(i1/;), a2 = -(.J3x/16vs)sin2 0exp(i21j;). 

The asterisk defines a complex conjugate and vs is the resonance frequency of the 

S spin. Referriug to the previous expressions results in a general form: 

(2.4.14) 

where D = ~/nslirrs -J, the dipolar coupling constant; x = e
2fq, the quadrupolar 

coupling coustant; rrs is the distance between nuclei I and S. If indirect I-S J 

coupling is also included, the resonance frequency will be: 

J iso 9D'x(5 2) · 2 2 
Vm = -m + -- -

4 
- m sm 0 cos 0 

4vs 
(2.4.15) 

where D' = D - .6J /3, the pseudo-coupling constant. 

2.5 High-resolution solid-state NMR 

Solid-state NMR spectra tend to have very broad featureless lines if no special 

techniques are applied. These usually result from dipolar interactions with other 

nuclei (including protons) and from shielding anisotropy. Dipolar interactions may 

be removed by the magic-angle spinning experiment, which involves fast rotation 

of the sample about an axis inclined at 54.7° (the magic-angle, which enables 

< 3 cos2 0- 1 >= 0), to the magnetic field [9,10]. In principle, this technique not 

01Jly averages the dipolar interaction to its isotropic value (zero) but also averages 
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the chemical shielding and spin-spin indirect coupling to their isotropic values ( O"iso, 

Jiso). lluwever, this can only be achieved provided the spinning speed exceeds the 

size of the interaction, or the combined effects from the interplay of two or more 

interactious. 

In practice, generally attainable MAS speeds have a limit of ca. 5kHz, though 

modern commercial probes can reach up to 15 kHz. Such speeds may be sufficient 

to average in homogeneously broadened systems with no protons [11 ]. Howev~r, for 

a syste1n when the heteronuclear dipolar coupling involves protons, the size of the 

dipolar interactions well exceeds the above mentioned attainable spinning speed 

[12]. This problem has been solved by high-power proton decoupling (I-IPPD) [13]. 

The process of decoupling is carried out by a double resonance technique, i.e. two 

radio frequencies are needed. One of them strongly irradiates the resonance of 

protons, whereas the other is set on the resonance of the nucleus in question. 

lVlagic-angle spinning and high-power proton decoupling are tvv'O very powerful 

techniques fur line-narrowing in the solid-state. However, in some cases these 

two means are unable to completely remove the effect of shielding anisotropy, 

whose linewidth may be greater than the spinning speeds. The resulting spectrum 

contains a series of peaks spaced at the spinniug frequency with the centreband 

(invariant to spinning speed) at the isotropic chemical shift. The intensities of the 

peaks are related to the chemical shielding anisotropy, which can be derived from 

spinning sideband analysis (see Chapter 7). 

Another widely-used technique in solid-state NMR is cross-polarization (CP), 

which very substantially increases the signal-to-noise in the spectra of those mag

netically dilute (rare) spin systems [14]. Many nuclei with high NMR interest are 

rare spins (e.g. 13C, 119Sn, etc); they usually have low natural abundance (e.g. 

13 C 1.1 %) aHd very long spin-lattice relaxation times. CP enhances the rnagneti

sation of the rare spins from that of the abundant spins (usually protons) and, as a 

result, the intensity of the spectrum of rare spin systems effectively depends on the 
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relaxation of the proton spin system. The spin-lattice relaxation times of protons 

are often much shorter than those of rare spins. Hence, the recycle time needed 

for efficient spectral accumulation is, in general, much shorter for a CP experiment 

than for a conventional pulse-FT experiment. 
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Chapter III 

Experin1ental Descriptions 

3.1 Spectron1eter systen1s 

Two spectrometer systems, a Bruker CXP-200 and a Varian VXR-300, were 

used for the majority of the work outlined in this thesis. The CXP-200 was 

equipred with a 4.7 Tesla wide-bore (89.5 rrun) magnet, with a proton resonance 

frequency of 200.13 l'vUlz. Two broad-band, dual-channel double-bearing probes 

were usually used on the CXP-200 machine. The frequency range covered by the 

two probes is 20 rv 90 MHz. The double-bearing probes provided a very stable 

spinning system for magic-angle spinning studies. The spinning speeds could reach 

up to 5 kllz, provided that the rotor was full aud homogeneously packed. The ro

tors were made from zirconia with a 7 mm diameter. Further details about the 

spectrorneter can be found iu [1]. Most of the H-1, C-13, F-19, P-31, Sn-119 and 

Pb-207 spectra presented in this thesis were ruu on this spectrometer. 

The VXR-300 is a spectrometer equipped with a 7.1 Tesla narrow-bore (89 mm) 

magnet with a proton resonance frequency of 299.95 MHz. The probes used for 

lVIAS experiments were also double-bearing and were designed by Doty Scientific. 

Spinning speeds of up to 15 kHz could be obtained by a specially designed fast 

spinning probe with 5 mm o.d. rotors. The spectrometer was used to perform Al-

27, Si-29 and Pb-207 studies. Many Sn-119 spectra were obtained from the VXR-

300 as well as from the CXP-200 because a second field was necessary for a thorough 

investigation of the organotin compounds. Variable temperature operation was also 

carried out on the VXR-300 machine. 

The 1 H relaxation time measurements were performed on a horne-made WRAC 
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spectrometer, which has a proton resonance frequency of 60.00 MHz. A full de

scription of the spectrometer may be found in [2]. 

3.2 Nuclei of interest 

The main materials studied were three different series of organotin compounds, 

namely R3SnF, RzSnClz (including R~SnC16, where R' is a cation) and organoox

otin compounds. Undoubtedly, 119Sn NMR studies comprise the majority of the 

work presented in this thesis. 13~C spectra of these samples were also taken to 

assist the structural elucidation. The other samples being investigated were TiOz 

pigments, which were coated with PzOs, or Alz03 or/and SiOz. It is very easy 

for the samples to adsorb water molecules and hydroxyl groups on their surfaces. 

The structure of the coatings and the way that the HzO molecules and OH groups 

adsorbed on the surfaces are apparently important to the understanding of the 

pigments. Therefore, 1 H, 31 P, 27 AI and 29 Si NMR studies were carried out for the 

samples. The properties of those nuclei being investigated are listed in Table 3.2.1. 

3.3 Chemical shift references 

Chemical shifts are commonly measured relative to a standard substance; the 

definition of chemical shift is: 

8jppm= 11-llref X 106 (3.3.1) 
II ref 

where 11 denotes the resonance frequency of the observed line, and llref refers 

to the resonance frequency of a. reference line. Therefore, a positive chemical 

. shift 8 suggests that the observed resonance frequency is higher than that of the 

standard material, whereas a. negative chemical shift suggests otherwise. The high

frequency-positive convention has been adopted throughout this thesis where the 

symbol 8. is used. Shielding (denoted by 0') has the opposite sign convention. 

In solid-state NMR, a secondary reference is usually used when the standard 

substance is a liquid (except for 27 Al). This is because liquid references are not 



Table 3.2.1: NMR properties of selected nuclei [3] 

%Natural Magnetogyric Quadrupolar NMR\a) Chemical 

Isotope Spin abundance ratio moment frequency shift 

"t/ 107 rad T-1 s-1 1028 Q/m2 3 /MHz reference 

lH 1 99.98.5 26.7.520 200.13 TMS 2 -

13C 1 1.108 6.7283 50.32 TMS 2 -

19F 1 100 25.1810 188.34 CFCb 2 -

27 Al 5 4.308 6.9760 0.15 52.15 Al(H20)~+ 2 
29Si 1 4.7 -5.3188 39.76 TMS 2 -

31 p ! 100 10.8410 - 81.01 H3P04 2 

3scl 3 75.53 2.6240 -0.1 19.63 2 -

37Cl 1 24.47 2.1842 -7.9x 10-2 16.34 -2 

117Sn 1 7.61 -9.5780 71.30 .Me4Sn 2 -

119Sn 1 8.58 -10.0210 74.63 Me4Sn 2 -

207pb ! 22.6 5.5400 - 41.87 Me4Pb 
2 

(a) The frequency is calculated at 4. 7 Tesla. 

practical for routine use since the shimming conditions for solids and liquids are 

generally different. Tetramethyl silane, TMS, is the accepted standard reference 

sample for 1 H, 13C and 29 Si. Secondary references are silicone gum for both 1 H (at 

0.6 ppm) and 29 Si (at -22.7 ppm) and adamantane for 13C (the higher frequency 

line is 38.5 ppm). The secondary reference for 19F is C6F6, which is indirectly 

referenced to CFCb. The chemical shift of C6F6 is -163.4 ppm with respect 

to CFCb solution. All 31 P NMR data are indirectly referenced to 85% aqueous 

phosphoric acid (H3P04). Brushite (CaHP04·2H20) powder is used as a secondary 

reference. Its chemical shift is 1.2 ppm relative to H3P04 solution. 

119Sn chemical shifts have been referenced to Me4Sn. Two secondary references 
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were used: one was tetraphenyltin (Ph4Sn) on the CXP-200, and the other one was 

tetracyclohexyltin, (C6Hn)4Sn, on the VXR-300. The chemical shifts of these two 

compounds with respect·to Me4Sn are -121.0 and -97.4 ppm respectively. For 

27 AI NMR, the standard reference is Al(H20)~+ solution. Me4Pb was used as the 

standard reference for 207 Pb. The secondary reference chosen was tetraphenyllead, 

Pb4Pb, whose chemical shift is -156.5 ppm relative to the standard reference. All 

the above discussed standard references are summarised in Table 3.2.1. 

3.4 Pulse sequences 

NMR pulse sequences have been the major power of modern FT NMR, which 

involves tbe use of pulses of varying duration, phase, frequency and amplitude. 

With these techniques the behaviour of nuclear spins can be manipulated and 

therefore certain N MR parameters may be obtained. The basic techniques have 

become generally well-known and it is unnecessary to repeat here. What follows 

in this section is a brief description of pulse sequences, illustrated in Figure 3.4.1, 

which are relevant to this work. 

3.4.1 Single-pulse excitation (SPE) 

The simplest of all pulse sequences is shown in Figure 3.4.l(a), which combines 

a goo single pulse and high-power proton decoupling (HPPD). The duration of the 

goo pulse was generally set at ca. 4Jls. This sequence, together with magic

angle spinning, was used to obtain 31 P spectra for TiOz pigments. However, for 

compounds without protons, such as KzSnC16, the proton decoupling was switched 

off and only a 90° pulse was used. Since the resonance frequencies of 1 I-I and 19F 

are very close, it is not feasible to decouple 1 H while obtaining 19 F signals, so 

during the acquisition of 19 F spectra no decoupling field was used. The recycle 

delay is usually rv 51\ (X). 
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3.4.2 Cross-polarization 

As described in Chapter 2, cross-polarization ( CP) is used to derive the mag

netization of dilute spins from abundant spins, e.g. protons. Figure 3.4.l(b) shows 

the pulse sequence which allows the transfer of magnetization between different 

spin systems. After the goo pulse on the proton channel, the 1 H magnetization is 

spin-locked by an on-resonance pulse in they-direction. At the same time, a strong 

011-rcsonance pulse is applied to the X spins (13C, 31 P, 119Sn etc). The magnitudes 

of the two fields are chosen to fulfill the Hartmann- Hahn condition [4]: 

(3.4.1) 

In the time period T, known as contact time, the magnetization of 1 I-1 spins will 

transfer to that of dilute spins through dipolar interactions. During the acquisition 

of the rare spin signal, the proton channel is still locked for proton decoupling. 

In practice, the 1-lartmann-Hahn condition is achieved by changing the power 

of the X spin channel using a reference sample, until the FID of the reference 

sample reaches a maximum. The contact time is generally between 1 and 10 ms 

and the recycle delay is "" 5'1\ C H). The second goo pulse on the proton channel 

is a flip-back pulse [5], which is used to reduce the recycle time. 

3.4.3 Non-quaternary suppression 

Figure 3.4.1 (c) shows the pulse sequence of non-quaternary suppression (NQS), 

also kuown as dipolar-dephasing. This sequence, designed by Opella and l<rey [G], 

is usually used for 13 C studies, though it can be applied to any nuclei directly 

coupled to protons. The purpose of this sequence is to assist in assignment of solid

state NMR spectra. Between the contact time and FlD aquisition time, there is 

a decoupli11g 'window'. During the 'window' period, the transverse magnetization 

of the protonated 13C nuclei will, in principle, decay much more rapidly than 

those with no directly bonded protons. This is because protonated carbons have 
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strong (C, H) interactions, whereas quaternary carbons have no such interactions. 

Hence the FID obtained will contain mainly signals from non-protonated carbons. 

Comparing C P and NQS spectra, thus, can provide information ou the assignmeut 

of carbon signa.ls, especially where mauy carbons are involved. 

The main reasou for the rapid decay of protonated 13C in NQS spectra is the 

strong (C, H) interactions. However, in some cases, the (C, H) interactions may 

be partially averaged due to fast internal rotation, for example CH3 groups. When 

this happens, most of the transverse maguetization of the carbons will remaiu 

after the dipolar-dephasing period. Hence, methyl carbon resonances are usually 

contained in the NQS spectra. 

3.4.4 Proton relaxation time measurements 

T1 ct H) measurement 

The method used for the T1 e H) is the saturation-recovery method, whose 

pulse sequence is shown in Figure 3.4.1( d). The pulse spacing t1 should be set to 

T2 < t 1 << 1i [7]. The series of goo pulses set the magnetization of the spins to 

zero. During the T period, the magnetization recovers and this recovery will be 

sampled at different T times. The relaxation behaviour will thus be measured. 

T1pct H) measurement 

Figure 3.4.l(e) is the pulse sequence for T1p measurement. The goo pulse is 

followed by a change in phase (goo) of the radio-frequency field. The magnetization 

(My) is therefore locked along the r.f. field B1. However, My will still decay with 

time since the static field Bo is several orders of magnitude greater than B1. As 

the time T increases the FID signal detected will decrease. The decaying rate is 

the T1p [7]. 
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Figure 3.4.1: Pulse sequences: (a) SPE; (b) CP; (c) 1\QS; (d) T1eH); (e) T1peH). 

Key: DEC ;:;:: decoupling; SL;:;:: spin-lock; DW;:;:: decoupling window. 
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3.5 Magic-angle setting 

When the angle between the rotor axis and the magnetic field Bo is set to .54. 7°, 

the angle is the so-called magic-angle, at which most dipolar coupling, shielding 

anisotropy and anisotropy in spin-spin coupling will be averaged to zero (see Chap

ter 2). Solid KBr was used to adjust the angle by observing 79 Br FID signals and 

maximizing the number of spin echoes. The accuracy of this method can normally 

reach ± 0.1°. 

3.6 Sample listing 

The following samples were studied during the course of this work and the 

sources of the compounds are given accordingly. 

Compounds 

Triorganotin fluorides 

Sources 

P. Granger ~Je3SnF 

n-Bu3SnF 

i-Bu3SnF 

Ph3SnF 

~fes3SnF 

:'\eo3SnF 

Pilkington Bros. PLC 

Dr. H. Reuter (Institut fiir Anorganische Chemie, 

der Universitat Bonn) 

Organooxotin compounds 

[;\·feSn(0)02CMe]6 

[n-BuSn( 0 )02CMe]6 

[n-BuSn( 0 )02P( C6Hn)2]4 

[(n-BuSn(OH)OzPPh2)JO][Ph2P02] 
:30 

" 

Prof. P.R. Holmes (University of 

Massachusettes at Amherst, USA) 

" 

" 



Compounds 

Chlorine-containing 

oganotin compounds 

Sources 

( acac)zSnCb 

(bzac)2SnCb 

(NH4)zSnC16 

(Me NI-b )zSnCl6 

(Ph4P)2SnCl6 

K2SnCl6 

(Bu4N)zSnCI6 

Prof. P. Finocchiaro (University of Catania, Italy) 

" 

Dr. K.B. Dillon (University of Durham, England) 

" 

" 

" 

Dr. M.J. Taylor (University of Auckland, New Zealand) 

Titania pigrnents 

anatase Ti02 coated with P20s.l<20 

rutile Ti02 coated with P20s, K20 

rutile Ti02 coated with AlzOJ, Si02 

rutile Ti02 coated with Al203, organic 
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Chapter IV 

Sn-119 and C-13 NMR studies of triorganyl tin fluorides 

4.1 Introduction 

With the development of cross-polarization (CP) and magic-angle spmmng 

(MAS), high-resolution NMR studies of solids became one of the most impor

tant tools to investigate chemical structure and bonding in solid organic and 

organometallic chemistry. This chapter will focus on the study of triorganyl tin 

fluorides, R3SnF, using high-resolution solid-state NMR techniques. Both Sn-119 

aml C-13 CPMAS studies were undertaken. Though much more attention is given 

to 119Sn NMR, the 13C work was also included since carbon is the favourite dilute 

nucleus being studied, and is thus well documented. Measurement of 1 H relaxation 

times were also carried out which may give some extra information. 

There has been considerable interest in the nature of bonding in solid triorganyl 

halides, and much X-ray work has been done to reveal the structures of triorganyl 

tin fluorides, though the NMR studies of these compounds are limited. So far, only 

tri-rnethyl tin fluoride and tri-n-butyl tin fluoride have been studied by solid-state 

NMR [1,2], and the 119Sn chemical shift and the tin-fluorine coupling constant of 

tri-neophyl tin fluoride in solution were recorded some years ago [3,4]. 

The X-ray result of tri-methyl tin fluoride reported by Clark et al. [5] is pre

sented in Figure 4.1.1. lt showed that the crystal structure of Me3SnF consisted 

of chains of trimethyltin groups and fluorine atoms, with fluorine-bridges and peu

tacoordination at tin. However, some ambiguities remained in the X-ray studies. 

This kind of chain-like five-coordination conformation was supported by Mossbauer 

studies [G,7] and earlier solid-state 119Sn NMR research [1]. The same structure 

was also found for a similar compound, tr·i-n-butyl tin fluoride [2,8]. 
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Figure 4.1.1: Crystal structure of Me3SnF [5]. 

Recently, Reuter has found by X-ray structure analysis [9] that tri-benzyl tin 

fluoride has a nearly linear fluorine-tin-fluorine chain and the tin atoms lie in be

tween two fluorine atoms (within experimental error) as shown in Figure 4.1.2. 

However, the same author has shown [10] that tri-mesityl tin fluoride has tetraco

ordinated tin with two rnolecules in the asymmetric unit. The bonded tin-fluorine 

distance is ca. 1.96 A, whereas the nearest non-bonded Sn-F is ca. 4.46 A apart. 

The crystal structure is displayed in Figure 4.5.8. 

The above studies have been found to be very valuable in the understanding 

of the structures of organic tin fluorides. This chapter presents further work on 

this group of compounds, dealing specifically with Me3SnF, n-Bu3SnF, i-Bu3SnF, 

Ph3SnF, l'VIes3SnF (Mes=mesityl) and Neo3SnF(Neo=neophyl). The first com

pound was provided by P. Granger and n-Bu3SnF was supplied by Pilkington 

Uros. PLC. The last four ones were given by Dr. Reuter along with the X-ray 

information. 
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Figure 4.1.2: Crystal structure of Bz3SnF [9] 

SnF 

4.2 The coordination number 

High-resolution 119 Sn NMR spectra were recorded for all the six triorganyl tin 

fluorides. Though the formulae of the compounds are the same, some of the 119Sn 

CPMAS spectra appear to be substantially different. 

Figure 4.2.1 shows the 119Sn CPMAS spectra of i-Bu3SnF and Mes3SnF, ob

tained with high-power proton decoupling, on the same scale. It is apparent that 

whereas the spectrum of tri-i-butyl tin fluoride demonstrates some complexity, 

Mes3SnF gives a rather simple spectrum. The complexity of the former arises 
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from two properties of the spectrum: ( 1) the triplet splitting for the centre band 

(indicated by arrows, obtained by varying the spinning speed); (2) each of the split 

lines possesses a wide spread of spinning sidebands. 

(a) 

(b) 

300 200 100 ppm 0 -100 -200 

Figure 4.2.1: 119Sn CPMAS spectra of (a) Mes3SnF and (b) i-Bu3SnF obtained at 

111.86 MHz. Spectrometer operating conditions: Contact time 2ms (a) and 5ms 

(b); Recycle delay 1s (both); Number oftransients 5800 (a) and 2000 (b): Spinning 

speed 4400 (a) and 5130 (b) Hz. 

Summing over the intensities of all the spinning sidebands for each manifold 

gives the relative intensity ratio of the subspcctra as 1:2:1. This triplet splitting 

indicates that 119Sn nucleus is equally coupled to two equivalent fluorine nuclei (on 

the NMR timescale). This interpretation implies that tin is five-coordinated in the 

solid state with tin lying in the middle of the linear fluorine-tin-fluorine chain. The 

above explanation is fully consistent with the known crystal structure of tri-benzyl 

tin fluoride [9] and with the incomplete X-ray study of Me3SnF [5]. 
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The extensive spinning sideband manifolds are the result of large shielding 

anisotropy of tin atoms, which may be regarded as characteristic of pentacoordi

nation of tin. While the middle spinning sidebands represent the shielding tensors 

directly, the other two manifolds represent effective shielding tensors, \Vhich contain 

the interplay of various tensors: shielding, dipolar and indirect coupling tensors. 

An extensive study of the spinning sideband manifolds can be found in Section 5. 

On the other hand, the spectrum of Mes3SnF shows four main lines with few 

spinning sidebands. It is found by multi-field studies that there are two doublet 

splittings present. Since scalar coupling is invariant in Hz to magnetic field, spectra 

obtained at two different fields will give information about such splittings. The two 

doublets reflect the fact that two chemical shifts exist. Thus the ~MR analysis, 

in conformity with the X-ray work [10], gives the evidence that two molecules 

of Mes3SnF exist in the asymmetric unit. Also, the doublet splittings indicate 

that there is only one fluorine nucleus coupled to tin, which implies the tin has 

coordination number four. The spectrum also contains two additional weak lines 

(indicated by * ), centred at 8 = -79.9 ppm. They may arise from a polymorphic 

form of the molecule, but this suggestion can not be confirmed. 

119Sn CPMAS spectra of Me3SnF, n-Bu3SnF, Ph3SnF and Neo3SnF were also 

obtained. Tri-methyl tin fluoride and tri-n-butyl tin fluoride have similar spectra 

to tri-i-butyl tin fluoride in all respects, except for the values of isotropic chemical 

shift, as shown in Figures 4.2.2(a)(b). The spectrum of tri-phenyl tin fluoride 

(Figure 4.2.3), too, shows the characteristic pattern of pentacoordination though 

the spectrum is not of high quality because the CP does not give as significant an 

improvement as for the other compounds (see Section 7). Figure 4.2.4 shows the 

spectrum of Neo3SnF, giving very weak shielding anisotropy. Multi-field studies 

revealed that four main doublets exist as indicated in the spectrum. There are also 

some impurities in the spectrum, whose origin is unclear. The Sn-119 NMR studies 

thus show that the tri-neophyl tin fluoride has the characteristics of a monomeric 
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(a) 

1 

(b) 

l 

200 SOO /PM 

Figure 4.2.2: 119Sn CPMAS spectra of Me3SnF (a) and n-Bu3SnF (b) obtained at 

74.63 MHz. Spectrometer operating conditions: Contact time 5ms (both); Recycle 

time lOs (a) and 5s (b); Number of transients 6294 (a) and 9906 (b); Spinning speed 

3910Hz (a) and 3820Hz (b). The peak marked with* is the impurity. 
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structure, which implies that the tin atoms are tetracoordinated. However, it IS 

also clear that the compound is not pure. 

1 

ppm 

Figure 4.2.3: 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of Ph3SnF obtained at 111.86 MHz. Spec

trometer operating conditions: Contact time 5ms; Recycle time 30s: Number of 

transients 1904; Spinning speed 8100 Hz. 

4.3 Isotropic chemical shifts 

The isotropic chemical shifts for the six compounds are listed in Table 4.3.1. It 

can be seen that the values cover a wide range, and the difference in coordination 

number is not immediately clear. However, it is \Vell acknowledged through solution 

studies that a significant change of 119Sn chemical shift to lower frequencies occurs 

when the coordination number at tin increases. The order of change in tin-119 

resonance was found to be ca. 150 ppm per unit change of coordination in solution-

state [11]. 
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Table 4.3.1: 119 Sn chemical shifts and 1JsnF coupling constants of 

triorganyl tin fluorides R3SnF 

R 8sn /ppm IJsnFI /Hz (7* 

Me 23.8 1300 0.00 

i-Bu - 13.2 1260 - 0.125 

n-Bu - 8.9 1295 - 0.130 

Ph - 211.9 1530 0.60 

Mesityl - 82.0 2250 -

- 70.5 2300 -

neophyl 161.0 2263 -

157.0 2260 -

89.8 2293 -

72.5 2265 -

Estimated error ± 0.5 ± 15 -

As demonstrated in the previous section, four of the six compounds: Me3SnF, 

i-Bu3SnF, n-Bu3SnF and Ph3SnF, have chain polymer structures. All of them 

show only one chemical shift, which suggests that the crystallographic asymmetric 

unit is a single group. However, their chemical shift values are quite different. The 

effect of changing the organic group Ron 119Sn chemical shifts has been recognised 

by many authors [12,13,14]. It is understood that as the electron withdrawing 

ability of the alkyl group R increases, the tin atom becomes less shielded and thus 

increases the 119Sn chemical shift. However, when the alkyl group attached to tin 

is replaced by phenyl, other effects will predominate, leading the 119Sn chemical 

shift to lower frequencies (see below). 

It is generally believed that the dependence of 119Sn chemical shifts upon the 

organic groups bonded to tin may result from a change in the paramagnetic term, 

f7p, which is a dominating factor contributing to the tin shielding. The expression 
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for the paramagnetic term of shielding may be written as follows [15]: 

(4.3.1) 

Where 11-o, e, h and m are the usual constants; .6-E is a mean electronic excita

tion energy, which may be treated as constant for a series of closely related tin 

compounds; r is defined as the separation between the tin nucleus and the valence 

p (and d) electrons, and < r-3 >p and < r-3 >d are the average values of r;;3 

and r:J 3 respectively; PIt and Dtt refer to the electron imbalance associated with 

the tin atom's valence p and d orbitals respectively. The values of PIt and Dtt 

depend on the 119Sn coordination number, hybridization of the atomic orbitals in 

bonding and ionicity of the bonds. Large values of PIt and Dll correspond to highly 

imbalanced p and d electron distributions. If the electron shells are symmetric, 

the values of P ,_,. and Dtt will be zero. 

Hence, when the electron withdrawal ability of the R group increases, the 

elect ron imbalance of tin atom PIt and D It will increase accordingly, therefore 

the paramagnetic term will become larger in magnitude, i.e. the 119Sn magnetic 

shielding will decrease, leading to an increase in chemical shifts. The Taft o-* 

constants in Table 4.3.1 [16] reflect the inductive effect of the R groups and so 

the electronegativities. Methyl group has a larger value of o-* constant than that 

of butyl, so Me3SnF gives a more positive value (ca. 35 ppm) of 119Sn chemical 

shift. The electronegativities of i-Bu and n-Bu groups are very close; so are the 

Sn-119 chemical shifts of i-Bu3SnF and n-Bu3SnF. However, the chemical shift 

of n-Bu3SnF is somewhat greater than that of i-Bu3SnF, which is contrary to 

what one would expect. Nevertheless, a rough correlation exists between the tin 

chemical shift and the electron withdrawal capacity of alkyl group R, as in the case 

of solution. 

However, when the phenyl group is considered, the 119Sn signal moves to a 

much lower frequency (ca. -212 ppm), which is inconsistent with the fact that the 
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phenyl has a greater electron withdrawal ability (0"• = 0.60). This phenomenon 

can be attributed to the involvement of 1r-bonding between tin and the aromatic 

group [13,17,18]. Such bonding will reduce the electronic imbalance PJ.L and D1t 

on the t.in nucleus and so reduce the paramagnetic term in magnitude, as a result, 

tin experiences more shielding. 

Cornpared with the other compounds, the chemical shifts of !vles3SnF and 

Neo3SnF appear to be anomalous. However, when the mesityl group is regarded 

as a substituted phenyl group, and the fact that the 119Sn chemical shift difference 

between them is of ca. 130 ppm, it is clear that Ph3SnF is pentacoordinated 

whereas mesityhSnF is four-coordinated. Also, the neophyl group is a substituted 

methyl group, and as the Me3SnF shift is ca. 23.8 ppm, a four-coordinated tri

neophyl tin fluoL'ide would be expected to have a shift of ca. 160 ppm. This is 

in fact the case. The chemical shift of Neo3SnF in solution-state was found to be 

139.0 ppm [:J], which is within the region found for solid-state. However, it seems 

likely that there is some kind of structural difference between the solution and 

solid states since their chemical shifts are not quite the same. 

The great differcuce in 119Sn isotropic chemical shifts for different coordination 

at tin enables 119Sn N MR to be used as a probe to investigate the coordination 

number of the organic tin compounds in the solid-state. 

4.4 The tin-fluorine scalar coupling constants 

The important property of scalar coupling is that the coupling ( J coupling) 

constant remains unchanged at different ti:wgnetic fields. Hence it can easily be 

measured by running the samples at two different fields. Figure 4.4.1 shows the 

119Sn spectra of Mes3SnF obtained at 71.63 MHz on a CXP-200 spectrometer and 

at 111.86 MI-lz on a VXR-300 spectrometer respectively. Both spectra are on the 

same scale of ppm. Measuring the distances between the four main peaks, in units 

of liz, gives the result that the distance between line 1 and line 3 is same for 
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Figure 4.4.1: 119Sn CPMAS spectra of tri-mesityl tin fluoride obtained at (a) 74.63 

MHz and (b) 111.86 MHz. Spectrometer operating conditions: Contact time 5ms 

(a) and 2ms (b); Recycle time 5s (a) and ls (b); Number of transients 8626 (a) 

and 5800 (b); Spinning speed 3630 Hz (a) and 4420 Hz (b). 
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both spectra, as is the difference between line 2 and line 4. Hence two doublet 

splittings are found, whose isotropic scalar coupling constants are 2300 ± 1.) Hz 

and 2250 ± 1.5 Hz respectively. All the spectra of triorganyl tin fluorides being 

studied have been repeated on both spectrometers (CXP-200, VXR-300). Their 

isotropic indirect coupling constants are presented in Table 4.3.1. 

The indirect coupling constant could be either positive or negative. However, 

the proton-decoupled CPMAS experiment only provides the magnitude of the cou

pling constant but not the sign; therefore the data in Table 4.3.1 just give the 

absolute values. Pople and Santry [19] calculated the reduced coupling constant 

1 K between carbon and fluorine nuclei using molecular orbital theory. The re

duced coupling constant K.4B, which depends only on the electronic environment, 

is defined as: 

( 4.4.1) 

They found that the coupling depends predominantly on the contact term, and 

the expression of the contact contribution is given by : 

6471" 2 

KAB = -
9
-f32(SAib(rA)iSA)(SBib(rB)iSB)1rSA,SB ( 4.4.2) 

As can be seen from the equation, the sign of KAB is determined by the sign of 

the mutual polarisability term 7rSA,SB· Since the fluorine 2s orbital is sufficiently 

low in energy, the mutual polarisability between 2sp and 2sc will have the limiting 

form [19]: 

(4.4.3) 

This will lead to a negative value of 1 K( 13 C,19 F). Their calculation also indi

cates that the X- Y reduced coupling constants for first-row elements are likely to 

be negative if one of the nuclei is 19 F. A qualitative extension of the theory leads 

one to expect that the 1 K( 119Sn, 19 F) has a negative sign, provided the contact 

term still dominates. A survey of the coupling constants [14] suggested that for 
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one- bond couplings, 1 K( 119SnX) is negative if X has lone pair electrons, and indeed 

19F has a lone pair electrons. 

Equation 4.4.2 also implies general parallels between the behavior of the re

duced coupling constant involving 119Sn and the corresponding ones involving 13 C 

and 29Si. The reduced coupling constant 1 Ke9Si, 19 F) was found to be negative 

experimentally [20], in agreement with the sign predicted by Pople and Santry's 

calculation. 

However, few J coupling data of triorganyl tin fluorides have been reported. 

It may be worthy of mention here that as tin has a negative magnetogyric ratio 

and fluorine has a positive value, the signs of 1 K( 119Sn,19 F) and 1 J( 119 Sn~1 9 F) are 

opposite. McFarlane and Wood [4] measured both the sign and magnitude for 

Neo3SnF in concentrated CDCh solution by performing 19 F and 119Sn double

irradiation experiments. The result was that 1 J(119Sn,19 F) has a positive sign 

(negative reduced coupling) and the magnitude is 2298 Hz. The magnitudes of 

the same parameter are found to be between ca. 2260 and ca. 2295 Hz in the 

solid-state for tri-neophyl tin fluoride as shown in Table 4.3.1. 

The slight difference in J coupling magnitude between solid and solution states 

of Neo3SnF indicates that there are no major changes in the tin electronic en

vironment between the two states. Hence it is reasonable to assume that the 

1Je9 F,119Sn) constant of tri-neophyl tin fluoride in the solid state has a positive 

sign as well. Since the magnitudes of 1J(ll 9Sn,19 F), shown in Table 4.3.1, are large 

regardless of the coordination (i.e. no values near zero), it is reasonable to suppose 

that the coupling constant of the triorganyl tin fluorides always has the same sign. 

There are substantial differences in tin-fluorine coupling constants between 

the four-coordinated tin and the pentacoordinated tin nuclei in the compounds 

studied here. This may be explained by the fact that when fluorines are ''shared:' 

between tin atoms the s electron densities at nuclei Sn and F (Equation 4.4.2) 
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will decrease largely, thus leading to a substantial lowering of 1Je 19Sn,19 F) for the 

chain systems. 

The coupling constant of Ph3SnF, which has a chain-like structure, is close 

to that of other bridging polymers. Thus the isotropic indirect coupling constants 

provide clearer evidence than chemical shifts that Ph3SnF has a characteristic pen

tacoordinated tin. Hence J coupling is extremely useful for structure elucidations. 

The correlation between 1 J( 119Sn, 19F) and the electronegativity of the alkyl group 

R is obvious. The more electron-withdrawing ability the alkyl group has, the larger 

the value of 1J( 119Sn,19 F) as demonstrated in Table 4.3.1. 

4.5 Interplay of shielding, direct and indirect coupling tensors 

4.5.1 Introduction 

One of the advantages solid-state NMR has is that the three principal com

ponents of the shielding tensor can be obtained, whereas in solution they are 

averaged by molecular tumbling to the isotropic value O"iso· The chemical shift 

tensor provides potential information about the bonding and structure, especially 

regarding the local chemical environment of the nucleus. In a MAS spectrum, 

a single resonance line is produced for each chemically different nucleus in the 

crystallographic asymmetric unit of a microcrystalline compound, unless there is 

indirect spin-spin coupling to other magnetic nuclei. When the rotor speeds are 

less than shielding anisotropies, spinning sideband manifolds should be observed. 

The spinning sidebands can be analysed to yield the values for shielding tensor 

elements [21 ,22]. However, when heteronuclear indirect coupling exists multiplet 

splittings are normally expected. Under slow MAS conditions, each split signal has 

a spinning sideband manifold which is governed by an effective tensor involving a 

combination of u, J and D. This situation has been reported for the (13 C, 19 F) and 

(13C,31 P) pairs of nuclei by Zilm and Grant [23], Harris, Packer and Thayer [24] 

respectively. 
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In the case of the AX2 spin system (where the X nuclei are equivalent), triplet 

splittings with their corresponding spinning sideband manifolds are produced. The 

simplest situation involving an AX2 system is: ( 1) two X spins are magnetically 

equivalent; (2) the molecular system is linear and axially symmetric: (3) the prin

cipal axes of J and a are coincident, with their unique axis along the dipolar 

direction. When these conditions are assured, the effective tensor of the A spin 

for each of the three manifolds may be expressed by (see Chapter 2, note that the 

shielding is the negative of corresponding resonance frequency): 

T eff(+) iso (D' 11 I )(3 2() 1) Jiso A = IIAa A + + 2 II A ::IA cos - - AX 

T1/(0) = vAa~o +~IvAI ::IA(3cos2 ()- 1) 

Teff(-) iso 10' 11 I )(3 ?() 1) Jiso A = ll.,tf7 A - \ - 2 IIA ::1A cos- - + AX 

where: 

labels +' 0, - refer to x2 spin states of + 1' 0, -1 respectively; 

IIA = bA/2rr) Bo, the larmor frequency; 

a~0 is the isotropic value of the shielding tensor; 

::I.4 defines the anisotropy of the shielding tensor; 

Jiso is the isotropic value of the indirect coupling tensor; 

D' = D -6.J/3 = D- (J.l.- Ju)/3, Dis the dipolar coupling constant; 

() is the angle between the internuclear vector and Bo. 

(4.5.1) 

( 4 .. 5.2) . 

(4.5.3) 

These relationships are given when /A is negative and IB is positive, as in the 

case of /Sn and /F· Since() could lie in any orientation, each of these three equations 

represents an axially symmetric subspectrum. In fact, the central manifold T1 /(O) 

is governed by the shielding tensor alone. Thus the shielding tensor can be easily 

determined by analyzing the middle spinning sideband manifold. As only the axial 

symmetric case is considered, the shielding tensor can be expressed as a .1. and all, 

the extrema of the central resonance, then the extrema of the two outer manifolds 
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may be expressed as: 

rlff(+) = O"j_- (0' + J) 

rtf(+) =all+ (20'- J) 

rlff(-l = a.l + (D' + J) 

rtf(-)= all - (20' + J) 

After some rearrangment, the above equations may be rewritten as: 

( 4.5.4) 

(4.5.5) 

( 4.5.6) 

(4.5.7) 

( 4.5.8) 

(4.5.9) 

It is clear from Equations 4.5.4-4.5. 7 that the effective tensor components 

Teff(±) are the combination of shielding (a) and coupling (D, J) tensors, hence 

the values of Teff(±) derived from spectra obtained at different magnetic fields will 

be different. However, Equations 4.5.8 and 4.5.9 show that the values of IO' + Jl 
and 120' - Jl should be same (in units of Hz) for different fields. 

The schematic powder pattern of the A nucleus in the above discussed AX2 

spin system is shown in Figure 4.5.1. The middle subspectrum has the intensity 

twice as much as that of the other subspectra. The extrema of the three subspectra 

are equally separated, and the separations are I O' + J I and I 20'- J I respectively 

as indicated in Figure 4.5.l(a). If the scalar coupling constant Jiso equals zero, 

but the value of 0 1 is non-zero. the powder patterns of the three subspectra will 

be different, though they have the same chemical shift (Figure 4 .. j.l(b)). On the 

other hand, when Jiso =f 0.0 and O' = 0.0, the patterns will be the same, but the 

two outer subspectra will be shifted in opposite directions by IJisol as shown in 

Figure 4.5.l(c). Figure 4.5.1(d) shows that If both Jiso and O' are zero, the three 

subspectra will be identical, which implies that only shielding interaction occurs. 
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Figure 4 .. j.l: NMR solid-state powder patterns for the A nuclei of an AX2 system. 

(a) influenced by dipolar interaction and the anisotropy of spin-spin coupling (D'), 

by axially symmetric shielding anisotropy ( :1. ), and by isotropic spin-spin coupling 

(Ji80 ); the +, 0 - lables are associated with the X2 spin states of +1, 0 -1 

respectively. (b) influenced by :1. and D'. (c) influenced by :Z. and Jiso. (d) 

influenced only by :Z.. 
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The above discussion clearly demonstrates that \vhile the pseudo-dipolar con

stant D' governs the patterns of the subspectra, the isotropic J coupling constant 

governs the positions of the subspectra. However, the NMR spectrum does not 

provide the information as to which outer subspectrum corrsponds to Teff(+) and 

which corresponds to Tef f(-). The absolute signs of Jiso and D' can not be deter

mined from the 119Sn spectrum either. Figure 4.5.2 illustrates the behavior of the 

powder patterns as the signs of :I , D' and Jiso vary. It is clear that whatever the 

signs of :I, D' and Jiso, the effective anisotropies of the three subspectra always 

have the same sign. Moreover, the signs of the effective anisotropies only depend 

on the sign of the shielding anisotropy :::2, but are independent of the signs of D' 

and Jiso. 

The above studies demonstrate that if the assumptions of coaxial and axially 

symmetric tensors are correct, the extrema of the shielding tensor should be in 

the middle of those of the two effective tensors. This fact provides a check on 

the effective tensor values if the system under investigation is consistent with the 

above discussion. We will find later in this chapter that the tin-fluorine-tin bridge 

systems agree with this presumption. 

4.5.2 Results and discussion 
' 

Figure 4.5.3 shows the typical proton-decoupled 119Sn CPMAS spectra of tri

methyl tin fluoride, obtained at 74.63 MHz (a) and 111.86 MHz (b) respectively, 

with the same scale. Since the rotor speed of the higher field machine (VXR-

300) can reach 10 kHz, the spectrum obtained at this speed demonstrates clearly 

the triplet splittings and the separate spinning sideband manifolds. The isotropic 

chemical shifts of the two spectra have the same value in ppm (within experimental 

error), as expected, and have the same isotropic J coupling constants in Hz. 

Several different spectra were obtained for this compound at different spinning 

speeds and different magnetic fields (C.XP-200 and VXR-300). Each of the spin-
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Figure 4.5.2: NMR solid-state powder patterns for A nuclei of an AXz system. The 

terms :I, D', Jiso and the labels +, 0, - have the same significance as in Figure 

4.5.1. (a) :I, D', Jiso are negative. (b) :I is positive; D', Jiso are negative. (c) :::2, 

Jiso are negative; D' is positive. (d) :::2, D', Jiso are positive. (e) :::2 is negative; 

D', Jiso are positive. (f) :1. and D' are negative; Jiso is positive. 
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Figure 4.5.3: 119Sn CPMAS spectra of Me3SnF obtained at (a) 74.63 MHz and 

(b) 111.86 MHz. The arrow indicates the chemical shift. Spectrometer operating 

conditions: Contact time 5ms (both); Recycle time lOs (a) and 120s (b); Number 

of transients 1290 (a) and 448 (b); Spinning speed 3410Hz (a) and 10400 Hz (b) . 
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ning sideband manifolds was analyzed by an iterative fitting computer program. 

A full discussion about the program is given in Chapter 7. The resulting values of 

the effective shielding tensors for these spectra are presented in Table 4.5.1. The 

shielding tensors, resulting from fitting the central manifolds, are approximately 

the same for both fields, whereas the effective tensors derived from different mag

netic fields are different as predicted in the preceeding section. It is obvious that 

while most of the tensors have axial symmetry, some of them have near-axial sym

metry. However, as discussed in Chapter 7, the iterative fitting program is unable 

to distinguish between axially symmetric (ry = 0.0) and near-axially symmetric 

( T/ < 0.2) systems. Hence all the tensors are regarded as having axial symmetry, 

and the perpendicular tensor components O"J. are considered to be :!( 0"11 + 0"22) 

for tensors with 0.0 < '1 < 0.2. One of the iterative fitting outputs is given in 

Figure 4.5.4, showing that the asymmetry parameter is zero. The average values 

of the results clearly demonstrate that the extrema of the shielding tensor (the 

middle spinning sidebands) lie in the middle of those of the two effective tensors, 

within experimental error. These data, together with the fact that the tin nucleus 

is equally coupled to two fluorine nuclei, confirms that the previous procedures 

dealing with AXz system are acceptable for this chain polymer system. P. Reams 

[25] also studied this compound and derived the tentative data for the shielding 

tensor by the moment method. The data given in this thesis are more accurate 

since a more sophisticated computer program has been used. 

The spinning sideband analysis was also carried out for compounds: n-Bu3SnF, 

i-Bu3SnF and Ph3SnF, and the average values of the results are summarized in 

Table 4.5.2. It is clear that all the compounds have axially symmetric tensors, and 

the differences in effective tensor components between the three spinning sideband 

manifolds are equal (within experimental error), confirming that the chain polymer 

systems of triorganyl tin fluorides are in accordance with the preceeding analyti

cal procedures. The central spinning sideband manifolds show that the shielding 

anisotropies and asymmetries of the four fluorine- bridge compounds are very close, 
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Table 4.5.1: Spinning sideband analysis for Me3SnF 

v /Hz 8~~~ /ppm :2 eff /ppm T/eff · ae_/1 /ppm a~ff / ppm 

CXP200 3410 6.7 -113 0.00 50 -120 

3910 6.7 -115 0.00 51 -121 

5140 6.2 -123 0.00 56 -130 

5940 6.3 -128 0.00 58 -1:34 

Average 6.5 ± 0.3 -120 ± 8 0.00 ± 0.00 54 ± 4 -126 ± 8 

VXR300 5030 12.1 -161 0.00 68 -173 

10400 12.7 -143 0.00 59 -155 

Average 12.4 ± 0.3 -152 ± 9 0.00 ± 0.00 64 ± 5 -164 ± 9 

CXP200 3410 24.1 -221 0.18 87 -245 

3910 24.1 -227 0.17 90 -251 

.5140 23.5 -218 0.00 85 -241 

5940 23.7 -225 0.00 89 -248 

Average 23.9 ± 0.4 -223 ± 5 0.09 ± 0.09 88 ± 3 -246 ± 5 

VXR300 5030 23.3 -220 0.09 85 -243 

10400 24.3 -197 0.00 74 -221 

Average 23.8 ± 0.5 -209 ± 11 0.05 ± 0.04 80 ± 6 -232 ± 11 

CXP200 3410 41.5 -329 0.00 123 -370 

3910 41.6 -330 0.00 123 -371 

5140 41.0 -320 0.00 119 -361 

5940 41.1 -319 0.00 118 -360 

Average 41.3 ± 0.3 -325 ± 6 0.00 ± 0.00 121 ± 3 -366 ± 6 

VXR300 5030 34.6 -292 0.00 112 -327 

10400 36.0 -253 0.00 91 -289 

Average 35.3 ± 0.7 -273 ± 20 0.00 ± 0.00 101 ± 11 -308 ± 19 
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Figure 4.5.4: One of the iterative fitting results of Mc3Snr. Conditions: chemical 

shift 6. 7 ppm; spinning speed 3910 Hz; spectrometer frequency 74.63 M Hz. The 

results: shielding anisotropy= -115 ppm; shielding asymmetry = 0.00. 

implying that shielding tensors, as well as coupling constants, are very powerful in 

the determination of molecular structures. 

Calculations of the pseudo-dipolar constants D' were made using Equations 

4.5.8 and 4.5.9. Mathematically there should be four sets of results derived from 

the equations. However, the magnitude of J150 can be measured Jirectly from the 

spectra. Moreover the absolute sign of 1J( 119Sn,19 F) is deduced to be positive from 

the discussion in the previous section. lienee only one set of results, with J being 

positive and of the same magnitude as the measurement, was found to be correct. 

The resulting data for D' can be found in Table 4.5.2. 

In principle, the coupling anisotropies 6.J can be derived once the data for D' 
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Table 4.5.2: Tin-119 NMR data for solid fluorine-bridge 

triorganyl tin fluorides R 3SnF 

R b~~f /ppm :I eff /ppm Tleff C7e_jf fppm (7oft /ppm 

Me3SnF(a) 6.5 -120 0.00 54 -126 

23.9 -223 0.09 88 -246 

41.3 -325 0.00 121 -366 

n-Bu3SnF(a) -26.3 -130 0.09 92 -10:3 

-8.9 -230 0.00 124 -221 

8.5 -333 0.00 1.58 -341 

i-Bu3SnF(a) -24.2 -125 0.00 86 -100 

-13.2 -208 0.00 117 -195 

-2.1 -294 0.00 149 -292 

Ph3SnF(b) -225.5 -188 0.00 321 37 

-211.9 -255 0.00 340 -43 

-198.1 -306 0.00 351 -108 

Estimated error ± 0.5 ±5 ± 0.1 ±5 ±5 

(a) Data at 74.63 MHz; (b) Data at 111.86 MHz 

D' /kHz 

-4.02 

-3.78 

-3.74 

-3.26 

± 0.35 

are determined, provided that the values of (Sn,F) distances, rsnF, are known (e.g. 

from X-ray studies). The relationship between D.J and rsnF can be \vritten in the 

following form: 

D.J = 3(D- D') = 3( Po /Sn/Fn--i-- - D') 
471' rsnF 

(4.5.10) 

However, it appears that accurate values of rsnF for the pentacoordinated R3SnF 

systems are not yet available. For example, the (Sn,F) distance for .\le3SnF was 

reported [5] to be 2.15 A and 2.45 A respectively by different authors. For Bz3SnF, 

the results [9] suggested rsnF equals 2.12 A and 2.21 A: the same within exper-
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imental error. Thus a graph showing the relationship between the anisotropy 

6J(Sn,F) and the Sn-F distance, rsnF, for the four polymeric compounds studied 

in this chapter was plotted (according to Equation 4.5.10), appearing in Figure 

4.5.5. It seems clear that values of 6J(Sn,F) are modest, e.g. less than ca. 3 

kHz in magnitude, as the distances of polymeric R3SnF usually lie in the region 

between 2.1 and 2.5 A. The sign of 6J may change from negative (D < D') t.o 

positive (D > D') as the distance rsnF increases. A small change in rsnF, e.g. ± 
0.1 A, will lead to a relatively large change in 6J(Sn,F) of ca. 0.8 kHz. Hence 

the estimated values of 6J(Sn,F) will only be improved when the (Sn,F) distances 

are determined accurately by X-ray diffraction. However, as the estimated errors 

in D' are found to be ca. 0.35 kHz, the error in 6J would still be as large as ca. 

1.0 kHz even if the measurement of rsnF is very accurate (because 6J "' 3D'). 

The graph shown in Figure 4.5.5 results from the suggestion that the AXz system 

is symmetric; however, if the NMR results are averages arising from unsymmetric 

fluorine bridges, the calculations may be more complicated. 

The spinning sideband analysis was also performed for tri-mesityl tin fluoride 

to complete the data. However, the results are not very accurate because there are 

only a few spinning sidebands, which are weak and difficult to measure accurately. 

The resulting data are shown in Table 4.5.3, and one of the resulting powder 

patterns, plotted from the data given in Table 4.5.3, is presented in Figure 4.5.6. 

It should be noticed that this compound is monomeric as stated earlier and the 

tin is tetracoordinated. The monomeric structure implies that there is only one 

fluorine atom coupled to tin, so it is a case of an AX system. Detailed discussion 

about an AX system influenced by dipolar, shielding and indirect coupling was 

described by Zilm and Grant [23] and Harris et al [24] some years ago. In view of 

the likely inaccuracies, no detailed calculation will be given here. However, some 

qualitative information can still be obtained. It is apparent that the shielding 

tensor is relatively small and has high asymmetry, in contrast to the polymeric 
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Figure 4.5.5: Graphs showing the relationship between the anisotropy 6J(Sn,F) 

and the Sn-F distance rsnr, according to equation 4.5.10. (a) Me3SnF: (b) n

Bu3SnF; (c) i-Bu3SnF; (d) Ph3SnF. 

Table 4.5.3: Results of spinning sideband analysis for Mesityl3SnF 

hsn /ppm ~oublet peaks /ppm · :left /ppm 17
eff O"~{f fppm eft / 0"22 ppm eft/ O"JJ ppm 

CXP -96.96 64.1 0.66 43.6 86.2 161.0 

-82.0 -66.80 -59.5 0 .. 57 113.6 79.5 7.3 

VXR -92.28 42.3 0.78 54.7 87.6 134.6 

-72.11 -39.6 0.39 99.7 84.1 32 .. 5 

CXP -85.69 73.3 0.40 30.3 70.8 1.56.0 

-70.5 -54.91 -50.0 0.56 98.9 61.9 4.2 

VXR -80.87 48.0 0.59 42.7 71.0 128.9 

-60.33 -28.5 0.43 80.7 68.5 31.8 

.j9 
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Figure 4.5.6: Schematic powder pattern, derived from data given in Table -!.5.:3, 

of one of the resonances (6sn = -82.0 ppm) of tri-mesityl tin fluoride, obtained on 

a CXP-200 spectrometer. The calculation of the positions of the three shielding 

tensor components is given below in the text. 

cases. The effective anisotropies of the two subspectra have opposite signs, which 

implies that of the two effective tensor components o-~{f(+) and o-~!,f(-)' one of -- --
them moves to higher frequency, whereas the other one moves to lower frequency 

as demonstrated in Figure 4.5.6. This is due to the influence of dipolar interac

tion between tin and fluorine. The influence of (A,X) dipolar interaction for an 

AX system is illustrated in Figure 4.5.7(a), which shows that the dipolar powder 

pattern of spin A consists of the superposition of two subspectra (Pake doublet), 

labelled as '+' and '-' according to the spin state of nucleus X (± ~ ). Figure 

4.5.7(b) presents the powder pattern when the AX system is influenced by both 

dipolar interaction and shielding anisotropy. It is clear that the anisotropies oft he 

two subspectra have opposite sign, contrary to an AX2 system. 

Some molecular symmetry may be suggested from the X-ray structure of 
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Figure 4.5.7: NMR solid-state powder patterns. (a) For the A spins of an AX 

system, with ( A,X) dipolar interaction alone. (b) For A spins influenced by both 

(A,X) dipolar interaction and axially symmetric shielding anisotropy. The sub

spectrum marked with '+' is associated with X spin state of +~, whereas the 

subspectrum marked with '-'is associated with X spin state of-~. The small 

separations marked by single- and double-headed arrows are lvo8A/21 and lvo8AI 

respectively. It is assumed that the symmetry axis of the shielding is in the inter

atomic direction. 

Mes3SnF, shown in Figure 4.5.8. The three alkyl groups are equivalent and the tin 

and fluorine atoms lie in a reflection plane. Such is the case discussed in Zilm and 

Grant's paper [23]. In the paper, 1133 was chosen as perpendicular to the reflection 

plane and the effect of different <P on the A spectrum ( <b is the angle between 1111 

and the internuclear axis) was discussed. Figure 4 .. 5.9, quoted from the original 

paper by Zilm and Grant, shows the powder patterns with respect to angle <jl. The 

results obtained for Mes3SnF, Figure 4.5.6, are apparently close to the situation 

when ¢Y = 90°. This interpretation implies that v22 is along the dipole vector of 

tin and fluorine, as shown in Figure 4.5.8. 

The effective tensor components in Table 4.5.3 may be used to calculate the 

pseudo-dipolar coupling constant D1
, the shielding anisotropy -:1. and asymmetry 

ry, though large errors may be expected. The equations given by Harris [24] have 
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Figure 4.5.8: Crystal structure of tri-mesityl tin fluoride [10]. 

the form: 

where 

211b = (Tt + T1 + Tt + T2) 

21133 = Tt + T:} 

a+= Tt- Ti 
a-= T1- T2 

(a+f + (a-)2 = 211~ + ~D'2 

( 4.5.10) 

(4.5.11) 

( 4.5.12) 

(4.5.13) 

(4.5.14) 

(4.5.15) 

The Tf,2,3 refer to the effective tensor components in a resonance frequency 

convention, so as 1111, 1122 and 1133 which describe the shielding tensor. Hence the 
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Figure 4.5.9: The effect of cjJ on the A half of at1 AX spin syslt:m. Tilt~ sltitdding 

tensor is given by 1111 1 1122 and V33. IIJJ is along the Z axis. \Vhcll cp = 00°, 1'"2'2 is 

along the dipolar vector [23]. 

values of the T± should have opposite signs to those of the correspondi11~ creff±, 

which are defined under a shielding convention, i.e. T± = -aeff:t:.. :\l~o, l·:qtintions 

4.5.10 to 4.5.15, as stated in references [23,~:1], arc given with the order: T;t" > '!']

> Tj and T! > T2 > T:J. The rearranged values of the suhspcctra c:drcJll<l, 'J'+ 

and T-, according to the above discussions, are given in Tiihle L).-1. !fn\\'t'\·cr, 

it may be worthy of mention here that N~lll teclllliqtws are unahlt~ to dctcnuirH~ 

which of the suhspectra corresponds toT+ and which corresponds I d T-. Dmi11g 



the calculations, both possibilities were tried and the assignment of'+' and '-' 

which produces the more likely results of D' and Vii was chosen. \Vit h the data 

given in Table 4.5.4 and the Equations of 4.5.10 to 4.5.15, the pseudo-dipolar 

coupling constant D' and the shielding tensor components v11 , vy2 and IJ:n can 

be calculated (indicated in Figure 4.5.6). After converting t.lte values t.o sliiclding 

convention, i.e. 0'11 = -vn, 0'22 = -v22 and <TJJ = -1'3:3, the anisotropy :1. = 

0'33 - aiso and the asymmetry 'f/ = (a22 - au)/(a33 - aiso) can imrncdia.tely be 

derived. The resulting values of the shielding tensors for both molecules in the 

asymmetric unit are given in Table 4.5.5. 

Table 4.5.4: Effective tensor components for tri-mesityl tin fluoride 

8sn /ppm Individual peaks jpprn(a) 

-82.0 T+ 
1 -7 

T+ 
2 -80 

T+ 3 -114 

T-
1 -44 

T-
2 -86 

T] -161 

-70.5 T+ 
1 -4 

T+ 
2 -62 

Tt -99 

T-
1 -30 

T2 -71 

T3 -156 

Estimated error ± 10 

(a): Data at 74.63 MHz. 



Table 4.5.5: Sn-119 NMR data for trimesityl tin fiuoride(a) 

8sn /ppm D' /kHz au /ppm o-22 /ppm 0"33 /ppm ~ eff jppm T/ ~J /kHz 

- 82.0 1.27 27 81 138 56 0.9 - 21 

- 70.5 1.97 26 57 128 58 0.5 - 23 

(± 0.5) (± 0.35) (± 10) (± 10) (± 10) (± 10) (± 0.2) (± 1.0) 

(a): Data at 74.63 MHz; The values in parentheses are the estimated errors. 

The results for D' are 1.27 kHz for the molecule with resonance at 8 = -82.0 

ppm and 1.97 kHz for the molecule with chemical shift of -70.5 ppm. It is as 

expected that the values of the pseudo-dipolar constants for the two independent 

molecules are different, given the fact that their chemical shifts have more than 

10 ppm difference. The dipolar distances between tin and fluorine for the two 

molecules are 1.957 A and 1.965 A respectively, giving dipolar constants of -5651 

Hz and -.5.582 Hz. As the two dipolar coupling constants are very close and the 

attempt to link the resonances with the molecules, i.e. the Sn-F distances, is not 

satisfactory, it seems reasonable to use their average value, -5617 Hz, to calculate 

the anisotropies of J coupling tensors. The derived results for ~J are ca. -21 kHz 

for 8sn = -82.0 ppm and ca. -23 kHz for 8sn = -70.5 ppm. The estimated errors 

are given in Table 4.5.5. 

The calculated ~J values for Mes3SnF are extremely large in magnitude, espe

cially when compared with those for fluorine-bridge triorganyl tin fluorides, which 

have a magnitude of less than ca. 3 kHz. However, the data still follow the trend 

according to Figure 4.5.5, which shows that values of ~J become more negative as 

the distance, rsnF, decreases. In fact, the graph shows that when rsnF = 1.96 A, 
~J for Ph3SnF is ca. -7.5 kHz. Given the fact that Mes 3SnF is four-coordinated 

while polymeric Ph3SnF is pentacoordinated, the ~J results for the monomeric 

Mes3SnF are reasonable, though undoubtedly substantial errors may exist due to 
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the large errors which occurred during the spinning sideband analysis. Such calcu

lations were not performed for Neo3SnF because of its lack of spinning sidebands 

and the existence of the impurities. 

4.6 C-13 Study of the triorganyl tin fluorides 

The spectra of high-resolution solid state 13C are often characterized by indi

vidual isotropic chemical shifts, each of which is assigned to a certain chemically 

different carbon atom in the unit cell. Hence the study of C-13 as a second nucleus 

· is valuable because it can provide confirmation of the structures obtained from the 

Sn-119 studies, and even some extra information. Moreover, the coupling constants 

between 13C and 119Sn may be measured more easily from C-13 spectra than from 

those of Sn-119. The assignment of the carbon signals and their corresponding 

data for fluorine-bridged triorganyl tin fluorides are recorded in Table 4.6.1. The 

spectra discussed in this section are either proton-decoupled CPMAS or NQS (see 

Chapter 3). 

As shown in Fig 4.6.1, the 13C spectrum for Me3SnF is very well-resolved. The 

peak at 2.5 ± 0.5 ppm is the isotropic chemical shift of methyl carbon. The two 

outer peaks are the result of scalar coupling between carbon and tin or fluorine 

nuclei. However. as fluorine has a natural abundance of 100%, a carbon-fluorine 

coupling will result in a total doublet splitting, rather than a major peak with 

a ~eak doublet, in the carbon spectrum. The natural abundances of ll9Sn and 

117Sn are 8.6% and 7.6% respectively, and the relative intensity ratio of the doublet 

and main peak is approximately 14%. Hence the coupling is between the methyl 

carbons and the tin atoms, with the isotropic value being 520 ± 10 Hz. The single 

value of the 13C isotropic chemical shift indicates clearly that the three methyl 

groups are equivalent on an NMR time scale. 

N-tributyl tin fluoride has a 13 C spectrum consisting of one well-resolved 

methyl carbon signal at 14.5 ± 0.5 ppm and three methylene resonances at 27.9 
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Figure 4.6.1: 13 C CPMAS spectrum of Me3SnF at 50.32 I\-fHz. Spectrometer 

operating conditions: contact time 10ms; recycle delay lOs: number of transitions 

960; spinning speed 2815 Hz. 

± 0.5, 28.8 ± 0.5 and 29.9 ± 0.5 ppm respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 

4.6.2. The three methylene carbon peaks become clearer after resolution enhance

ment. The other peaks, marked with *, are considered as impurities, based on 

their intensities and the obvious impurity signal appearing in the 119Sn spectrum 

(fig. 4.2.2(b)). Thus, like methyl groups in Me3SnF, the three n-butyl groups in 

n-Bu3SnF are identical. 
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Table 4.6.1: 13 C data for fluorine-bridge R 3SnF 

h"sn /ppm 1J(Sn,C) /Hz 3.J(Sn,C) /Hz Linewidth /Hz Assignment 

2.5 520 - 110 13CH3-

14.5 20 13CH3-

27.9 - - - Clh-CH2-CH2- 13 CHz-Sn 

28.8 - - - Cl-h- 13CHz-CH2-CHz-Sn 
1 

29.9 - - - CH3-CHz- 13CHz-CHz-Sn I 

26.7 - - 28 - 13CH2-

28.3 - 60 8 ucn ' 3-

34.1 - - 90 _uCH-

129.0 - - 160 meta 

130.6 - - .50 para 

136.0 - - 140 ortho 

142.1 800 - 50 1pso 

± 0.5 ± 10 ± 10 ± 20 -



(b) 

(a) 

30 
/PPM 

20 iO 0 

Figure 4.6.2: (a) 13C CPMAS spectrum of n-Bu3SnF at 50.32 MHz. Spectrometer 

operating conditions: contact time lms; recycle delay 5s; number of transitions 

1608; spinning speed 2735 Hz. (b) After resolution enhancement; only part of the 

spectrum is shown. 

The 13C spectrum of i-Bu3SnF appears unusual, given the two surprisingly 

broad lines at 26.7 ± 0.5 ppm and 34.1 ± 0.5 ppm respectively, as shown in Figure 

4.6.3 (a). Figures 4.6.3 (b)-(d) depict the 13 C NQS spectra, which preferentially 

contain quaternary or methyl carbons, of the same compound. The observed 
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Figure 4.6.3: 13 C spectra of i-Du3SnF at 50.32 1\IIIz. (a) CP~L\S, spect romckr 

operating conditions: contact time 3ms; recycle delay 3s; numlwr of transitil)IIS 3JO; 

spinning speed 3300 liz. (b), (c) and (d) are NQS experiments with d~·mttpling 

window: 30ps, 50JLS and 80ftS respectively. 
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spectra imply that the two broad lines, which disappear gradually in the ;\QS 

spectra, are the resonances of methylene and methine carbons. The signal of 

methyl carbon is at 28.3 ppm with a doublet splitting of ca. 60 Hz. The splitting 

is a consequence of the three-bond scalar coupling between the methyl carbons and 

the tin nucleus. 

Two possible reasons may result in the line broadening: ( 1) strong (F ,F) dipo

lar interaction, which will influence the carbon-fluorine dipolar interaction even 

under magic-angle spinning [26]; and (2) the existence of molecular motion, which 

may increase the transverse relaxation (T2) of the systems, and thus broaden the 

linewidth [27,28]. As for cause (1), if the average (F,F) distance of fluorine-bridge 

Me3SnF, rfF = 4.6 A, is used for the calculation of the dipolar coupling constant 

(since it is not available for i-Bu3SnF), the DFF will be ca. 1.0 kHz. This value is 

apparantly quite small (MAS spinning speed reaches ca. 3.0 kHz), so cause (1) is 

unlikely, and thus molecular motion seems likely the reason. Rothwell and \Vaugh 

[27] calculated the linewidth of dipolar coupled spin systems as a function of WI Tc, 

where WI is the intensity of the radio frequency irradiation for decoupling and Tc 

is the correlation time of the dipolar coupling. They found that when WI Tc :=::::: 1, 

i.e. when the time between rotational jumps is comparable to w1I, the resonance 

lines will be very broad. For compound i-Bu3SnF, it is believed that the CH2 and 

CH groups may undergo some rotational jumping, whose rates may be compa

rable to the frequency of the coherent motion induced by the proton-decoupling 

field. Hence, Figure 6.4.3 shows great linewiths of signals which are assigned to 

the methylene and methine carbons. 

Figures 4.6.4 (a) and (b) show the centrebartds of 13C NQS and IJC CPlVlAS 

spectra of Ph3SnF respectively. It is apparent that the signal at 142.1 ± 0.5 ppm 

is the quaternary (ipso) carbon because the peak remains in the NQS spectrum. 

Since only one quaternary carbon is expected, the two weak signals must be due to 

the scalar coupling between carbon and tin nuclei, the magnitude of the coupling 
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constant being 800 ± 10 Hz. 

It is obvious that line overlappings occur in the 13 C CP~lAS spectrum, which 

was thus analyzed by a deconvolution program. It is found that there are two 

broad lines at 129.0 ± 0.5 and 136.0 ± 0.5 ppm with linewidths of ca. 160 and ca. 

140 Hz respectively. These two signals may be assigned to the meta carbons and 

ortho carbons of the phenyl groups respectively. The lines are unexpectedly broad, 

suggesting that the aromatic rings may rotate about the axis which connects the 

para and ipso carbons. This suggestion may receive support from the fact that 

only meta and ortho resonances are broadened. The reason why molecular motion 

could cause line broadening has been given earlier. The rotational rates of the 

aromatic rings may be in the same region as the frequency of the proton-decoupling 

field. Such motion probably is the cause of the linebroadening for meta and ortho 

carbons. The line at 130.6 ppm can be assigned as the resonance of the para 

carbo.n, given its narrow linewidth and its position in the spectrum. 

The above discussion of the 13C spectra clearly shows that the three organyl 

groups in each of the four compounds are identical on an NMR time scale. This 

interpretation, together with the linear tin-fluorine-tin chain structures, is consis

tent with the conclusion that these five-coordinated tin organic compounds are of 

trigonal bipyramidal conformations. 

Figure 4.6.5 is the 13C spectrum of tri-mesityl tin fluoride, with the expanded 

centrebands above it. Apparently, the two peaks at 128.7 ± 0.5 ppm and 129.6 ± 
0.5 ppm are the resonances of meta carbons of the aromatic group. Considering the 

119Sn Nl\1R studies, which have revealed that two molecules exist in the asymmetric 

unit of Mes3SnF, the two meta carbon signals are probably from the two different 

molecules. The rest of the spectrum shows some complexity, which is difficult 

to explain. However, the group of lines between 137 ppm and 147 ppm can be 

assigned to the quaternary carbons of the phenyl group, while the other lines are 

assigned to the methyl carbons, since all of these peaks remain in the NQS spectra 
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Figure 4.6.4: 13C spectra of Ph3SnF at 50.32 MHz. (a) NQS (with MAS) spectrum: 

contact time 5ms, decoupling window 50 ps, recycle time 50s, number of transi

tions 1110, spinning speed 3500 Hz. (b) CPMAS spectrum: contact time 5ms; 

recycle delay 50s; number of transitions 1112; spinning speed 3490. (c) Simulated 

spectrum. 
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(not shown). Attempts have been made to record the 13C spectrum on a VXR-

300 spectrometer, but the spectrum obtained shows no resolution improvernf!nt.. 

Also, no scalar coupling constant was found, which should be unchanged in units 

of Hz at different magnetic fields. In Reuter's paper [1 0], it is implicit that the 27 

carbons in each of the molecules are different. l-Ienee it is understandable that the 

13C spectrum is too complicated to fully explain. 

The magic-angle CP 13 C spectra of tri-ncophyl tin fluoride is shown in Figure 

4.6.6. The spinning sidebands are due to the aromatic ring carbons. The centre

bands indicated by arrows are obtained by varying the rotor spinning speeds. NQS 

experiments were also carried out to assist in the assignment of the signals, and 

the resulting spectra (only centrebands) are plotted in Figures 4.6.7 (a)-(d). 

The two peaks at 150.7 ± 0.5 ppm and 151.6 ± 0.5 pprn, with relative intensity 

of approximately 2:1, are the quaternary aromatic carbons. This impli<~s that at 

least two types of molecule exist in the molecular asymmct.ric unit, whereas the 

three neophyl groups of each molecule are the same, to the extent that can be 

distinguished by NMR. The resonances at 126 .. 5 ± 0.5 ppm and 128.2 ± OJ) ppm 

are those of the protonated phenyl carbons: para, meta and ortho; which have 

strong dipolar couplings with the directly bonded protons. The two lines are 

relatively broad, arising from the slightly different chemical shifts of the para, 

meta and ortho carbons of the two molecules. 

In the case of the aliphatic carbons, three mam signals remam 111 the NQS 

spectra. The quaternary carbon line at 38.1 ± 0.5 ppm has almost twice the 

linewidth as that of the quaternary carbon in the aromatic ring and appears t.o 

have a shoulder at the high frequency side. This implies that. there are two un

resolved peaks present; which is consistent with the fact that two molecules exist 

as suggested from the aromatic carbon signals. The lines at. 28.7 ± 0.5 and 33.3 

± 0.5 ppm are assigned to the methyl carbons of the two molecules respectively. 

The fact that the resonances of methyl carbons from different molecules are well 
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transitions 193-1; spinning speed 3156. 
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Figure 4.6.6: 13C CPMAS spectrum of tri-neophyl tin fluoride at .50.32 MHz. The 

centrebands are indicated with arrows, and the peaks marked with * are spinning 

sidebands. Spectrometer operating conditions: contact time lms; recycle delay 

ls; number of transitions 3200; spinning speed 3460 Hz. The two spectra on the 

left corner are those obtained at different spinning speeds. The resonances which 

are coincident for both spectra are centrebands, whereas the others are spinning 

sidebands. 
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separated indicates that methyl carbons are more sensitive to the differences be

tween the molecules than the other carbons. The two methylene carbon signals, 

whose intensities gradually decrease, lie at ca. 35.8 ± 0.5 ppm and 36.2 ± 0.5 ppm 

respectively. 

The 13C spectra give the impression that the compound is neat and pure. How

ever, this is contradictary to the 119Sn N.\llR spectrum (Fig 4.2.4) which demon

strates extra broad lines of uncertain origin. The provider of the compound, Dr. 

Reuter, mentioned in one of his letters that his recent work on the crystal structure 

of the neophyl tin fluoride was unsuccessful. It would seem, then, that the purity 

of the compound is ambiguous. 

4. 7 1 H Relaxation Measurement and 19F Static Studies 

Though relaxation times usually reflect the molecular motions, proton T1p 

is also an important factor in investigations of magnetically dilute spin systems 

through cross-polarization (see Chapter 2). The CP technique derives the mag

netization of the rare spins, i.e. 119Sn or 13C, from the 1 H spins, leading to a 

substantial improvement of the SjN in the spectra of these dilute nuclei. Further

more, as the magnetization of the rare spins arise entirely from the contact with 

the protons, the recycle time needed for a good spectrum will be that of protons. 

The proton spin-lattice relaxation time is, in general, much shorter than that of 

119Sn or 13C, so a better spectrum will be obtained in a given period of time. In 

this section, discussion will focus on the effectiveness of cross-polarization. The 

results of the T 1 e H) and T1pe H) measurements, obtained by a saturated method 

on a home-made WRAC spectrometer, for the polymeric Me3SnF and Ph3SnF 

are shown in Table 4.7.1, and the outputs of the 1H relaxation time measurement 

are presented in Figure 4.7.1 and Figure 4.7.2 respectively. \Vhile the relaxation 

measurements for Me3SnF were very successful, the measurements for Ph3SnF 

were difficult as reflected in the outputs. Long T1 and short T1p of Ph3SnF are 

considered to be the cause. 
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Table 4. 7.1: 1 H relaxation data 

compound T1eH)/s T1p (lH) / ms 

:VIe3SnF 25 32 

Ph3SnF 36 11 

Estimated error ±3 ±3 

It will be ideal for CP if a system has a relatively long T lpe H) but relatively 

short T1 e H), though the latter cannot be shorter than the former. Typical contact 

times during the CP process are in the range of 1-10 ms, so for an effective cross

polarization, T1pe H) has to be much longer than 10 ms. However, the proton T1p 

of tri-phenyl tin fluoride has the value of only ca. 10 ms. Together with the very 

long proton T1 (ca. 36.0 s ), it is obvious that the cross-polarization would not 

be effective at all, unless the cross-polarization rate is very fast (which is unlikely 

given the distance of protons from the tin). In fact, the 119Sn spectrum of Ph3SnF 

(Fig 4.2.3) has much worse resolution than the others, and attempts to observe 

the spectrum on the CXP-200 proved unsuccessful. Figure 4.2.3 was obtained on 

the VXR-300. 

Tri-methyl tin fluoride has a relatively long T1pe H) of ca. 32 ms; hence the 

CP procedure successfully produces the 119Sn spectrum (Fig 4.2.2(a)). The other 

compounds being studied in this chapter also have relatively favourable proton re

laxation times for cross-polarization. It seems unnecessary to discuss them further. 

Attempts were made to obtain 19 F spectra for these triorganyl tin fluorides, 

m the hope of gaining structural information about the fluorine nucleus. The 

typical static spectra for this group of compounds, obtained with single-pulse at 

188.3 MHz on the CXP-200 machine, are shown in Figures 4.7.3 (a) and (b). One 

extremely broad line, \vith width of ca. 17 kHz, is detected for i-Bu3SnF, whereas 

tri-mesityl tin fluoride has a spectrum with linewidth of ca. 20 kHz (apparently 
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Figure 4.7.1: 1H relaxation time measurement of Me3SnF at room temperature by 

a saturated method. (a) T1 and (b) Tip· Spectrometer frequency 59.95 !\1Hz; spin 

lock 40 kHz; number of transitions 4; number of points 50. 
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Figure 4. 7.2: 1 H relaxation time measurement of Ph3SnF at room temperature by 

a saturated method. (a) T1 and (b) Tip· Spectrometer frequency 59.9.5 MHz; spin 

lock 40 kHz; number of transitions 2; number of points 8. 
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Figure 4.7.3: 19 F static spectra obtained by single-pulse and at 188.3 ~lllz. (a) 

i-Bu:~SnF and (b) l\·fcs3SnF. Spectrometer operating conditions: recycle delay 5s 

(a) and 20s (b); numl.H?r of transitions 200 (a) and 2810 (h). 
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with a small shoulder at ca. -272.4 ppm). The line broadening mechnism could be 

fluorine-proton and/or fluorine-fluorine dipolar interactions, and it is also possible 

that several lines overlap together to produce a featureless spectrum. Hence little 

information has been obtained from these static 19 F spectra. Experiments with 

combined magic-angle rotation and multiple-pulse sequences may provide more 

information, however, such experiments are not feasible for 19F in the Durham 

laboratory at the moment. 
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Chapter V 

Tin-chlorine coupling in Sn-119 solid-state NMR spectra 

5.1 Introduction 

In solid-state NMR, magic-angle spinning sufficiently eliminates dipolar broad

ening, provided both spins are quantised along the magnetic field. However, if one 

of the spins is a quadrupole-moment-bearing nucleus (S > 1), and the quadrupo

lar interaction is not negligible compared to the Zeeman interaction, MAS fails 

to completely remove the dipolar coupling (see Chapter 2). This is because a 

quadrupolar nucleus, subjected to both quadrupole and Zeeman interactions~ is 

not quantized along the magnetic field. The residual dipolar coupling thus will 

have effects in the spin-! NMR spectra. This phenomenon was first observed for 

the 13C-14N pair of nuclei [1-3], where an asymmetric doublet was found for car

bons coupled to nitrogen nuclei in the presence of magic angle sample spinning. 

Since then most discussions of such quadrupolar effects have been concentrated 

on 13C-14N cases [4-15], however, similar effects among other pairs of nuclei such 

as 31 P-63 Cu, 31 P-35/ 37 Cl and 119Sn-35137 Cl also have been found [16-18], though 

very rarely. 

Considerable attention has been given to the theoretical calculations of this 

quadrupolar effect. The problem has been generally solved by computer diagonal

ization of the full Hamiltonian of the quadrupole spin, followed by calculation of 

the dipolar interaction using a first-order treatment. It has been found that the 

line shapes of such spin-1- NMR spectra are associated with: (1) the magnitude 

and sign of the quadrupolar coupling constant; (2) the asymmetry of the electric 

field gradient (EFG) at the quadrupole nucleus; (3) the internuclear distance: (4) 
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the magnitude of the applied magnetic field; (.5) the orientation of the internuclear 

vector in the principal axis frame of the EFG. 

However, it has recently been shown that the major features of residual dipolar 

splittings may be reproduced by a relatively simple first-order perturbation theory 

addressed by A.C. Olivieri et al. and R.K. Harris [13,18]. J.G.Hexem and co

workers also used a perturbation approach to calculate a specific case [10]. 

Olivieri and co-authors studied the 13C-14 N cases in which asymmetric split

tings are induced in the 13 C signals by neighbouring 14 N (S=l) nuclei. They found 

that valuable structural information, regarding the quadrupole tensor at the 14 N 

nucleus and carbon-nitrogen distances, is contained in 13 C CPMAS spectra as un

averaged splittings. An equation, which correlates the values of the splittings with 

molecular structural factors, was then established. 

A similar approach has been adopted by Harris to investigate the spectrum of 

119Sn bonded to chlorine, where second-order effects arising from residual dipolar 

coupling to 35 Cl and 37 Cl are apparent. In the paper, the influence of indirect 

(Sn,Cl) coupling was also included. A simple diagram was given, which described 

the appearance of a spin-1 spectrum influenced by a spin-~ nucleus. The ap

pearance of the spectrum changes as the magnitude of the quadrupolar coupling 

constant x increases. 

This chapter will give new examples of the phenomenon and extend the pertur

bation approach to cases where more than one chlorine nucleus is coupled to tin. 

The discussion includes the comparison of the simulated powder patterns with the 

experimental 119Sn spectra. Structural information such as the chemical shifts, the 

isotropic values and the anisotropies of the scalar coupling constant are extracted 

from the spectra, provided the (Sn, Cl) distance is known. All the samples are 

studied at two different magnetic fields, since the spectra are influenced by the 

magnitude of the field. Section 2 will discuss the samples of (acac)2SnCl2 and 
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(bzac)2SnCl2, where evidence of the quadrupolar effects is obvious. The results of 

this work have been published in Molecular Physics, Volume 68, No.6, 1277-1286 

(1989). Sections 3 and 4 deal with a series of R2SnCl6 compounds. It will be seen 

that the quadrupolar effects are not observed for this group of materials, though 

the ( Sn,Cl) scalar couplings are present. Low temperature experiments were car

ried out for compound (Bu4N)2SnCl6, because fast anion motion is believed to 

exist in this sample. All the chemical shifts are referenced to Me4 Sn throughout 

this chapter. 

5.2 The chlorine quadrupolar effects in the 119 Sn spectra 

of (acac)2SnCI2 and (bzac)2SnCh 

5.2.1 Introduction 

Detailed theoretical calculations of the dipolar interaction between spms S 

(S =~) and I (I =! ), influenced by the quadrupole interaction of the S nucleus, 

were described in Chapter 2 using a first-order perturbation approach. The main 

results of the calculations will be discussed in this section. Under the assumption 

that both direct and indirect dipolar interactions are present, and the quadrupolar 

coupling for the S spin is relatively strong but not too great compared with the 

Zeeman interaction, the resonance frequencies of the I nucleus in an I-S spin system 

can be expressed as: 

Jiso 9D'x(5 2) · ?(} ?0 
11m = -m + --· - - m sm- cos-

4v8 4 

where 

m defines the four spin states of the S nucleus; 

D' = D - D.Jj3, the pseudo-dipolar coupling constant (Hz); 

D = */nsh~, the dipolar coupling constant (Hz); 

x is the quadrupolar coupling constant (Hz); 

v5 denotes to the resonance frequency of the S spin (Hz); 
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Figure 5.2.1: Orientation of the external field Bo in the principal axis system of 

electric field gradient (EFG) at the quadrupolar nucleus. 

() is the angle between the external field B 0 and the z-direction of the principal 

axis system of the quadrupole tensor (see Fig 5.2.1). 

It should be noticed that this equation is only valid, provided that both the 

quadrupole coupling tensor and the scalar coupling tensor are axially symmetric, 

with their unique axes coincident with the internuclear vector. It is apparent that 

the first term of Equation 5.2.1 is due to the isotropic scalar coupling whereas 

the second term is contributed by the second-order effect, which is caused by 

the dipolar interaction to a quadrupole nucleus S. The centres of gravity of these 

resonance bands will be found by performing a powder average: 

f02 '~~" f07r lim sin OdOd¢; 

Jg'~~" f0'~~" sin OdOd¢> 

The result is the isotropic value: 

- Jiso 3D'x(5 2) 
lim = -m + -- - - m 

lOlls 4 

(.5.2.2) 

(5.2.3) 

It is clear that the dipolar frequency shifts depend on ( ~ - m2), which gives values 

of+ 1 and -1 for spin states m = ±! and m = ±~ respectively. The magnitude of 
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these shifts is therefore the same for all four lines but the directions are opposite 

for the outer and inner lines, as depicted in Figure 5.2.2. It can also be seen that 

the appearance of the spectrum is independent of the sign of Jiso, but depends on 

the signs of D', X and lis· When the value of .!rr is positive, the outer lines (m = v, 

±~) will move towards lower frequencies and the inner ones ( m = ± ~) towards 

higher frequencies and vice versa. Hence the sign of the second-order shift ~ may 

be readily obtained from the spectrum. The magnitude of Jiso can be obtained 

from the spacing of the two central lines (when the magnitude of the second-order 

shift is smaller than ~pisol), which is invariant to the applied magnetic field. The 

chemical shift may be derived from the average position of all four lines. 

( 
II 

Figure 5.2.2: Schematic diagram of the NMR spectrum of a spin-~ nucleus l af

fected by a quadrupolar nucleus S. The shift ~ = ~~~~: is drawn as negative. 

If the anisotropic term ~J is neglected in Equation 5.2.3, the sign of the 

dipolar shift (~ = ~~~~:) will be only governed by 11 and x: since Is occurs in 

both D and lis it cannot affect the sign of the shift. Therefore, when the sign of 

shift 6 is determined from the appearance of the spectrum, the sign of X may be 
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be immediately obtained (since the sign of II is always known), which is usually 

unobtainable from NQR spectroscopy. Furthermore, if the distance between the 

two nuclei is known, the absolute value of the quadrupolar coupling constant X 

may be derived. Its magnitude then can be compared with the value given by 

NQR study, if known. 

However, in many cases the effects of ~J should be taken into account. If 

the value of ~J is such that D' and D have opposite signs, then the sign of the 

shift ~ will be changed. The direction of the shift ( ~ = ~~~:) will depend on 

the relative signs of D', X and ll5 • In the Sn-Cl cases, ~ is negative if (a) D' and 

D have the same sign and X is positive, or (b) D' and D have opposite sign and 

X is negative. The magnitudes of quadrupolar coupling constants can usually be 

obtained independently from ~QR spectra, but their signs are often not obtainable. 

However, it is generally believed [19] that the values for single-bonded chlorines are 

negative. Thus when xis known and both sign and magnitude of the second-order 

shift are obtained from the spectrum, D' will be calculated. since the resonance 

frequency of S nucleus lis is known in all relevant cases. Furthermore, if the Sn-Cl 

interatomic distances can be determined from crystallography, the dipolar coupling 

constants D may be calculated and hence ~J can be derived. 

This treatment may be extended to systems where a spin-! nucleus is coupled 

to two or more equivalent spin-~ nuclei. For an IS2 system, four asymmetric 

quartets of lines are calculated as above and then the same pattern is applied for 

each of the four lines (i.e. the pattern for an IS case is convoluted with itself). The 

positions of these signals can be written as: 

)J iso 3D'x(5 2 ·)) ii = -(n + m + --· - - m - n-
m,n lOlls 2 

(5.2.4) 

This equation shows that if one of the quadrupolar nuclei is in the spin states of 

±~ and the other in ±1 (m = ±~, n = ±1 or m = ±1, n = ±1) the resonance 

frequencies are equal to ±Jiso and ±2Jiso. When the chemical shift 8 is considered, 
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Figure 5.2.3: Schematic diagram of the NMR spectrum of a spin-1 nucleus I af
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there should always be lines at VJD±Jiso and VJ8±2i80
, Such lines are most easily 

recognized by their invariance to the magnetic field of the spectrometer, since 

scalar coupling is independent of the magnitude of the applied field. Measurement 

of spectra at two different fields is thus desirable. These four lines are each doubly 

degeucrate and together constitute half the total intensity. The other lines have 

second-order shifts, whose values equal to+ 3
5°;,x for spin states of(±~, ±1) and 

(±1, ±1) respectively. Figure 5.2.3 clearly demonstrates the appearance of spectra 

for au IS2 system as the magnitude of the shift (~)changes from 0 to tiJisol. 

Once the four constant lines are recognised by multi-field studies, the magni

tude of the isotropic coupling constant Jiso is immediately known to be the distance 

between the first and second lines, and also the distance between the third and 

fourth lines (see Fig 5.2.3). The chemical shift can be determined straightforwardly 

from the mid-point of the invariant lines. The influence of the signs of D', X and 

118 011 the appcara11ce of the spectrum is the same as that for the IS system. When 

1.61 < 11Jisol the frequency shifts can be found from the spectrum by subtracting 

the measured value of IJi.~ol from d (the distance between the two highest-frequency 

lines or the two lowest-frequency lines). These two separations should have the 

same values, so measurement of them may be used to check whether the system is 

consistent with the calculation. Once the dipolar shift is measured directly from 

the spectrum, the parameter D' X, which is constant for a given molecule, may be 

calculated. 'J'hen a spectrum may be simulated and compared to the experimental 

result. 

5.2.2 Calculation of powder patterns 

The resonance frequency described by Equation 5.2.1 is in fact a function of 

0, which is the angle between the external field Bo and the internuclear vector r 

(where r, J, X are colinear). In magic-angle spinning experiments, this angle is 

time-depenc.lent. Such a tillle c.lependence can be introduced explicitly through the 
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following well-known relation: 

cos 0 = cos Om cos ,3 + sin Om sin f3 cos( Wr t + Ct) 

where Om refers to the magic angle (54.7°); ,8 defines the angle between rand the 

rotation axis; Wr is the sample spinning frequency; and a is the azimuthal angle of r 

with respect to the rotation axis at time t=O. In the presence of a quadrupole inter

action comparable to the Zeeman interaction, the zero-order average-Hamiltonian 

theory, which is used to include the effects of rotation on the quadrupolar coupling 

over the period of rotation, is not valid. However, the average dipolar shift over 

the rotation period can be derived by numerically integrating over the azimuthal 

angle ( ¢; = OJJrt + a) for a large number of values in the range of 0° to 360° with 

constant (3, as described in detail by Zumbulyadis et al. [8]. Equation 5.2.1 is then 

rewritten as: 
1 360 

Vm(,B) =? L Vm(fJ, ¢;)~</> 
~7r ¢=0 

(5.2.6) 

Here, vm(f3) is the averaged second-order shift of the spinning sample in which the 

interatomic vector r is inclined at an angle (J to the MAS axis; ~¢; is the value of the 

increment as </> increases from 0° to 360°. However, in a powder sample all values 

of .8 are equally probable. Each orientation (3 gives rise to its own resonance signal 

in the spectrum. The intensity each orientation contributes to the spectrum is 

proportional to sin (3. These theoretical lines are then convoluted with a Gaussian 

function to give the line shapes which can be compared with the experimental 

results. Therefore, each 'line' discussed in the previous section is indeed a powder 

pattern. If each of these line shapes is treated with the same procedure once more, 

a calculated spectrum for an IS2 system will be established. 

A computer program (for both IS and IS2 sysytems) using FORTRAN77 based 

on the above discussion has been written by varying </> in steps of 5° between 0° 

and 360° and varying (J in steps of 2° in the range of 0° and 90°. Figure 5.2.4 

demonstrates the powder patterns before convolution with a Gaussian function. 
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Figure 5.2.4: Powder patterns for a spin-~ nucleus coupled to (a) one spin-~ nucleus 

and (b) two equivalent spin-~ nuclei, predicted by first-order perturbation theory, 

with IJisoi = 240Hz and second-order shift ~ =60Hz. Gaussian convolutions are 

not used. 
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Figure 5.2.5: Powder patterns for an IS system as for Figure 5.2.4(a), but after 

Gaussian convolution. The calculated spectra are a function of the second-order 

shift 6 == ~~~~; in the unit of IJisol. The magnitudes of the shifts are: (a) 0, (b) ~' 

(c) 1, (J) ~'(e) j, (f)~· 
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Figure 5.'2.G: Powder patterns as for Figure 5.2.j, but for an 1S·2 system. 
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Figure 5.2. 7: N~viR soliJ-state powder patterns for an IS:! spin system, with the 

second-order shift /6/ = 1/Jiso/. (a) D'x < 0 and Jiso > 0; (b) D'y < 0 and Jiso 

< 0; (c) D'\ > 0 <utd Ji.9o < 0; (J) D'x > 0 and Jiso > 0; 
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The linewidth of each of these lines is governed by the second term of Equation 

5.2.1, and thus is equal for all of them. Also, the larger the value of ~.x, the 

wider each line will be. Figures 5.2.5 and 5.2.6 show the typical calculated powder 

patterns for IS and IS2 systems respectively. It is straightforward to interpolate lin

early between these various possibilities. These spectra were simulated by varying 

the value of D' (varying the second-order shift) with constant isotropic J coupling. 

It is apparant that as the dipolar shift increases the lineshapes get broader. The 

effect of the signs of Jiso and o;,x on the appearance of the spectra is illustrated in 

Figure 5.2. 7. It can be seen that the sign of o;.x decides the direction of the shift, 

but change of sign of isotropic J coupling does not alter the spectrum, confirming 

that MAS NMR can only determine the sign of o;.x but not that of Jiso. 

5.2.3 Results and discussions 

The proton-decoupled 119Sn CPl'viAS spectrum of cis-(acac)2SnCb obtained at 

74.63 MHz using a Bruker CXP-200 spectrometer is displayed in Figure 5.2.8. The 

centreband, indicated in the spectrum and recognised by the first moment method, 

is expanded in Figure 5.2.10 (a). The splitting pattern is not that expected from 

simple isotropic indirect coupling of the tin to two equivalent chlorines, which 

should have a symmetric pattern of a 1: 2: 3: 4: 3: 2: 1 septet. Instead, the 

spectrum has at least ten resolved or partially resolved lines with an individual 

linewidth of ca. 60 Hz. Hence, second-order effects may be involved, arising 

from the quadrupolar nature of the chlorines. This suggestion is confirmed by the 

spectrum obtained at a different field (111.86 MHz), as shown in Figure 5.2.11 (a) 

(only the centreband is plotted). 

The crystal structure of cis-dichloro-(2,4,pentanedionato )tin, cis-( acac )2SnCl2, 

has been studied bv X-rav diffraction, and is presented in Figure 5.2.9 [20]. The - . 
chloro groups are in cis positions in the distorted octahedral coordination of the 

tin atom. The other four positions are occupied by the oxygen atoms of the two 

bidentate 2,4-pentanedionate ligands. The molecule is required by the space group, 
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aud the molecular symmetry is Dz. Hence the two acac groups are identical, so 

as the two chlorine atoms in a given molecule. The 13 C NMR spectrum (Figure 

5.2.12) demonstrates three narrow lines which are obviously assigned to the three 

different carbons in the acac groups. This observation is fully consistent with the 

above described structure, and also shows that there is only one molecule present 

iu the asymmetric unit. Hence, C-13 studies provide further evidence that the 

complicated patterns in the 119Sn spectra are due to the second-order effect of the 

chlorine nuclei. 

In fact, if one looks closely, the pattern shown in Figure 5.2.10 (a) is not 

dissimilar from that of Figure 5.2.6 (c), with a second-order shift of IJiso /41. It is 

found that the four liues which are indicated by arrows in both spectra (Figures 

5.2.10(a) and 5.2.ll(a)) are invariant to the applied magnetic field. The isotropic 
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Figure 5.2.8: 119Sn CPl\-lAS spectrum of cis-(acac)2SnCI:.! obtained at 7·l.G3 l\IIlz. 

The ccutrebanJ is inJicateJ by the arrow. Spectrometer operating conditions: 

contact time 3ms, recycle delay 15s, number of transitions 5D22, spinning speed 

:3515 liz. 
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Figure 5.2.9: Crystal structure of cis-(acac)2SnCh [20]. 

scalar coupling constant is immediately measured to be IJiso I = 276 ± 10 Hz, 

slightly larger than for Ph3SnCl and Bz3SnCl [21]. The second-order shifts (~) 

obtained for spin states(+~,+~) and(-~,-~), the two outer lines, are found to 

be the same within experimental error. The value measured for Figure .5.2.10(a) is 

-106 ±10Hz, while for Figure 5.2.11(a) is -61 ±10Hz, leading to D'x = ( -3.3 ± 

0.3) x 109 Hz2 (D'x = ~~vCJ). This parameter was then used in the calculation of 

the theoretical spectra for both 7 4.63 MHz and 111.86 MHz. The simulated spectra 

for the two spectrometer frequencies are shown in Figures 5.2.10 (b) and 5.2.11 (b). 

The close similarity of the calculated patterns and the experimental line shapes 

for both magnetic fields confirms that the asymmetric splittings of the 119Sn NMR 

spectrum are caused by quadrupolar interactions of two equivalent chlorine nuclei 

in the compound. The chemical shift is found to be 8sn = -642.2 ± 0.5 ppm. 

The small spinning sidebands shown in Figure 5.2.8 suggest a modest shielding 

anisotropy for the tin nucleus. Detailed analysis of the sideband manifolds will be 

given in the next section. 
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Figure 5.2.10: (a) Expanded centreband of Figure 5.2.8. The lines marked with 

arrows arc those at l'Jb ± IJisol and VJ5 ± 2j.Jisaj. The lines indicated by* arc those 

remained unsolved as described in the text. (b) Simulated powder pattern with 

pisol = 27G liz and D'x = -3.3 xlO\J liz"!. 
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Figure 5.2.11: (a) 119Sn CPMAS sped rum of cis-( acac ),SnCJ., obtained at 111.86 
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The internuclear distance rsnCl for cis-( acac )2SnCl2 is reported [20] to be 2.34.j 

A which leads to D = -340 Hz. However, the value of X does not appear to be 

available in the literature. An attempt to record the NQR spectrum of this sample 

has been made, but no signal could be obtained. If the correlation between x and 

rsnCl reported in [22] is used, the magnitude of the quadrupolar coupling constant 

for this compound is suggested to be lxl = 39.2 MHz. If a negative value of x 
is assumed (reasonable for single-bonded chlorine), the pseudo-dipolar coupling 

constant D' will be +84 ± 8 Hz, and ~J(Sn,Cl) should be at -1270 ±25Hz. 

Comparison of Figures 5.2.10 (a) and (b) and also of Figures 5.2.11 (a) and 

(b) shows that some minor experimental peaks do not appear in the simulated 

spectra. Possible reasons for this situation are: 

( 1) Impurities in the sample; 

(2) Artefacts in the spectra; 

(3) The existence of stereoisomers in the same sample; 

(4) The existence of two isotope chlorine nuclei (35 Cl and 37Cl); 

( 5) The existence of non-axial symmetry of the electric field gradient at chlorine; 

(6) Possible departure from the perturbation theory. 

The sample, as provided, is attested as chemically pure by Professor Finoc

chiaro. Moreover, a freshly recrystallized sample provided by Professor Finocchiaro 

gave essentially the same spectrum. In order to check both (1) and (2), a 117Sn 

CPMAS spectrum was recorded at 70.40 MHz. The spectrum is indistinguishable 

from the 119Sn spectrum. Hence, causes ( 1) and (2) are extremely unlikely to be 

the reasons. The simple 13C spectrum shown in Figure 5.2.12 suggests that there 

are unlikely to be stereoisomers (cause 3) present in the same sample, though no 

other simple method can be used to test this. 

The isotope effect of chlorine 35 Cl and 37 Cl can be checked by calculations, 

since their magnetogyric ratios and quadrupole moments are known. The splitting 

between the two highest-frequency lines is ca. 71 Hz, which leads to a shift ratio of 
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Figure 5.2.12: 13 C CPMAS spectrum of cis-(acac)2SnCI:! obtained at 75.4:3 ~lllz. 

Spectrometer operating conditions: contact tirne lms, recycle delay ~Os, number 

of transitions 600, spinning speed 2~60 liz. 
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ca. 3.05. The second-order shift of the lines is proportional to ( o;.x). If the isotopic 

effect on D' can be ignored, the shift is then proportional to ~, where Q and I'CI 

are the quadrupole moment and magnetogyric ratio of chlorine respectively. For 

chlorine-35,· .Nl is calculated to be 5.1 x 1010 , whereas for chlorine-37 this value 
'YCl 

equals to 4.8 x 1010
. The ratio of these two values is thus 1.06, which is not enough 

to account for the splitting. The isotope effects on Jiso and Dsn are unlikely to be 

important, since there are no potential splittings for the four constant lines which 

are only influenced by the isotropic scalar coupling constant and the chemical shift. 

Of course, there should also be an isotope effect on D', but the splitting is too great 

to be accounted for this alone. So cause ( 4) may be ruled out. 

So far in this thesis, t!1e calculation has been based on the assumption that an 

axially symmetric quadrupole coupling constant is present. A.C Olivieri has carried 

out a more complete calculation [13,14], which takes into account the asymmetry 

of the electric field gradient (EFG). A computer simulation program based on 

his equations was written to check cause (5). The calculated line shape for an 

IS system is depicted in Figure 5.2.13. The input splitting value is the same as 

that for Figure 5.2.10 (b), with a 1 = aD = 0, {31 = f3D = 90° and r1 = 1.0. 

These values are considered to give maximum shoulder splittings. Though the line 

shape is closer to the experimental spectra, the shoulder of the lowest-frequency 

line is obviously in the opposite direction. This fact demonstrates that non-axially 

symmetric quadrupole coupling can not be alone· used to explain the situation. 

Furthermore, another simulation carried out by a computer program using the 

full diagonalization method written by Paul Jonsen [23] gave essentially the same 

powder pattern as by the perturbation approach. So cause (5) is unlikely as well. 

Thus the origin of the additional lines remains unsolved, though many attempts 

have been made to explain the discrepencies. There are also minor differences 

between the calculated and experimental spectra in Figures 5.2.10 and 5.2.11. 

These may be attributed to inadeqacies in the level to which the perturbation 
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Figure 5.2.13: Simulated spectrum for an IS system based on Olivieri's equations, 

with o/ = aD = 0, (3 1 = (3D = 90° and T/ = 1.0. The zero point is regarded as 

the chemical shift. 

approach was taken. 

119Sn CPMAS spectra at 74.63 and 111.86 MHz for bis(benzoylacetonato)tin 

dichloride, (bzac)2SnCh (II), have also been obtained by CP).1AS as shown in 

Figures 5.2.14 (a) and 5.2.1.5 (a). Only centrebands are shown because of the high 

noise level of the spectra and few spinning sidebands present. The patterns are 

very similar to those for (acac)2SnCl2, but the peaks are closer together producing 

less well-resolved spectra. However, the ranges of signals for both (acac)2SnCb 

and (bzac)2SnCI2 are found to be the same at about 2000 Hz, indicating similar 

magnitudes of interaction between tin and chlorine. Actually, it is not difficult 

to find the four invariable linP~ (as indicated by arrows) in Figure 5.2.14 (a), 
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Figure 5.2.14: (a) 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of (bzac)2SnCI2 obtained at 7-l.G3 l\IIIz 

(ccntrcband only). Spectrometer operating conditions: contact time 3ms; recycle 

delay 30s; number of transitions 2550; spinning speed 3500 IIz. The lines indicated 

by arrows are the invariable lines as in Figure 5.2.10. (b) Simulated powder patlem, 

with IJisol = 270 liz and D'x = -:J.3xl09 liz:!. 
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Figure 5.2.15: (a) 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of (bzac):.!SnC!:! as for Figure 5.2.13, 

but obtaineJ at 111.861\lllz ( ccntrcbanJ only). Spectro11teter operating conditions: 

contact time 3ms; recycle delay 2s; number of transitions ~000; spinning speed ·1520 

liz. (b) Simulated powder pattem, with !Jisol = 270 liz and D'x = -:3.:3x 10~ IIz'2. 
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giving IJisol = 270 ± 10 Hz, which is almost the same as for (acac)2SnClz. vVhen 

the same value of D'x = -3.3 x 109 Hz2 is used and twice as much Gaussian 

linebroadening is applied, the simulated spectrum (Figure .j.2.14 (b)) is very close 

to the experimental pattern. The same values are used to calculate the spectrum at 

111.86 MHz, which is also similar to the experimentally obtained spectrum (Figure 

.5.2.15). Much wider Gaussian linebroadening is needed to fit the (bzac)2SnCiz 

spectrum, which may imply that this molecule is more rigid. The tin-119 chemical 

shift for the benzoylacetonato compound in the solid-state is - G50 .. j ± 0.5 ppm. 

The data for the two tin dichloride compounds are ,.,·ritten in Table 5.2.1. 

Table 5.2.1: Tin-119 data for (acac)2SnCh and (bzac)2SnCh 

compound 8sn /ppm IJisol /Hz D' X / x 109 Hz2 ~J /Hz Gaussian 

linebroadening /Hz 

(acac)2SnCl2 -642.2 276 -3.3 -1270 30 

(bzac)2SnCh -6.50 .. 5 270 -3.3 -1270 62 

Estimated error ±0.5 ±10 ±0.3 ±25 -

5.2.4 The shielding anisotropies 

The spinning sidebands in Figure 5.2.8 were analyzed by iterative fitting to 

extract the effective shielding anisotropies and asymmetries of the tin nucleus (see 

Chapter 7). The results are shmvn in Table 5.2.2, and Figure 5.2.16 exhibits one of 

the fitting results for this compound. The intensity of each sideband was measured 

as the height of each peak. Since there are some line overlappings in the spectrum, 

it is likelv that this measurement is not verv accurate. However, it is certain . . 

that the shielding tensors are not axially symmetry. The anisotropies of the nine 

spinning sideband manifolds are very close, ranging from ca. 102 ppm to ca. 107 

ppm. 
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Figure 5.2.16: Fitting result of one of the sideband manifolds (8 = -634.9 ppm) 

of Figure 5.2.8. Results: anisotropy = 103 ppm and asymmetry = 0.43. 

It has been shown in Chapter 4 that the anisotropies, of the subspectra of 

a spin-t nucleus coupled to two equivalent spin-1 nuclei, depend upon D1
, the 

pseudo-dipolar coupling constant. When D1 = 0, the anisotropies of the three 

subspectra would be equal. The larger the value of D1
, the greater the differences 

in anisotropies. If this tendency is regarded as general, and used for (acac)2SnCl2, 

the small differences in anisotropies among the nine subspectra indicate that the 

value of D1 is very small. Since the (acac)2SnCb system is much more complicated 

than the penta-coordinate R3SnF, an accurate expression for the anisotropies of 

the subspectra is very difficult if not impossible. However, the conclusion that the 

value of D' is small resulting from this analogous discussion is consistent with the 

data (D' = ca. 84 Hz) obtained through the residual dipolar coupling calculation. 
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Table 5.2.2: The shielding anisotropies and asymmetries for 

(acac)zSnCh 

N 5sn /ppm :1. /ppm TJ 

1 -629.9 104 0.45 

2 -634.9 103 0.43 

3 -638.7 104 0.56 

4 -640.0 104 0.54 
,.. 

-643.6 106 0.49 v 

6 -645.7 107 0.48 

7 -647.:3 106 0.53 

8 -649.4 108 0.46 

9 -651.4 102 0.73 

Estimated error ± 0.5 ±5 ± 0.2 

5.3 119 Sn NMR Studies of Hexachlorostannate compounds 

(NH4)2SnCl6, (MeNH3)zSnCl6, (Ph4P)zSnCl6, K2SnCl6 

The 119Sn NMR spectrum of (NH4)2SnC16 (I), obtained by CPMAS and high

power proton-decoupling at 74.63 MHz and ambient temperature, is shown in 

Figure 5.3.1. It is surprising to observe a single broad band with twelve equally 

spaced peaks superimposed, given the complicated 119Sn spectra of (acac)2SnCl2 

which is coupled to just two chlorines. The linewidth of the band is ca. 1450 Hz, 

and the splitting between each peak is found to be 302 ±8Hz. It is also interesting 

to notice that there are some line broadening on the right side of the lineshape. 

The reasons for this asymmetric broadening are discussed in detail later in this 

section. The complete lack of spinning sidebands in the spectrum indicates that 

the shielding anisotropy at the tin nucleus is very small (if any) as is expected, 

given the octahedral geometry of the anion, with bonding of tin to six atoms of 
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Figure 5.3.1: 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of (NH4)2SnCl6 (I) obtained at 74.63 MHz 

and ambient temperature. The numbers indicate the peaks which could possibly be 

identified. The arrow represents the position of the chemical shift. Spectrometer 

operating conditions: contact time 3ms, recycle delay 5s, number of transitions 

11340, spinning speed 5000 Hz. 

the same element (Figure 5.3.3). 

The chemical shift cannot be determined for certain unless the sample is also 

studied at a different magnitude of applied field, since chemical shifts are inde

pendent of the strength of the magnetic field (in the units of ppm). Moreover, 

multi-field studies can also reveal scalar couplings as they remain constant (in the 

units of Hz) at different magnitudes of applied field. Hence, a spectrum of the 

same compound was also obtained at 111.86 MHz on a VXR-300 spectrometer as 

shown in Figure 5.3.2 (a). 
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Figure .J.3.2: (a) 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of co111pound (I) as in Figure 5.3.1, hut 

obtained at higher field ( lll.SG Mllz). Spectrometer operating conditions: contact 

time 3ms, recycle delay 2s, nuruber of transitions 4000; spinning speed 5000 liz. 

(b) After rcsol11tion erdlilncelllCIIt. 
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The high-field spectrum exhibits a much less resolved broad line with linewidth 

of ca. 1600 Hz, and figure 5.3.2.(b) demonstrates the spectrum after resolution 

enhancement. Comparison of the two spectra, obtained at two different fields, 

shows that the peak at -705.0 ± 0.5 ppm is the only chemical shift, since this 

line is the one which occurs in both spectra. The distance between each peak in 

Figure 5.3.2 (b) also appears to be constant with the value of 314 ±20Hz, which is 

the same as that obtained from the low-field spectrum, within experimental error. 

Therefore, the two-field studies prove that there is only one tin site present in the 

molecule, and the splittings are due to tin-chlorine indirect dipolar coupling. 

Figure 5.3.3: Crystal structure of ammonium hexachlorostannate, (NH4)2SnCl6 [24]. 

Ammonium hexachlorostannate, (NH4)2SnCl6, has been studied by X-ray crys

tallography [24,25], and its structure is depicted in Figure 5.3.3. The compound 

has a cubic lattice with space group of Fm3m. Each (NHf) ion is coordinated by 

twelve Cl neighbours, three from each of four SnC162- ions. The SnC162
- ion has 

a regular octahedral conformation which implies that all the six chlorine nuclei 

are equivalent. The Sn-Cl distance is reported as 2.421 A. This value leads to a 
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dipolar coupling constant (D) of -310 Hz. 

An NQR study of (NH4)2SnCl6 was carried out by Brill and co-workers [26]. 

It was found that only a single 35 Cl NQR frequency is observed, in agreement with 

the X-ray research. It was also believed that the electric field gradient at each 

chlorine is axially symmetric. The quadrupolar resonance frequency vQe5C1) for 

(NH4)2SnCl5 is found to be 1.5.45 MHz, at room temperature. Consequently the 

quadrupolar coupling constant lx I is calculated to be 30.90 MHz (x= 2vQ ). 

The presence of a single tin site with no asymmetry is consistent with the ll 9Sn 

NMR data giving one chemical shift and no spinning sidebands. It is also suggested 

that the observed splittings in the 119Sn spectra are contributed by interactions 

between tin (spin-~) and six equivalent chlorines (spin-~). Such interactions may 

have two possible types: ( 1) the dipolar coupling, and (2) the indirect dipolar 

(scalar) coupling, and it is likely that both types may exist in a given system. The 

detailed discussion of dipolar interactions influenced by the quadrupole nature of 

chlorine has been given in section 5.2. According to Equation .).2.3, the maximum 

frequency shift caused by residual dipolar coupling is n x ~~~~, where n refers to 

the number of equivalent quadrupole nuclei (spin-~) coupled to the spin-~ nucleus. 

For SnCl6
2- ions, this shift would be 9

•
0
\. However, the spectrum obtained shows 
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no such shift at all. 

This lack of quadrupolar effect may be due to the high symmetry of the SnCI6 - 2 

ion, which possesses a regular octahedral form. As described earlier the second

order effect of one spin-~ quadrupolar nucleus on the spectrum of a spin-1 nucleus 

is a function of sin20cos20, where 0 is the angle between the external field (Bo) 

and the z-direction of the PAS of the quadrupolar tensor. When the Sn nucleus is 

symmetrically coupled to six equivalent Cl atoms, any 0 value of one chlorine atom 

will correspond to a -0 value of another chlorine atom, wherever the orientation 

of Bo is in the molecule. Therefore the second-order effect of one chlorine nucleus 

will be counteracted bv that of another chlorine, since the constant .!tr. for the six . . ~ 
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chlorine atoms is the same. The net effect of the chlorines thus will be zero. That 

is why no quadrupolar effect is observed in the 119Sn spectrum of SnCl62 ions. 

Similar ions PC16- have been studied by solid-state NMR, where a quadrupolar 

effect was observed, but small [17]. However, the structure of the PC16- ions is 

not as highly symmetric as that of SnCl62-, and in fact is a distorted octahedron. 

Four chlorine atoms are at 2.11 A from the central phosphorus atom, and two are 

at slightly larger distance (2.13 A and 2.16 A). Hence the constant o:.x for the six 

chlorines will be different. Not surprisingly, the quadrupolar effect was detected. 

In the case of (NH4)zSnCl6, a purely (Sn,Cl) indirect coupling will lead to a 

symmetric pattern of lines, equally spaced by IJisol, whose intensity ratios are: 

1: 6: 21: .56: 120: 216: 336: 4.56: 546: 580: 546: 456: 336: 216: 120: 56: 21: 6: 1 

In total there are nineteen lines, the chemical shift being the central line. The 

relative intensities of the six outermost peaks compared to the highest intensity is 

about 0.2 %, 1.0 %, 3.6 % and 3.6 %, 1.0 %, 0.2 % respectively. These lines will 

almost certainly disappear into noise, given the limiting signal-to-noise ratio in the 

spectra. Subtracting these lines, thirteen lines remain with normalized percentage 

intensity ratios of: 

1.4: 3.0: 5.3: 8.3: 11.3: 13.5: 14.4: 13.5: 11.3: 8.3: 5.3: 3.0: 1.4 

In the spectrum, only twelve lines are observed. This is understandable since 

the line broadening on the right side of the lineshape is likely to cause the right

most peak to disappear. Deconvolution of Figure 5.:3.1 suggests that the intensity 

ratio of the high-frequency part of the spectrum, which is not influenced by line 

broadening, is: 

1.2: 2.0: 4.1: 6.5: 11.2: 15.4: 19.3 

This ratio is not quite the same as the above calculated intensity ratio for a spin-1 

nucleus influenced by pure indirect coupling to six equivalent spin-~ nuclei. It 
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seems that the pattern of the multiplet (the relative intensities of the peaks) has 

changed from the usual multiplet feature~ where only isotropic spin-spin interaction 

is involved. Zalewski et al. showed [27] that such an intensity change \Vould 

happen to centre bands (also spinning sidebands) of MAS spectra, when the dipolar 

coupling (D) or/and the J coupling anisotropy (.:lJ) are involved. Hence, it is 

believed that Figure 5.3.1 is not only influenced by isotropic spin-spin coupling 

but also by dipolar or/ and anisotropic spin-spin interactions. 

The line broadening mechanism could be due to the possible significant differ

ences in relaxation times of the various chlorine spin states. A similar situation 

was observed for Si-Al couplings reported by Wossner and Trewelle [28]. The 

temperature-dependence was found for the chlorine relaxation time of the SnCl62-

ion [29,30], and it was concluded that the ion undergoes reorientation at tem

peratures above 250 K. This value is lower than the room temperature at which 

thedspectra were taken. Reorientation of an ion changes the orientation of the 

electric field gradient tensor axes of at least some of the Cl atoms in SnCl6
2-. and 

thus changes their relaxation times. This is because the relaxation rate of each 

spin depends upon the value of the angle between the directions of the z axis of 

the electric field gradient tensor before and after the reorientation. Since some of 

the six chlorine nuclei may be reorientated, the combination of the six chlorines 

may produce different relaxation times among the chlorine spin states. This could 

be regarded as the cause of the line broadening of some parts of the spectrum. 

\1easurement of the spectrum at temperatures lower than 250 K may help to 

confirm this explanation. Such a spectrum should show a much more symmetric 

splitting pattern due to the lack of reorientation of the molecules. On the other 

hand, if the anion motion goes even faster, for example due to an increase in tem

perature, then the chlorines may undergo 'self-decoupling' (see next section). As a 

result, the J coupling between tin and chlorines will disappear. Hence a spectrum 

obtained at certain high temperature will probably show only one sharp line at 
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Figure 5.3.4: 119Sn spectrum obtained at 100° C and on a VXR-300 spectrometer 

(111.86 MHz). The spectrometer operating conditions are as for Figure 5.3.2(a). 

the chemical shift. Effort was made to perform high temperature experiments, 

and Figure 5.3.4 shows the spectrum obtained at 100° C. However, even at this 

temperature, the linewidth has not changed, comparing with Figure 5.3.2(a). One 

may surpose, then, that a higher temperature would be required to produce a 

noticeable change in linewidth. 

Sn-119 NMR spectra were also obtained for compounds (~1eNH3)2SnC16(II), 

(Ph4P)2SnCl6(III) and K2SnCl6 (IV) at 74.63 and 111.862 MHz on the CXP-200 

and VXR-300 spectrometers respectively. The results shown in Figures .j.3 .. j, 5.3.6 

and 5.3.7 were obtained at 74.63 MHz. Compound (II) has an almost identical 
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Figure 5.3.5: 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of (MeNH3)2SnCl6 obtained at 74.63 MHz. 

The arrow indicates the position of the chemical shift. Spectrometer operating con

ditions: contact time 3ms, recycle delay lOs, number of transitions .5970, spinning 

speed 3430 Hz. 

pattern to (NH4)2SnCk The spectrum of sample (III) demonstrates a similar line 

shape though less resolved. The spectrum of K2SnC16, which was obtained by 

magic-angle spinning but \•;ithout cross-polarization since the compound contains 

no protons, gives a single broad line with no splittings. The linewidth of this line is 

similar to those of other compounds, being ca. 1.570 Hz. Resolution enhancement 

has been used but no splitting was observed. The spectrum obtained at higher 

field supplies no extra information regarding the patterns. However, the chemical 

shifts were identified and the results are summarized in Table 5.3.1. 
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Figure 5.3.6:. 119Sn CPMAS speCtrum of (Ph4P)2SnCl6 obtained at 74.63 MHz. 

The arrow indicates the position of the chemical shift. Spectrometer operating con

ditions: contact time tOms, recycle delay 60s, number of transitions 1212, spinning 

speed 6100 Hz. 

The given data show that there are slight differences in chemical shifts of 

compounds (I), (II) and (IV). This may be attributed to the different cation each 

of these samples has. The shielding at tin for compound (III) is ca. 30 ppm larger 

than the others. This is due to the phenyl groups present in the cation (Ph4P)+. 

The totallinewidths and (Sn,Cl) isotropic coupling constants of these four samples 

are almost the same, indicating that the octahedral ions SnCI62- in this group of 

compounds experience the same magnitude of tin-chlorine interaction and thus 

have similar geometries. 
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Figure 5.3.7: 119Sn MAS spectrum of K2SnCl6 obtained at 74.63 !\·1Hz. Spectrom

eter operating conditions: recycle delay lOs; number of transitions 5970: spinning 

speed 3430 Hz. 

Compounds containing the hexachlorostannate ion SnC16 2- have been studied 

extensively by both nuclear quadrupole resonance and X-ray techniques. It was 

suggested that the SnCl6 2- octahedra are on the whole quite regular. Hence as 

expected the NMR spectra obtained for them have the same pattern and similar 

magnitudes of tin-chlorine interaction. However, it is possible that the SnC16 2-

octahedral structure may in fact have a more complicated arrangement as stated 

in reference [24], but this suggestion cannot be confirmed on the N\1R time scale. 
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Table 5.3.2: Tin-119 NMR data of hexachlorostannate 

containing compounds 

compound 8sn /ppm pisol /Hz Linewidth /Hz 

(NH4)zSnCl6 -704.9 308 1450 

(MeNH3)zSnCl6 -707.3 305 1450 

(Ph4P)zSnCl6 -733.3 300 1570 

K2SnCl6 -702.5 - 1650 

Estimated error ± 0.5 ± 20 ± 20 

Though this sample belongs to the same series of compounds discussed in the 

previous section, it shows a remarkable difference in its NMR spectrum. So it is 

discussed alone in this section. Figure 5.4.1 shows the 119Sn CPMAS spectra of this 

compound at both 74.63 MHz and 111.862 MHz. Contrary to the other spectra, 

they give three main sharp lines with linewidths of ca. 30 Hz. The - 736.4 ppm 

peak observed at higher field was not detected when the spectrum was recorded at 

74.63 MHz two weeks later, but the three lines with higher intensities remained. 

Moreover, as the sample was rerun at 111.862 MHz several months later, that peak 

was again not obtained. Hence minor chemical changes in the sample are believed 

to be the cause of the peak disappearance. 

Examination of the two spectra reveals that the three lines are in fact due to 

chemical shifts, showing that three types of tin sites are present in the asymmetric 

unit. The lack of splitting due to scalar coupling and residual dipolar coupling in 

the spectra may well indicate that some sort of anionic motion exists. It should be 

borne in mind that splitting can only be observed provided the relaxation rate of 

35Cl spin states is sufficiently long. If, on the other hand, the transitions between 

the different spin states of the chlorine nuclei are very rapid, the 119Sn nucleus will 

only "see'' an average chlorine spin state. Dipolar coupling (also scalar coupling) 
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Figure 5.4.1: 119Sn CPl\fAS spectra of (Bti.1N):!SnCI6, obtai1wd at room tt'lllpera

ture, and (a) H.63 tvfHz and (b) 111.86 i\llfz. Spectrometer operating conditions: 

contact time 3ms (both); recycle delay 5s (both); number of transitions II ()0 (a) 

and 604 (b); spinning speed '1410 (a) and 5000 (b) liz. 



of tin-chlorine will then be averaged out. This phenomenon is known as ''self

decoupling" [31]. If motion of the anion is fast enough to induce "self-decoupling'' 

of chlorine, the 119Sn spectrum will only represent the chemical shift. This is 

understood to be the case for (Bu4N)2SnCl6. 

Low temperature measurements may be able to confirm this suggestion. Figure 

5.4.2 illustrates the variable temperature experiments at between 0° and -.j0° Con 

a VXR-300 spectrometer ( 111.86 MHz). It is found that the chemical shifts move 

towards higher frequency by ca. 0.5 ppm every time the temperature decreases 

by 10° C. As the temperature decreases, all the three peaks become broader, 

indicating that as the anionic motions slow down the coupling between tin and 

chlorines gradually takes place. It is clear that the linewidth of the middle peak 

increases much quicker than those of the other two lines, suggesting that the three 

tin sites in the asymmetric unit undergo different degrees of motion. At T = -30° 

C, the pattern of the middle peak becomes similar to those of other SnC162- ions 

at ambient temperature (last section), where scalar coupling between tin and six 

equivalent chlorine atoms exists. 

Since the linewidth of the split peak (due to scalar coupling) is much greater 

than the chemical shift differences among the three lines, line overlappings would 

be unavoidable. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the splitting pattern is impos

sible. Nevertherless, the low temperature measurements affirm the existence of 

fast molecular motion, and hence "self-decoupling" in this compound. The slight 

chemical shift differences at various temperatures are attributed to a temperature

dependent factor. 
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-..... -

Figure 5.4.2: 119Sn variable temperature spectra obtained at 111.86 MHz, and (a) 

0° C; (b) -10° C; (c) -20° C; (d) -30° C; (e) -40° C; (f) -.50° C. 
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Chapter VI 

Multinuclear magnetic resonance studies of solid state 
organooxotin compounds 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, solid-state NMR techniques used to investigate some new struc

tural forms of organooxotin compounds, recently discovered by R. R. Holmes et 

al. [1-8], are discussed. The formation of these new classes of organotin materials 

utilize the interaction of an aryl- or alkyl-stannonic acid with either a carboxylic 

acid or a phosphorus-containing acid. In fact, as early as 1922, Lambourne re

ported that reactions nf alkylstannonic acids with carboxylic acids resulted in 

organotin derivatives based on the forrriula [MeSn(0)02CR]3 [9]. However, the 

possible structural features of these derivatives were not revealed until recently by 

Holmes and co-authors. 

The structures of these compounds were determined by X-ray studies. Jt 

was found that a variety of compositions is present, which can be mainly clas

sified as 'drum': [RSn(O)OzCR']6; 'cube': [RSn(O)OzPR'z]4; 'ladder' or 'open

drum': [(RSn(0)02CR')2(RSn(02CR')3)]z, 'butterfly': [RSn(OH)(OzPR'zhlz and 

'oxygen-capped': [(RSn(OH)02PR'z)JO][R'zP02], where Rand R' refer to alkyl 

groups. Their common structural characteristic was described as having hexacoor

dinated tin atoms in a four-membered stannoxane ring ( -Sn-0-)z. The individual 

crystal structures are described in sections 3 - 6. 

Solution NMR was also used by the authors of references [1-8] to investigate 

the structural interconversions among some of these organooxotin compounds. For 

example, a ladder formulation may undergo transformation to form a drum by a 
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hydrolysis reaction. Furthermore, a drum may be opened up to yield a ladder 

form in the presence of excess acid. Equation 6.1.1 illustrates this interconver

sion. A transformation may also occur between cube and oxygen capped forms as 

demonstrated by Equation 6.1.2: 

[(RSn(0)02CR')2RSn(02CR')J]2 + 2H20 ~ 

[RSn(0)02CR']6 + 4RC02H 

[RSn(0)02PR']4 + 2H20 ~ 

[(RSn(OH)02PR~)JO][R~P02] + RSn(O)OH 

6.1.1 

6.1.2 

From the above two equations it may be concluded that, hydrolytically, drum 

forms are more stable than ladders, and oxygen-capped cluster arrangements are 

more stable than cube compositions. 

Although solution NMR has been widely used to investigate these classes of 

materials, solid-state NMR data have not been seen reported so far. What follows 

in this chapter is·a resume of the solution-state NMR studies followed by the report 

of an investigation of four powder samples having the compositions of drum, cube 

and oxygen-capped. These samples were kindly provided by Professor Holmes. 

6.2 Solution NMR data 

The solution NMR results, which appeared in the literature [1-8], are sum

marised in Table 6.2.1. The data chosen here include only four structural forma

tions which are associated with the work presented in this thesis. It was revealed 

that the 119Sn chemical shift is especially diagnostic of the type of structure present, 

since the values for each formation fall in a rather narrow chemical shift range, with 

no overlap between ranges, thus giving an unambiguous assignment. It was also 

found that the compounds retain their structures in the solution-state. Hence the 

data given in Table 6.2.1 can be used as an index for the assignments of the NMR 

spectra in the solid-state. 
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Table 6.2.1: Ranges of 119Sn NMR data for n-butyloxotin clusters in CDCh 

Cluster hsn /ppm 2 J (119Sn-O- 31 p) /Hz 2J(119Sn-0- 11 ;Sn) /Hz 

Drum -485 I"'V -490 - -

[RSn( 0 )02CR']6 

Ladder -520 I"'V -529 

[(RSn(0)02CR')z -546 I"'V -552 - -

(RSn(02CR')3)]2 -606 I"'V -632 

Cube -460 I"'V - 4 75 109 "' 125 -

[RSn(0)02PR~]4 

Oxygen-capped 

[(RSn(OH)02P~)30] -497 I"'V -509 127 I"'V 132 202 

[02PR2'] 

It should be noted that the data given in the above table are valid only when n

butyl groups are attached to tin atoms. The appearance of a methyl group bonded 

to tin would increase the 119Sn chemical shift, for example, by ca. 15 ppm for a 

drum form. This is possibly associated with the relatively low electron-releasing 

nature of the methyl group (see Chapter 4). Also, the values for drum and lad

der forms are for those which do not contain phosphorus atoms. The chemical 

shift values of these six-coordinated tin atoms are much lower than those of the 

penta-coordinated tin nuclei discussed in Chapter 4 (ca. 400 ppm). This fact 

provides further evidence that, when the coordination number at tin increases, a 

significant change of 119Sn chemical shift to lower frequencies takes place. Crys

tallographic analysis found that the tin atoms are equivalent for drum, cube and 

oxygen-capped compositions, whereas ladder compositions have three chemically 

inequivalent types of Sn atoms in the molecule. The N!\1R results, which show one 

resonance signal for drum, cube and oxygen-capped formations but three signals 

for ladder forms, are thus in agreement with the X-ray work. 
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6.3 Drum [MeSn(0)02CMe]6 

Organooxotin derivative [MeSn(0)02CMe]6 (I), the product of a reaction be

tween methylstannonic acid and glacial acetic acid, is an insoluble white powder. 

X-ray analysis [4,7] showed it to possess a drum-shaped arrangement \Vith an ide

alized S6 molecular symmetry as shown in Figure 6.3.1 (a). The Sn-0 frame\vork 

of the molecule can be described as a drum with top and bottom faces each being 

composed of a six-membered tristannoxane ring. The sides of the drum are thus 

formed by six four-membered distannoxane rings. The core of each of the side rings 

is spanned by a carboxylate group that forms a symmetrical bridge between two 

tin atoms, each of which is bonded to a methyl group to produce hexacoordination 

at tin. However, neither the six-membered rings nor the four-membered rings are 

planar, but folded along the Sn-Sn vectors, so that the oxygen atoms are directed 

towards the interior of the cavity as illustrated in Figure 6.3.1 (b). The six Sn 

atoms are chemically equivalent, as are the six tricoordinate oxygen atoms. 

R R 

I I o-c 
o-s/--J-o R ~R 

R '( o-4•1 4'>l> 
"' 1'>-~p-1~\ 

)'/'K I~ J / /"R 
R o I '-ot-\-- rf 

R lV 
R R 

Figure 6.3.1: (a) Crystal stucture of drum [MeSn(0)02CMe]6 when R=Me, com

pound (I). (b) The Sn-0 framework of the molecule. 

The 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of this compound, obtained with high-power 
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proton-decoupling at 74.63 MHz, is illustrated in Figure 6.3.2 (a). A single res

onance is found at -471.3 ± 0.5 ppm, indicating that only one type of 1 in site 

is present in the molecule. This conclusion is consistent with that of the X-ray 

studies, i.e. all the tin atoms are chemically equivalent. The ccntreband, indicated 

by an arrow in the spectrum, is located by varying the speed of the rnagic-angle 

spinning. The existence of a great number of spinning sidebands implies a large 

shielding anisotropy at the tin atoms. The value of the chemical shift ( -'171.7 

ppm) is ca. 15 ppm greater than the chemical shift range of il drum composition 

in solution (Table 6.2.1). However, considering the fact that this molecule has 

methyl groups bonded to tins instead of n-butyls, the chemical shift does fall in 

the expected drum range. This is because the substitution of butyl by methyl will 

reduce the electron-releasing ability of the alkyl group bonded tin, and the lHJSn 

chemical shift thus increases. 

Figure 6.3.2 (b) shows the expanded centreband. There ar(~ two pairs of satel

lite peaks present with coupling constants IJisol 120 ± 15 Hz and 228 ± I :j liz 

respectively. The splittings are assigned to the two-bond indirect coupling be

tween the isotopic tin nuclei Sn-117 and Sn-119 through oxygen atoms, namely, 

the 119Sn- 0 - 117Sn couplings of the top and bottom faces of the drum, and the 

119Sn - 0 - 117Sn couplings of the sides of the drum. It is unclear as to which of 

these two couplings corresponds to each value of the coupling constant obt aincd 

in the NMR spectrum. However, it is usually true that a shorter bond dis1 a nee 

is related to a larger value of J coupling, which implies that the couplings of the 

tristannoxane rings have the value of 228 Hz, wheras those of the distannoxane 

rings have the value of 120 Hz. 

The spinning sideband manifold has been analyzed by an iterative fitting pro

gram (see Chapter 7) to extract the values for t.he anisotropy and asymmct ry of 

the shielding tensor at tin. The results, together with their reproducibility, are dis

played in Table 6.3.1, and a typical plot of the fitting is presented in Figme G.3.3. 
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It is shown that the tin nuclei are in an apparently axially symmetric systern, al

though this cannot be exactly true. The orientation of the tensor may be inferred 

from the molecular symmetry, which suggests that the unique axis lies parallel t.o 

the C1-Sn-01 direction (Figure 6.3.1). This is because the angle CI-Sn-01 is 

177.6° ± 2° (almost a straight line) and the other four oxygen atoms bonded to 

tin are nearly in a plane perpendicular to this line (the angles range from 77.7° 

to 101.5°) [7]. On the NMR scale, this structural formation will probably gi\·e an 

axial symmetry for tin atoms. 

Table 6.3.1: Shielding tensor components at tin for dnnn 

[MeSn(0)02CMe]6 

spinning speed /Hz bsn /ppm :Z. /ppm 11 all /ppm a22 /ppm a;u / p pIll 

3430 -471.3 369 0.00 287 287 8:10 

3500 -472.1 364 0.00 290 290 8:36 

3260 -471.7 371 0.00 28.5 285 8·16 

Average -471.7 ± 0.4 369 ± 5 0.00 287 ± 3 287 ± :3 8,11 ± 5 

Figure 6.3.4 is the 13 C CPMAS spectrum which shows three carbon resonances, 

with the linewidth of each being ca. 20Hz. The signals marked with *are spinning 

sidebands. The peak at 7.0 ± 0.5 ppm is assigned to the methyl groups coupled 

to tin atoms. This assignment can be justified by the existence of the 1171119 Sn 

satellites due to the indirect coupling between the methyl carbon and the tin 

nucleus. The doublets of the satellite peaks, which are expanded in the Figure, 

result from the tin isotope nuclei 117Sn and 119Sn. This is because the value of 

J coupling between two nuclei is proportional to their magnetogyric ratios. \Vit h 

slightly different magnetogyric values e17sn being -9.578x 107 and 119 Sn IJeing 

-10.021 x 107 rad T-1 s-1 ), their couplings to carbons will be slightly different 

accordingly. The coupling constant of 1140 ± 10 liz is allocated to 117 Sn-nC 
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number of transitions 2000; spinning speed :HIO lfz. 



coupling, and that of 1180 ± 10 Hz to 119Sn-13 C coupling. 

It is clear that the signal at 25.2 ± 0.5 ppm is due to the methyl carbons 

bonded to the bridging carboxylates, while the resonances of the carbons in the 

carboxylate groups are at 180.9 ± 0.5 ppm. All the three peaks have narrow 

linewidths, implying that the compound is highly crystalline. 

6.4 Drum [n-BuSn(0)02CMe]s 

Drum compound [n-BuSn(0)02CMe]6 (II) has almost identical structural fea

tures to those of [MeSn(0)02CMe]6 (I), discussed in the previous section. The 

only difference is that n-butyl groups, instead of methyl groups. are coupled to tin 

atoms. Both compounds have the same Sn-0 framework, so Figure 6.3.1 can also 

be regarded as the structure of compound (II) apart from the alkyl groups (R) 

bonded to Sn atoms. 

This compound is soluble in chloroform solution; the solution ll 9Sn NMR 

spectrum, taken by Holmes, is shown in Figure 6.4.1 [10]. One resonance with 

two pairs of satellites is observed as for the solid-state spectrum of compound (I) 

(Fig.6.3.2). The chemical shift is at -486.0 ± 0.5 ppm, falling in the range for the 

drum composition. Th~ two coupling constants I2Je17Sn- 0 - 119 Sn)isol, one is 

related to the top and bottom faces of the drum, and the other one is related to 

the sides of the drum, are measured as ca. 70 and ca. 250 Hz. slightly different 

from those for solid compound (I). 

Although the solution-state of compound (II) was proved to be pure drum, the 

corresponding solid-state was found to be much more complicated. Figure 6.4.2 

demonstrates the 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of compound (II) in the solid-state, 

obtained at 74.63 MHz on a Bruker CXP-200 spectrometer. The three arrows 

indicate the three centrebands located by variable spinning speed experiments. 

They are not equally spaced, showing that these signals are influenced by chemical 

shifts rather than any splittings due to indirect couplings. This suggestion is 
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Figure 6.4.1: 119Sn solution NMR spectrum of [n-BuSn(O)O:!C.\le]ti, COilljhliiiHI 

(II), obtained at 111.86 MHz [10]. 

supported by the spectrum taken at a difl"erent magnetic field ( 111.86 ;\Ill z), as 

displayed in Figure 6.4.3. 

The expanded centrebands from both fields sl1ow further splitti11gs, ''"' th<')' 

too appear to be due to chemical shifts. This is because lwt h ficld:i gi,·<~ ('S:OI'Ilt ially 
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Figure 6.4.2: 119Sn solid-state CPMAS spectrum of compound (II) obtained at 

74.63 MHz. The centreband region is expanded on the right corner, and the 

centrebands are indicated by arrows. Spectrometer operating conditions: contact 

time 5ms; recycle delay 20s; number of transitions 2332; spinning speed 3520 Hz. 
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the same values in units of ppm for each of the signals. The chemical shifts of t.he 

highest frequency peaks ( -483, -486 and -489 ppm) may be associated with the 

drum structure (Table 6.2.1). One of these peaks, at -486 ppm, corresponds to 

the solution signal, but the origin of the other two peaks is unclear. The lower. 

frequency signals near -521 and -557 ppm are within the range of the ladder 

compositions. The components of the band at -521 ppm are -.518, -521 and 

-523 ppm while the components of the band at -557 ppm are -555, -557, -559 

and -562 ppm. 

The crystal structure of ladder formulation, produced by Holmes et al., is 

presented in Figure 6.4.4 [3]. The ladders have crystallographic Ci symmetry, which 

corresponds to the idealized molecular symmetry. Therefore, three chemically 

nonequivalent types of tin atoms (labelled as Sn1, Sn2 and Sn3 in Figure 6.4.4) exist. 

in the molecule, which should result in three different ll 9Sn chemical shifts. Atoms 

Snl and Sn2 are both hexacoordinated and have distorted octahedral geometry, 

whereas terminal atom Sn3 is seven-coordinated and has a pentagonal bipyramidal 

geometry. The Sn-0 framework for the ladder is shown in Figure 6.4.4 (b). The 

four-membered stannoxane ring formed by Sn1, 01, Sn1 1 and 01' is planar, and 

the 02 atoms lie very nearly in this plane. Sn2 and Sn3 atoms lie outside this plane 

in opposite directions. The tricoordinate oxygen atoms tend toward planarity. 

The appearance of bands was also observed in solution-state ll 9Sn spectra for 

drum compound [n-BuSn(0)02CC6Hll]6 (V) [.5] and for ladder comp·ound [(n

BuSn(0)02CPh)2(n-BuSn(02CPh)3)]2 (VI) [7]. The reason for the occurrence 

of multiplets is not clear. However, these multiplets may imply the existence of 

closely related drum forms and ladder compositions, which could not be revealed 

by X-ray analysis. 

The low frequency signal assignable to the pair of terminal tin atoms of the 

ladder, in the range of -606 to -632 ppm was not detected for the solid state. This 

lack of low frequency peaks was also reported for a solution spectrum of ladder 
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(b) 

Sn2 

Sn2' 

Figure 6.4.4: (a) Crystal structure of [(n-BuSn(O)O:!C!\·f~h-n-BuSn(02C\lc)J]2. 

(b) The Sn-0 framework of the structure [3]. 

compound [(n-BuSn(0)02CMe)2(n-BuSn(02CMe)J)]2 (VII) [3]. A rather broad 

line in this range was obtained for the ladder compound (VI). These observations 

lead one to suggest that the combination of bands with large linewidths and the 

likely line overlapping with the sidebands may be the reason which causes the low 

frequency resonances to be unobservable in the solid-state, especially given the poor 

signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum. Thus, it seems likely that the compound as 

supplied was a mixture, rather than a pure composition. 

The 13 C NMR spectrum of this compound was obtained at 50.32 ~[] fz. The 

spectrum shows a very complicated pattern, as expected for a mixture. The highest 

frequency signa.ls are assigned to the carboxylate carbons, whereas the other two 

groups of peaks are assigned to n-butyl carbons and methyl carbons respectively, 

as indicated in Figure 6.4.5. It is not feasible to allocate these resonances in any 

detail. 
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Cube compositions are those obtained with phosphorus-based acids, and con

tain four tin atoms in a molecule. [n-BuSn(0)02P(C6Hu)2]4 (Ill) results from 

the reaction of n-butylstannoic acid with dicyclohexylphosphinic acid: its X-ray 

structure is shown in Figure 6.5.1 [4]. The molecule has a crystallographic D2 

symmetry in which each of the two crystallographically independent phosphorus 

atoms (PA, PB) is constrained to lie on a twofold axis, and all the tin atoms are 

chemically equivalent. The atoms of the asymmetric unit in the structure are those 

with unprimed labels, whereas the coordinates of atoms labelled as 1 and '' etc. 

can be generated with the symmetry operators. 

The core of the molecule is made up of four six-coordinated tin atoms and 

four trivalent oxygen atoms, which occupy the corners of a distorted cube. Each 

face is defined by a four-membered ( -Sn-0-Sn-)2 stannoxane ring. The top and 

bottom faces of the cube are open, but each of its side faces is bridged diagonally 

by a phosphinate between two tins, and the phosphinate bridges are symmetrical. 

As in the drum form, the ( -Sn-0-Sn-) rings are not planar but bent so that the 

oxygen atoms are directed toward the interior of the cube. 

Figure 6.5.2 displays the Tin-119 NMR spectrum for this cube compound in 

solid-state. A large number of spinning sidebands, each of which has a triplet 

pattern, are observed. The resonance signal ( centreband) is at -465.5 ± O .. j ppm, 

found by varying the magic-angle spinning speed. The value of the chemical shift 

is in the range associated with the cube formation (Table 6.2.1), confirming a cube 

form. The presence of a single chemical shift is consistent with the X-ray analysis, 

which shows that all Sn are equivalent. The triplet is due to the indirect coupling 

between tin and two equivalent phosphorus atoms, contrary to the fact that the 

phosphorus atoms (PA, PB) are actually not equivalent. The coupling constant 

is found to be 114 ± 3 Hz. The 119Sn solution NMR [4] gave a triplet resonance 

at ca. -466.7 ppm with a J
2.J( 119Sn- 0 - 31 P)isol coupling constant of ca. 116 
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Figure 6.5.1: Crystal structure of cube [n-BuSn(0)02P(C6Hn)z]4, compound 

(III). All pendant carbons of the cyclohexyl and n-butyl groups are omitted for 

reason of clarity [4]. C 1 refers to the n-Bu group; C 11 and C21 represent the 

cyclohexyl groups. 

Hz. The results are almost the same as those obtained from the solid-state. It is 

therefore comfirmed that the compound retains its structual integrity in solution. 

Spinning sideband analysis was carried out for spectra spinning at different 

speeds, and the averaged results and the reproducibility are given in Table 6 .. 5.1. 

The plot of one of the fittings is shown in Figure 6 .. 5.3. It is revealed that the Sn 

atoms are in a nearly axial symmetric system. (The program is unable to distin

guish between axial and near axial symmetry). The unique axis O'JJ is probably 

lying close to the C1-Sn-O direction, i.e. the edge of the cube (Figure 6.5.1). This 

suggestion may be supported by the molecular symmetry and by the fact that 

C1-Sn-O nearly forms a straight line (angle C1-Sn-O = 178.2° ± 4°). 

The 31 P MAS NMR spectrum (Figure 6.5.4), obtained with high-power proton 

decoupling and single pulses at 121.4 MHz, shows two triplets, with the same in

tensity, centred at 56.9 ± 0 .. ) ppm and .55.3 ± 0.5 ppm respectively, suggesting two 

types of phosphorus atoms present in the molecule. These two triplet patterns were 
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Figure 6.5.2: 119Sn CPMAS spectrum of compound (III) in solid-state obtained at 

74.63 MHz. The arrow indicates the centreband, which is expanded on the right 

corner. Spectrometer operating conditions: contact time 5ms; recycle delay 1.5s; 

number of transitions 4614; spinning speed 3550 Hz. 
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Figure 6 .. ).3: Fitting result of Figure 6.5.2: :Z = :360 ppm and 17 = 0.00. 
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confirmed by the spectrum obtained at 81.01 MHz. Judging from the structure 

and the relative intensities of the peaks, it is apparent that the couplings are due 

to the two-bonded interactions between phosphorus and tin nuclei through oxygen 

atoms: 31 P-0-117 1119Sn. The values of the two coupling constants are 113 and 

117 Hz respectively, and can be regarded as identical within experimental error 

(the digital error is 3 Hz), and also equal to the value obtained from the 119Sn 

spectrum. 

Thus, NMR studies are m conformity with the X-ray results that all the 

tin atoms are chemically equivalent, whereas two chemically different phosphorus 

atoms exist in the molecule. However, the indirect coupling constants of Sn-PA 

and Sn-PB happen to be the same (ca. 115 Hz). This fact explains the 119Sn 

spectrum (Figure 6.5.2) which shows one triplet instead of two doublets. It is not 

clear, however, as to which signal should be assigned to which of the two phos

phorus atoms. This is partially because the two chemical shifts are very close and 

partially because so far there has been little data available for comparison. 

Table 6.5.1: Shielding tensor components at tin for cube 

[n-BuSn(0)02P(C6H11 )2)4 

spinning speed /Hz Ssn /ppm :Z fppm TJ <111 /ppm o-n fppm O"JJ /ppm 

3550 -465.5 360 0.05 282 282 822 

3900 -466.0 361 0.00 286 286 827 

Average -465.8 361 0.02 284 284 825 

(±0.3) (±1) (±0.03) (±2) (±2) (±3) 

The data in parentheses are the estimated errors. 

The 13 C CPMAS spectrum as shown in Figure 6 .. j .. j gives support to the 

argument that two different phosphorus atoms exist. The signal at 13.9 ± 0.5 
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Figure 6.5.4: 31 P MAS NMR spectrum of compound (III) in solid-state obtained 

at 121.42 MHz. The ce.ntrebands are indicated by an arrow and expanded above. 

Spectrometer operating conditions: recycle delay 120s: number of transitions 50: 

spinning speed 4230 Hz. 
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Figure 6.5.5: 13 C CPMAS spectrum of compound (III) in solid-state obtained at 

75.43 i\[hz. Spectrometer operating conditions: contact time lms: recycle delay 

2s; number of transitions 200; spinning speeJ -1150Hz. 
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ppm is obviously due to the CH3 in n-butyl groups. The group of peaks ranging 

from 23.5 ppm to 28.5 ppm may be assigned to the CH2 carbons from the n- butyl 

and the C6H11 groups. The chemical shifts of the CH carbons (in C6Hll groups) 

should be in the range 30 to 40 ppm. In this range, two peaks are observed, each 

with a doublet splitting (expanded above). It is not difficult to notice that the 

linewidths of these two signals are twice as wide as those of others. Hence these 

doublet splittings do in fact exist and do not arise from noise. Considering the fact 

that this carbon is bonded to a phosphorus nucleus, it is believed that J couplings 

between carbon and phosphorus atoms are the cause of the splittings. Since there 

are two crystallographically independent cyclohexyl groups present (one bonded 

to PA, another bonded to PB), two different chemical shift values are expected. 

Two ways of assignments are possible: ( 1) the splitting between line 1 and line 

2 (see Figure 6.5.5) (and line 3 and line 4) is the Jiso coupling constant, which 

gives IJisol = 13.5 ± 0.6 Hz; (2) the splitting between line 1 and line 3 (and line 2 

and line 4) is the coupling constant, which gives IJisol = 93.0 ± 0.6 Hz. Of the two 

assignments, the first one seems more likely, since the intensities and the shapes of 

line 1 and line 2 (and line 3 and line 4) are very similar where as those of line 1 and 

line 3 (and line 2 and line 4) are not. If so, the chemical shifts of the CH carbons 

in the two chemically distinct cyclohexyl groups will be at 34.8 ± 0.1 and 36.0 ± 
0.1 ppm respectively, their couplings to 31 P atoms are the same with magnitude 

of 13.5 ± 0.6 Hz. 

Figure 6.6.1 shows the crystallographic structure of oxygen-capped composi

tion [(n-BuSn(OH)02PPh2)30][Ph2P02] [2]. The synthesis of this product can be 

described by the following equation: 

(6.6.1) 
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The basic framework of this structure comprises a tristannoxane ring in a cyclo

hexane chair arrangement, forming three distannoxane ring units. These three 

four-membered rings may be regarded as a portion of a cube, hydroxyl groups 

comprising the oxygen components of the ring system. It. is believed that one tri

coordinate oxygen atom caps one side of the framework while three diphenylphos

phinate groups span between two adjacent tin atoms. The three tin atoms are 

hexacoordinated and are chemically equivalent. There are also hydrogen- bonding 

interactions present between the Sn-OH framework and the anionic phosphinate 

Figure 6.6.1: Crystal structure of [(n-BuSn(OH)OzPPhz)30][PhzP02], compound 

(IV) [2]. Pendant atoms of the three n-Bu groups and of the eight Ph groups 

are omitted for purpose of clarity. The dashed lines show the hydrogen-bonding 

interaction. 

The solution-state 119Sn NMR spectrum for the oxygen-capped cluster shows 

a single resonance with triplet character centred at -497.0 ± 0.5 ppm (Fig 6.6.2), 

and having a coupling constant of 1
2 J(119Sn- 0 - 31 P)isol = 132.0 ± 5 Hz. This 
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Figure 6.6.2: 119Sn NMR spectrum of compound (IV) in solution-state obtained 

at 111.86 lVIHz [10]. 

observation is consistent with the structural characterization described above. 

Figure 6.6.3 exhibits the 119Sn CPl\-IAS spectrum for the solid-state at 74.63 

MHz. As with other organooxotin compounds, a great number of spinning side

bands \vas observed, each having a linewidth of ca. 550Hz, which is much broader 

than those of the other organooxotin compounds. Th~ spectrum resolution is not 

so good despite the fact that the experimental conditions had been optimized and 

8900 scans \Vcre accumulated. The centreband was found at -498.8 ± 0.5 ppm, 
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confirming the presence of the oxygen-capped form. The same chemical shift val

ues for solution and solid states suggest that the compound retains its structural 

character in solution. The 119Sn spectrum obtained at a higher field ( 111.86 MHz) 

presents virtually the same pattern as that obtained at 74.63 MHz, so no extra 

information could be achieved. The spinning sideband analysis of Figure 6.6.3 has 

been performed and the results are: anisotropy = 400 ppm and asymmetry = 0.00. 

The study of other nuclei such as 31 P and 13C may provide some more infor

mation. The 31 P spectrum of the compound, obtained at 121.4 MHz, is illustrated 

in Figure 6.6.4. The centrebands, indicated by arrows, are expanded in Figure 

6.6.5 (a), whereas Figure 6.6 .. 5 (b) exhibits the centre bands after resolution en

hancement. Four peaks with satellites are observed and the chemical shifts and 

their corresponding coupling constants are given in Table 6.6.1. The couplings are 

the results of the two-bonded indirect interactions between 31 P and 119Sn nuclei 

through oxygen atoms. The two single peaks at 20.2 ± 0.5 and 21.:3 ± 0.5 ppm 

are assigned to the phosphinate anions, due to their lack of coupling to the tin 

atoms. The four peaks \Vith satellites may indicate that four different molecules 

are present. Their chemical shifts are very similar, so the structures must be closely 

related. This observation may help to explain the surprisingly broad lines in the 

119Sn spectrum which, according to the 31 P study, should be the superposition of 

at least four triplets with close chemical shift values. 

Four methyl carbon signals (at ca. 13.0, 13.9, 15.0 and 16.0 ppm respectively) 

are observed in the CPMAS 13 C spectrum, obtained for this sample (Figure 6.6.6), 

in agreement with the existence of four different molecules as concluded from the 

31 P study. The centrebands are expanded above, and the lines marked \vith * in 

the spectrum are spinning sidebands. The bands at between 22.0 and 30.0 ppm 

are due to methylene carbons of butyl groups, and the bands at around 130 ppm 

are those arising from the aromatic groups in the molecules. However, a clear 

assignment of the peaks is not possible, since there are many slightly different 
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Figure 6.6.3: 119 Sn CP.\-IAS spectrum of compound (IV) in solid-state obtained at 

74.63 ~[l-Iz. Spectrometer operating conditions: contact time 5ms: recycle delay 

5s: numb~~r of transitions 89:36: spinning speeJ :2GG5 Hz. 
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Figure 6.6.4: 31 P CPMAS spectrum of compound (IV) in solid-state obtained at 

121.42 MHz. The centrebands are indicated by arrows. Spectrometer operating 

conditions: contact time 5ms; recycle delay 5s; number of transitions 100; spinning 

speed 4130 Hz. 
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Figure G.G.5: (a) Expanded centreband of Figure 6.6.4. (b) same ccnt.reband after 

resolution e11hancement. 
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Figure 6.6.6: 13C CPMAS spectrum of compound (IV) in solid-state obtained at 

75.43 MHz. THe centrebands are marked by arrows, and are expanded on the 

right corner. Spectrometer operating conditions: contact time lms; recycle delay 

5s; number of transitions 500; spinning speed 5Q.j0 Hz. 
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Table 6.6.1: 31 P chemical shifts and coupling constants for oxygen-capped 

[ ( n-BuSn( OH)02PPh2 )3 0] [Ph2P02]( a) 

Op I ppm 2J(3Ip_o_ni/IHJSn) I Hz 

34.5 1.') ;)_ 

32.8 138 

32.3 146 

30.5 141 

(± 0.5) (± 10) 

(a) The data in parentheses are the estimated errors. 

phenyl and n-butyl groups present. NQS experiments were also carried out, but 

like the ePMAS spectrum, they are too complicated to assign as well. 
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Chapter VII 

Shielding tensor analysis by slow tnagic-angle spinning 

7.1 Introduction 

The shielding (chemical shift), as described in Chapter 2, arises from the elec

tronic screeuing of the nucleus by the surrounding electrons. Such screening is 

usually three-dimensional and thus the shielding will be anisotropic. The term 

used to represent this three-dimensional shielding is a second rank tensor a, i.e. 

the (chemical) shielding tensor. a may be expressed in terms of a 3x3 matrix, 

which can be converted to a diagonal form with three principal elements a 11 , a 22 

and a 33 by a suitable choice of coordinate system. These three components re

flect the local chemical environment of the nucleus being studied. In solution, the 

shielding tensor is averaged by rapid isotropic molecular motion to an isotropic 

value O"j,90 , given by the trace of the tensor. However, the three principal elements 

may be contained in solid-state spectra since the molecules are not generally free 

to move. Therefore, in principle, solid-state NMR contains much more molecular 

inforrnation regarding structure and bonding than solution-state NMJl. 

The shielding is said to be characteristic of the nucleus in a particular orienta

tion of the molecule with respect to the magnetic field, i.e. differeut orientations of 

the molecule to the applied field Bo will give rise to different shielding constants. 

For a single crystal cont.aiuing crystallographically equivalent sites, a sharp line 

will be observed and the positon of this line will change as the orientation of the 

crystal t.o Bo varies. For a polycrystalline sample, the random distribution of the 

orientations in the powder will result in a broad line, known as the powder pattern, 

which is the superposition of the signals for all orientations of the crystallites, as 

dernonstrated iu Figure.7.1.1. The shape of the powder pattern depends on the 
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principal dements of t.lw sllielJing tensor. A schematic represent at ion or the sh<l[H~ 

is shown in Figure 7.1.2, where the three principal components are indicated. Ilow

cver, it is not generally possible to obtain the directions of the three principal axes 

in the tllolccular axis system from the spectrum alone. Figure 7.1.:2 (a) (kpicts a 

general asymmetric case whereas Figure 7.1.~ (b) presents an nxially symmetric 

situation where two components are identical. 

A 

B 

Figure 7.1.1: Schematic diagram of solid-state 13C NMR sbieldings of a C<lrbonyl 

functionality: (a) two possible extreme orientations of the functionality in a mag

Betic field Bu; (b) the superposition of all orientations giving the chemical shift 

anisotropy pattern. 

Two differeut conventions regarding the shielding tensor information have been 

suggested [l ,2]. The convention used in this chapter and throughout this thesis is 

that of llaeberlen [1]. The shielding anisotropy :Z. and the shielding asymmetry 11 

arc defined as in Equations (7.1.1) and (7.1.2): 

1 G·l 
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Figure 7.1.2: Schematic powder patterns caused by shielding anisotropy: (a) lower 

symmetry; and (b) axial symmetry. 

::I= 0'33 - O'iso 

7]= 
0'33 - O'iso 

The isotropic shielding O'iso has always been given as: 

(7.1.1) 

(7.1.2) 

(7.1.3) 

The three tensor elements au, a22 and a 33 are assigned in the following form: 

(7.1.4) 

It may be worthy of mention that the value of O'iso is actually the negative value of 

the chemical shift, i.e. CTiso = -Des· Once the anisotropy ( ::1) and the asymmetry 
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( 71) are determined, together with the isotropic chemical shift value (Des), the three 

principal components (o-11, o-22, 0"33) of the tensor will be immediately derived 

through Equations (7.1.1)--(7.1.3). 

In practice, a number of methods have been proposed to obtain the shielding 

tensor information. N.MR studies on single crystals provide the most satisfactory 

means for the determination of the shielding tensor, since not only the values of 

the elements but also the orientation of the principal axes of the shielding tensor 

in the molecular frame may be obtained [3]. For polycrystalline materials the 

principal components of the shielding tensor may be measured directly from the 

powder pattern, provided only one chemically and magnetically distinct species 

is present [4]. If more than one type of nucleus exists, substantial overlap of the 

anisotropy patterns will occur, thus severely restricting the use of this method [5]. 

This limitation, however, may be overcome by some other methods such as: (1) 

slow magic-angle spinning experiments [6,7], followed by analysis of the spinning 

sideband manifold; (2) off-angle fast spinning [8], resulting in a scaling down (and 

therefore a separation) of the anisotropy patterns; (3) two-dimensional experiments 

to obtain the complete anisotropy patterns in one of the dimensions [9]. Of these 

methods, slow MAS is probably the most widely-used approach. One fact which 

must be emphasized here is that the above-mentioned methods do not usually 

supply any information regarding the orientation of the principal elements with 

respect to the molecular coordinate system; such information can only be obtained 

readily from other techniques, for instance, from single crystal studies and from 

molecular symmetry. 

There have been two methods developed to extract the shielding tensor from 

a slow MAS spectrum. One of them is known as the moment method and the 

other is the graphic method. Both approaches have been applied to many cases 

and are proved to b~ reliable in general. Their merits and drawbacks have been 

investigated, and may be found in references [10-13]. Because of the problems 
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associated with these two methods, the use of simulation of slow spinning MAS 

spectra became prorniuent. In addition, simulations of the MAS spectra provide a 

useful means to refine the tensor components. In fact, Maricq and Waugh suggested 

the use of computerized simulation in one of their original papers conceming the 

mornent method [6]. There have been reports about the immerical simulations 

of spinning sideband manifolds to check and refine the shielding tensors obtained 

from either the moment method or the graphic method. Furthermore, Merwin 

[1 1tj wrote a simulation algorithm to actually fit a spinning sideband pattern and 

accurately dctennine the tensor components. In his thesis, he gave a full discussion 

about this fitting program and the author of the present thesis found that his work 

provided a useful basis for further development. It is understood that iterative 

computer fitting of MAS NMR spectra is probably the best way to accurately 

derive the shielding elements, especially for spectra with less satisfactory signal

to-noise ratios. 

'J'hc main focus of this chapter is to extend the application of the use of iterative 

fitting for extraction of the anisotropy and asymmetry of a shielding tensor to a 

large number of organotin and orgauolead compounds. 1\ simple mathematical 

description of a spinning sideband spectrum outlined by Maricq and Waugh will 

first be discussed followed by the description of simulation and fitting computer 

progra.ms based on tlwse of Merwin. The estimated errors of the results will be 

examined and finally a number of examples of the use of the fitting program will 

be given. 

7.2 Theoretical Description of a slow MAS spectrun1 

1\'Iagic-angle rotation provides an excellent method to achieve line narrowing 

in solid-state NMR [15-17], yielding a single peak at the isotropic chemical shift 

from each anisotropy pattern. At spinning speeds much lower than the spread of 

the anisotropy pattem the sharp peak at the chemical shift will be surrounded by 

a series of equally sharp sidebands spaced at the spinning frequency. Moreover, 
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the intensities of these sidebands contain the information about the chemical shift 

anisotropy and provide an opportunity to recover the shielding components. This 

phenomenon is known as slow magic-angle spinning, and was first observed by 

Lippmaa et al. [18] and independently by Stejskal and co-workers [19]. 

Figure 7.2.1: Schematic representation of the coordinate system. a 11 , a 22 and a33 

represent the principal axis system of the shielding tensor. x, y, z refer to the 

rotor-fixed system, with y, z and Bo in the same plane. () is the magic-angle and 

a, (3, and 1 are the Euler angles. 

The complete mathematical expression for a sideband spectrum has been ad

dressed by Maricq & Waugh [6] and by Herzfeld and Berger [7]. It will not be 

useful to repeat the entire derivation here, but the resulting formulae are essential 

to the understanding of the origin of spinning sidebands and are shown below, all 

the expressions being quoted from reference [6]. For a sample containing only one 

type of chemically distinct nucleus and spinning at the magic-angle, the normalized 
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free induction decay (FID) may be written in the form: 

lo
t 

g( t) = exp[iwoO"i,qot] L exp[iw0 :Z ~k( t') dt'] 
k 0 

(7.2.1) 

where ~·0 is the Larmor frequency of the nucleus; O"iso refers to the isotropic trace 

of the shieldiug tensor; :Z is defined as the shielding anisotropy; ~k(t) is the time

dependent term of the k1h crystallite, induced by the two transformations among 

the coordinate systems: from the laboratory frame to a rotor-fixed system and 

from the rotor-fixed frame into the principal axis system (PAS) of the shielding. 

The transformations may be easily understood from Figure 7.2.1. The form of ~(t) 

may be expressed as: 

where 

Ct =~ sin20 sin ;3[cos !9(11 cos 21- 3) cos a- 11 sin 21 sin a] 

St =!sin 20 sin ;3[cos /1( 3 - 17 cos 21) sin a - 11 sin 21 cos a] 
2 
1 2 3 2 11 2 

C-z =2 sin 0[[2 sin j3 + 2 cos 21(1 +cos /1)] cos 2a 

- 11 cos f3 sin 21 sin 2a] 

52 =! sin2 0[-[~ sin2 j3 +~cos 2')·(1 + cos2 /1)] sin 2a 
2 2 2 
- 11 cos /1 sin21 cos 2a] 

(7.2.2) 

(7.2.3) 

(7.2.4) 

(7.2.5) 

(7.2.6) 

17 is the asymmetric parameter of the shielding; 0 is the angle between the rotor 

axis aud the magnetic field B 0 , i.e. the magic-angle 54.7°; Wr is the rotor spinning 

frequency, and wrt is the azimuthal angle of the x axis of the rotor-fixed frame 

\vith respect to Bo; a, /1, 1 are the three Euler angles of the rotor-fixed frame in 

the PAS of the shielding tensor. 
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The first expoueutial term of Equation 7.2.1, exp[iwoO"isot] only represents the 

isotrovic nature and contains no information regarding the anisotrovy and asym

metry. Hence for the purpose of simplicity, it may be dropped as long as the 

centreband is regarded as the isotropic chemical shift. In a polycrystalline or 

amorphous sample, raudom distributions of the crystallites in the powder over all 

possi blc orientations occur. Each orientation (af31) gives rise to its own contribu

tion to powder pattern in the spectrum. The intensity each orientation contributes 

to the paU.em is proportional to sin(J. A complete powder spectrum thus is the 

superposition of the contributions from all of these crystallites. This requires the 

sun11ning over all k, which is characterised by the three Euler angles (a(J-y). The 

resulting expression for the FID following the above discussion is: 

F'1D(t) = g(l) = LLL[exp[iw0 ':1 ft ~(a,f3,/,l')dt']]sin(3 
a f3 'Y lo 

(7.2.7) 

The time-dependent integral may be calculated as: 

(7.2.8) 

Equations (7.2.7) and (7.2.8) describe the NMR signals in the time domain. Since 

after one full period of rotation of the sample the system retums to its initial 

state, one rotary echo of the FID ( t: 0 ~ 27r fw, ) will contain all of the frequency 

and intensity information for the sideband manifold, and the full decay of the 

train of the rotational echos only determines the linewidth of the sidebands [20]. 

Hence, the result of the Fourier transformation of one FID rotary echo will give an 

entire anisotrovic sideband pattern, whose linewidth may be measured from the 

experimental spectrum. 
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7.3 Description of the computer programs 

7 .3.1 The operation of the simulation and fitting programs 

The approach to actually simulate a MAS spectrum, expressed by Equations 

(7.2. 7) and ( 7.2.8), can be summarized as: Firstly, input the values of the constants 

::Z., .,, O"iso, W 0 and :....'r (their definitions are given in the previous section). Secondly, 

numerically evaluate Equation (7.2.8) for a series of t-values over a rotational 

period for each orientation ( a,B1); the FID is generated by summing over all the 

orientations. Thirdly, the FID echo is Fourier transformed by a library subroutine 

(NAG routine C06FCF [21]) to produce the frequency-domain spectrum. Finally, 

each sideband is convoluted with a Gaussian function with linewidth measured 

from the experimental spectrum; the intensities of the spinning sidebands are then 

normalized. 

The simulation program may be found in the appendix. In order to compare 

between experimental and simulated spectra, a code was added to the program 

to calculate the sum of the squares of the intensity differences (SSD) between the 

corresponding sidebands, i.e. if IC(n) and IE(n) represent the intensities of the nth 

experimental and calculated sidebands respectively, the SSD can be expressed as: 

SSD = L[IC(n)- IE(n)J 2 (7.2.9) 
n 

The total number of orientations chosen for each Euler angle here is 20, leading to 

a 9° angle increment for each step [17]. The Gaussian convolution is performed at 

the end of the program in order to keep the processing time to a minimum. 

Iteratively fitting a given spectrum involves varying the parameters :land 'TI un

til the intensity difference between the experimental and simulated spectra (SSD) 

reaches a minimum value. The flowchart (schematic diagram) of the iterative fit

ting procedure is represented in Figure 7.3.1. The program starts by simulating the 

sideband intensities based on the initial estimated values of ~ and 'T/o· The sum 
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Figure 7.3.2: Typical results of the spinning sideband analysis, \Vith (a) asymmetric 

shielding; and (b) axially symmetric shielding. The solid lines represent (a) the 

experimental 31 P spectrum of [(n-BuSn(OH)OzPPhz)30][PhzP02] (Figure 6.6.4); 

and (b) the experimental 119Sn spectrum of [(n-BuSn(0)02P(C6Hu)z]4 (Figure 

6.5.2). The dashed lines represent the calculated spectra. The arrows indicate 

the centrebands. (a) vu, Vzz and VJJ denote the positions of the three shielding 

tensor components. Results: anisotropy= -56.6 ppm and asymmetry= 0.74. (b) 

v .L and vii denote the positions of the shielding tensor components respectively. 

Results: anisotropy = 361 ppm and asymmetry = 0.00. 
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of the squares of the intensity differences SSDo is then calculated. The minimiza

tion NAG library subroutine E04CCF [21] adjusts a parameter set ( :::2, Tt), and the 

sideband intensities for this set of values is calculated, followed by derivation of the 

SSDn (the current value of SSD). The value of X (x = SSDn/SSDo), which is the 

criterion for the minimization, is then calculated. The above procedure is repeated 

and each time the library subroutine adjusts a new set of ( :::2 , T7 ), the value of X 

is judged until it reaches its minimum value. The values of :1, T7 corresponding to 

the smallest value of X are thus regarded as the result of the iterative fitting. The 

:\:fAS spectrum derived from these two values is then convoluted with a Gaussian 

function to produce a spectrum comparable to the experimental one. 

The completion time of this program depends on the behaviour of the function 

FID( t) and the distance of the starting point from the minimum. The large number 

of orientations undoubtedly consumes considerable time, but this is essential for 

the accuracy of the fitting. The starting point ( ~ and Tto), however, can be 

chosen properly to speed up the fitting. This is achieved by a small computer 

program (appendix I) based on the moment method, which calculates :::2 and 17 

using the experimental sideband intensities. These two values are then treated as 

the initial point for the fitting. Typical results of the fitting are shown in Figure 

7.3.2. Throughout the thesis, the height of each sideband is regarded as its intensity 

since it is believed that the linewidths of all the sidebands have the same value. 

7.3.2 The accuracy of the program- Error estimation 

To explore the behaviour of the fitting program, graphs were produced of SSD 

(the sum of the squares of the intensity difference) against one of the variables 

( ::J. and T7) while the other variable is kept constant. Such plots are displayed in 

Figures 7.3.3 and 7.3.4 for asymmetric and axial symmetric cases respectively. It 

is apparent that there is a minimum SSD value for both :::2 and T7 in the case of 

asymmetry. However, for the axial symmetric case, though a minimum value of 

SSD is found for ::J., it is clear that below T7 = 0.15, the change of SSD is too 
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small to be observed. Such a result suggests that an actual distinction between an 

axial and a near axial system is not possible. This conclusion is in agreement with 

previous studies [10,14]. It is obvious that the values of :I and TJ corresponding to 

the minimum values of SSD in these plots are equal to the values obtained from the 

iterative fittings varying both :I and 17. This fact shows that the fitting program 

performs as required. 

Once the fitting is established, it is important to estimate the accuracy which 

the program can offer. However, there is no accepted method for obtaining reliable 

error estirnates in nonlinear least-squares fitting procedures [22]. The method 

used in this thesis is to investigate the percentage changes in sideband intensities, 

for a theoretical spectrum (as contrasted with an experimental case), as ::::Z (or 

17) varies. Suppose IC(n) and IS(n) represent the nth sideband intensity of the 

currently calculated spectrum and that of the resulting spectrum of the fitting 

respectively; then the % change may be written as: 

%change= L[IC(n)- IS(n)] 2 (7.2.10) 
n 

The above equation is valid because the sideband intensities have already been 

normali;r,ed in percentage terms. Figures 7 .3.6 and 7 .3.7 show how the % chauge 

as defined above varies as a function of the asymmetry ( TJ) and anisotropy ( ::::Z) for 

asymmetric and axial symmetric systems respectively. These plots are then used 

to examine the :I (and TJ) values that would yield the change of the intensities by 

2%, 5%, 10% and lG% respectively. For example, Figure 7.3.6 shows that a 2% 

change in intensity would result in differences of TJ to ± 0.08 and of ::::Z to ± 1.0 

ppm. This same procedure was repeated, and all the results are given in Table 

7.3.1. 

Intuitively the smaller the chauge of :I aud TJ due to the change in sideband 

intensity then the smaller will be the error in the determination of the best-fit ::::Z 

and 11 values. It is clear that for au asymmetric system, the anisotropy ( :J.) and 
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Table 7.3.1: The estimated errors of anisotropy and asymmetry 

as the spinning sideband intensities vary 

Graph bcs /ppm % change in intensity ~/ppm ., 
Figure 7.3.5 -34.5 0% -56.6 0.74 

2% ± 1.0 ± 0.08 

5% ± 2.0 ± 0.15 

10% ± 3.0 ± 0.20 

15 % ± 4.0 ± 0.25 

Figure 7.3.6 466.0 0% :361.0 0.00 

2% ± 6.0 ± 0.15 

,j% ± 11.0 ± 0.20 

10% ± 15.0 ± 0.24 

15% ± 20.0 ± 0.26 

asymmetry ( 11) are relatively insensitive to changes in the sideband intensities. A 

5% change in intensity leads to only small differences in ~ (± 2.0 ppm) and 11 (± 

0.15). Therefore, the shielding tensors derived from slow-spinning experiments are 

reasonably reliable for asymmetric systems, giving the errors as ± 2.0 ppm for ~ 

and± 0.15 for 11 (assuming 5% error in the measuring of the sideband intensities). 

On the other hand, however, the axially symmetric system presents a very different 

picture: both :1. and T7 are sensitive to changes in the sideband patterns. The same 

5 % change in intensity would give an estimated error of ± 11.0 ppm for :I and 

± 0.20 for ry: That is to say that the intensity differences between axial (ry = 0.0) 

and near axial ( 17 = 0.2) systems are so small that no measurable difference in the 

sideband patterns can be achieved. This result is unsurprising and indeed confirms 

the argument that to actually distinguish between axial and near axial symmetries 

is impossible. The above discussion abo indicates that the accuracy of the fitting 

mainly depends on the accuracy of the measurement of the sideband intensities, 
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r.e. the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum. The better the signal-to-noise ratio, 

the more accurate the fitting will be. 

7.4 Shielding tensor analysis for some lead con1pounds 

The principal components of shielding tensors are one of the most informative 

NMR parameters in the solid state since they exactly reflect the local environment 

of the nucleus in question. Therefore, it is extremely important to be able to pre

cisely derive the values of these parameters. Solid-state 207 Pb N:VIR spectra usually 

have modest to large anisotropies, making them a good example to demonstrate 

the usefulness of iterative fitting analysis. Moreover, these analyses were also use

ful for program verification purposes. A number of Pb-207 slow spinning spectra 

were analyzed in order to extract their shielding tensors using the iterative fitting 

program. Some of the spectra studied in this section were taken by the author 

of this thesis; others, indicated individually, were obtained by a previous member 

of the research group (A. Sebald). The reference used in this chapter for 207 Pb 

chemical shifts is PbPh4. 

Figure 7.4.l(a) displays the spectrum of Ph2Pb(SCH2)2, having a very good 

signal-to-noise ratio and in fact is the best among the spectra studied in this 

section. Therefore, the error for measuring the intensities should be small; hence a 

good fit is expected. The resulting fit is shown in Figure 7 .4.1 (b), not surprisingly 

exhibiting a very small difference between the experimental and the calculated 

spectra. The anisotropy ( ::z) is found to be - 312 ± 1 ppm and the asymmetry 

( 17) to be 0.24 ± 0.08. The errors are estimated to be reasonably low due to the 

good signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum, and the excellent fit of the calculated 

sideband pattern with the experimental one. A less favorable case is the spectrum 

of lead tetradecanoate, (C9H19C02)4Pb, shown in Figure 7.4.2(a). The fit (Figure 

7.4.2(b )) gave the shielding anisotropy as 415 ppm and the asymmetry as 0.27, 

with the estimated errors being ± 3 ppm and ± 0.2 respectively. These values 

are similar to those roughly calculated from the moment method, giving '.:1. = 424 
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300 o I -300 ppm 

Figure 7.4.3: 207Pb spectrum of Ph6Pb2 obtanied at 41.87 MHz. Spinning speed 

2720 Hz. The spectrum was obtained by Dr. Sebald. 

ppm and "1 = 0.1 [23}. 

The spectrum of hexaphenyldilead, Ph6Pb2, shows two sets of spinning side

band manifolds, implying that two types of Pb atoms exist in the molecular asym

metric unit (Figure 7.4.3). The centrebands, at - 131.8 ± 0.5 and 14.5 ± 0.5 ppm 

respectively, are indicated by the arrows, and the peak marked with * is an impu

rity. The sidebands were analyzed separately for each anisotropic pattern, and the 

resulting spectra are shown in Figures 7.4.4(a) and (b). The fit of the higher fre

quency resonance (14.5 ppm) is relatively better, reflecting the fact that the higher 

frequency sideband manifold has smaller errors in the intensity measurement, due 

to the large magnitude of the intensities compared with the noise level. Measuring 

the lower intensity peaks, however, involves a greater error, due to the noise level 

being of significant magnitude compared with the peak heights; in this case the 

fit is less impressive. The spinning sidebands of 207 Pb spectra of C5H50~Pb and 
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Table 7.4.1 207Pb spinning sideband analysis results for 

some organolead compounds 

compounds Vr /Hz 8Pb fpprr: :::2 /ppm 
"' 

1711 /ppm 1722 /ppm 

Ph2Pb(SCH2)2 317.5 280.6 -:312 0.24 -87 -163 

(± 0.5) (± 1) (± 0.08) (± 1) (± 1) 

(CgH1gC02)4Pb 3150 -2138 415 0.27 1874 1987 

(± 0.5) (± 3) (± 0.2) (± 3) (± 3) 

Ph6Pb2 2720 -131.8 -483 0.35 4.59 288 

(± 0.5) (± 2) (± 0.15) (± 2) (± 2) 

2720 14.5 -242 0.85 210 4 

(± 0.5) (± 3) (± 0.2) (± 3) (± 3) 

C6H502P:h 4500 -89.5 548 0.5 -323 -46 

(± 0.5) (± 3) (± 0.2) (± 3) (± 3) 

Ph2Pb( OAc )2 3270 -226.4 793 0.22 -257 -83 

(± 0.5) (± 4) (± 0.25) (± 4) (± 4) 

The data in parentheses are the estimated errors. 

1733 /ppm 

-.592 

(± 1) 

2553 

(± 3) 

-351 

(± 2) 

-256 

(± 3) 

637 

(± 3) 

1019 

(± 4) 

Ph2Pb(OAc)2, both were taken by Sebald, were also analyzed. The fitting results, 

together with the estimated errors, are summarized in Table 7.4.1. 

207Pb NMR spectra of even chain-length lead carboxylates were recorded and 

their corresponding shielding tensor parameters were obtained. The results are 

given in Table 7.4.2. A typical spectrum of this group of compounds, that of 

lead dodecane dioate (Pb(02C(CH2)10C02)), is shown in Figure 7.4.5, exhibiting 

a very poor signal-to-noise ratio. The position of the centreband, identified by 

changing the speed of rotation, is found to be at 8 = -1204 ± 0.5 ppm. The 

spinning sideband analyses were performed for two spinning speeds, and one of 

the fitting results is illustrated in Figure 7.4.6. As expected for such a bad signal-
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Figure 7.4.6: Fitting result of Figure 7.-1.5: anisotropy= 10-1:3 ppm and <lSJ"Illlllelry 

= 0.82. The arrow indicates the centreb<uJtl at -l~0-1.~ pp111. 
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Table 7.4.2: 207 Pb shielding tensor components for even chain-length 

lead carboxylates 

compounds Vr /Hz bcs /ppm -:1 /ppm 7 I o-11 /ppm o--_..'2 I PPlll 

2900 -24,11.0 LH5 0.68 2067 ~J/0 

35.50 -2441.0 4.51 0.63 207:3 :! :3.58 

Pb(02C(CHz)zC02) average -2441.0 448 0.66 2070 2:36·1 

(± 0.0) (± :3) (±0.0:3) (± :3) (± 6) 

2900 -26.j9.0 23·1 0. 71 2-1.50 262.3 

3550 -2659.0 237 0.66 2462 2610 

average -2659.0 236 0.69 24Gl 2622 

(± 0.0) (± 2) (± 0.03) (± 2) (± :3) 

4300 -1248.0 1249 0.29 4n 805 

Pb(OzC(CH2)4COz) 4890 -1245.9 1079 0.46 458 95:) 

average -1246.9 1164 0.38 450 880 

(± 1.0) (± 85) (± 0.09) (± 8) ( I -,- ) ::!: I,) 

4000 -1255.4 1292 0.26 :140 779 

Pb(02C(CH2)6C02) 4513 -1254.1 1160 0.38 453 80.5 

average -1254.8 1226 0.32 4:17 837 

(±0.7) (± 66) (± 0.06) (± 7) (± 58) 

3930 -1291.8 889 0.85 4 71 122-1 

Pb(02C(CH2)sC02) 4450 -1296.5 926 0.85 442 p·)---0 

average -1294.2 908 0.85 457 t·)·):-
--0 

(± 2.4) (± 19) (± 0.0) (± 1.5) (± I) 

4280 -1204.2 1121 0.82 182 1106 

Pb(OzC(CH2)10C02) 4590 -1204.2 1043 0.82 2.58 1108 

average -1204.2 1082 0.82 220 1107 

(± 0.0) (± 39) (± 0.0) (± :38) (± I) 
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to-noise ratio, the fit gives a relatively large difference between the experimental 

(the solid line) and calculated spectra, and the results obtained from different 

speeds of rotation, especially the anisotropy, :J., are quite different (Table 7.4.2). 

However, the relative error of the anisotropy, i.e. the absolute error (±39 ppm) 

divided by the averaged value of :::1(1082 ppm), is still relatively small at ca.3 %. 

These facts indicate that reasonably accurate parameters of the shielding tensor 

could still be obtained, even for this rather noisy spectrum. 

The cases investigated here cover a wide range of anisotropies (ca. 200 ppm to 

ca. 1200 ppm) and asymmetries (0.2 to 0.8). However, the structural interpretation 

of these data is beyond the scope of this thesis, and will not be dealt with here. 
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Chapter VIII 

Solid-state NMR studies of Titania pig1nents 

8.1 Introduction 

Due to the development of high-resolution NJyiil techniques for solid samples, 

it has become feasible to utilize these sophisticated methods for surface studies. 

The work presented in this chapter deals with the application of solid-state NM R to 

the surface studies of titanium dioxide (Ti02) pigments. Most titania pigments are 

made up of a Ti02 crystalline base coated with a layer of hydrous oxides, typically 

PzOs, A)z03 and Si02. The pigments being coated are amorphous rather than 

crystalline in nature. Though the coating does not alter the optical charactcrist ics 

of the TiOz base, it does improve the durability (by reducing the catalytic activity) 

and dispersibility (by modifying the surface properties) of the pigments [1]. Ilcnce 

the understanding of the coatings is very important for manufacturers. 

The TiOz pigment is produced commercially in two different crystalline forms: 

anatase and rutile. The latter has a more compact atomic structure with far 

superior durability and optical properties, so much more attention has been given 

to rutile. The unit cell of the rutile crystal structure [2] contains two dill'erent. 

types of Ti-0 bonds, with four shorter equatorial bonds at 1.044 A and two lo11gcr 

axial bonds of 1.988 A, as shown in Figure 8.1.1. The external surface of the 

rutile crystal is known to be generally composed of three plarws: (110), (101) and 

(100), among which the (110) plane (Figure 8.1.2) has the greatest abundance 

of 60%. The surface layers are predominantly ionic, and thus hydroxyl groups 

and water molecules are very easily chemically absorbed on the smfaces. The 

characteristics of the surface on groups and water molecules, carried by the rlletal 

oxides, are related to the structures of the underlying surface atoms or ions. lienee 
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1H NMR studies of the surface OH groups ami II:!O molecules should lead to a 

better understanding of the surface chemistry of Ti02 pigments. \lon'o\·cr, .\\fH. 

studies of 31 P, :?i AI and 29 Si nuclei will provide direct information about. the smface 

coatings. Though many infrared studies of the surface properties of the rutile TiO:.! 

have been carried out [3-5], NMR studies in this area have not yet been reported. 

Figure 8.1.1: The unit cell of rutile crystal: Equatorial oxygens are indicated as 

01 while axial oxygens are indicated as 02 [2]. 

This chapter describes NMR studies of four titania pigments which have dif

ferent structural forms and different coatings. Their properties and compositions, 

together with their structures, are summarized in Table 8.1.1. However, the work 

reported here is only a preliminary study in this new area; neverthless, it demon

strates the potential of solid-state NMR in the study of surface science. 

§.2 HandlRiin.g of the sampRes 

All the samples being investigated we::e provided by the Tioxide laboratories 

at Stockton. After being received, they were placed in a desiccator with a constant 

humidity mixture, which consisted of NaCl, I\N03 and Na~03 salts. These salts 

were firstly dissolved in water separately to make saturated solutions and then 

the solutions were blended together to form a constant mixture with lnunidity 

of 30.5% at temperature 16.4°C. This mixture was made in order to keep the 
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Figure 8.1.2: The (110) cleavage plane of rutile; the titanium ions and the shaded 

oxide ions are coplanar while the non-shaded oxide ions lie above this plane [2]. 

Table 8.1.1: The properties of Ti02 pigments being investigated f6l 

sample structure crystal size surface area additive 

I anatase 0.14 Jlffi 10 m 2g- 1 0.6% P205, 0.·.!% I~20 

II rutile 0.20 Jlffi 3 !1l2U'-l 
0 0.15% P 2 0 5, 0 .l.S% I~ 2 0 

III rutile 0.24 Jlffi 
•) 1 20 m-g- 4.-1% AbOJ, 9.4% Si02 

IV rutile 0.20 j.l.ffi 15 m2g- 1 '!.3% Al20:~, 0.92% organic coating 

surfaces of these pigments in a constant condition. 1\·feamvhile, a small amount of 

each pigment sample was put in an oven at a temperature of :2:20° for drying, in 

order to examine the adsorbed water molecules on the surfaces. 
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8.3 IH NMR studies of the Ti02 pigments 

1 H studies are one of the most established Nl\.fR techniques, and can provide 

a direct approach for examination of the OH groups and absorbed water on sur

faces. The 1 H NMR spectra shown in this section are those from \'1-'ideline and 

magic-angle-spinning methods, and were obtained using a Bruker CXP-200 spec

trometer. The spectrometer has a magnetic field of 4. 7 T, and accordingly the 

resonance frequency of protons is 200.13 MHz. I H wideline spectra are obtained 

in a static experiment, and are influenced by the strong dipole-dipole (e.g. I H-I H) 

interactions and shielding anisotropies, whereas MAS eliminates, to some extent, 

the dipolar couplings between protons and the shielding anisotropies of the nu

clei. Hence the MAS results will be predominantly isotropic chemical shifts, giving 

much higher resolution. 

The 1 H static spectrum of sample I gives one relatively narrow line at 0. 7 ± 
0.3 ppm and one wider line at 3. 7 ± 0.3 ppm, with respect to T:MS, as shown 

in Figure 8.3.1(a). Figure 8.3.1(b) shows the 1H spectrum of the same sample 

after being dried for 16 days. It is clear that the low-frequency peak remained 

constant within experimental error, while the higher frequency peak appeared to 

split into two peaks at 5.3 ± 0.3 and 4.0 ± 0.3 ppm respectively. There is also 

a decrease in intensity in the high-frequency region, which is believed to be due 

to the reduction of surface water after drying. The resonance at ca. 5.0 ppm is 

assigned to the chemically absorbed water on the surface. The lines at ca. 1.0 

and 4.0 ppm are both due to the surface hydroxyl groups; their intensities remain 

constant for different moisture content. The 1 H MAS spectrum (Figure 8.3.1( c)) 

shows three well-resolved peaks in agreement with the I H static results. 

Figure 8.3.2 is the 1 H spectra of sample II, and the different moisture contents 

are indicated. The spectrum of the undried sample is dominated by the peak at 5.7 

± 0.6 ppm, while a shoulder at 1.8 ± 0.6 ppm can still be identified. The predom

inance of the peak assigned to water molecules suggests that sample II chemically 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

30 20 IO o /ppm -10 -zo -30 

Figure 8.3.1: 1 H spectra of sample I, with anatase Ti02 crystalline base, obtained 

at 200.13 MHz on a Bruker CXP-200 spectrometer. (a) static before drying; (b) 

static after drying for 16 days. Spectrometer operating conditions: recycle delay 

3s; number of transitions 100. (c) MAS spectrum, with recycle delay lOs; number 

of transitions 100; spinning speed 1.500 Hz. 
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adsorbs more water molecules than that of sample I, the two pigments have dif

ferent Ti02 structure, but both are coated with potassium phosphates. After the 

sample was dried in an oven for 1 day, the spectrum shows two equal intensity 

peaks, resulting from the intensity decrease of the peak at higher frequency. As 

the time for drying increases, the intensity of the high-frequency peak continues 

to decrease; meanwhile a line at ca. 4.3 ppm becomes more and more obvious! 

as shown in Figure 8.3.2( a)-( d). The I H ~1AS spectra, as displayed in Figures 

8.3.3(a) and (b), exhibit two sharp lines at ca. 1.0 and ca. 4.0 ppm plus a broad 

peak at around 5.5 ppm, the intensity of which decreases as the moisture content 

decreases. This result is in accordance with that of the 1 H wideline experiments. 

The assignment of the three lines is the same as that for sample I, i.e. two lines 

related to the two types of OH groups and one related to surface water, whose 

amount reduces as the sample moisture content decreases. 

The I H spectra of sample III and sample IV are very similar to those of sample 

II: hence their spectra will not be shown. It seems, then, that the 1 H NMR stud

ies are unable to provide any information regarding the coatings, since the three 

pigments have very different coatings (though they .all have rutile Ti02 crystalline 

base). However, it may be concluded that pigments with anatase Ti02 base may 

find it chemically more difficult to adsorb water on their surfaces than those with 

rutile Ti02 base, but, these conclusions need further investigation. 

8.4 Phosphorus-31 NMR studies of the Ti02 pigments 

31 P ~MR spectroscopy is now one of the most important analytical tools for 

structure elucidation. This is largely due to its favorable NMR properties: spin

t. 100% natural abundance, and a wide range of chemical shifts (> 600 ppm) 

[7]. The anatase Ti02 pigment had 0.6% P20s added, whereas one of the rutile 

Ti02 samples (II) is coated with 0.15% P205. Hence JI P NMR studies of the two 

samples are expected to show any structural difference between the two surfaces. 

The 31 P spectra were recorded at 81.01 HMz on a Bruker CXP-200 spectrometer, 
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30 20 IO 0 

/ppm 

-10 

(h) 

(c) 

(d) 

-3o 

Figure 8.3.2: 1 H static spectra of sample IT, with rutile TiO~ crystalline IJasc, 

obtained at 200.13 lVIhz. Spectrometer operating conditions: n~cycle d.~lay :Js; 

number of transitions '100. (a) undried, (b) dried for I day, (c:) drit~d ft)r -1 days, 

(d) dried for 100 days. 
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(a) 

----·--------------~ 

30 

(b) 

20 10 0 
/ppm 

-Jo -20 -30 

Figure 8.3.3: 1 I-I MAS spectra of sample II, obtained at ~00.13 Afflz. Spect rornetcr 

operating conditions: recycle delay lOs; number of lransilions 100. (a) nndried, 

(b) dried for 2 days. 
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and the chemical shifts are referenced to H3P04 solution. 

Both cross-polarization ( CP) and single-pulse excitation experiments (SPE), 

together with magic-angle spinning, were performed on each sample. While CP 

discriminates in favour of phosphorus nulei close to protons, SPE favours phos

phorus sites with faster relaxation rates (unless the recycle delay is sufficiently 

long). Thus, the comparison of CP and SPE spectra may provide information 

on the proximity of protons to phosphorus. The 31 P MAS and the 31 P CPMAS 

spectra of the anatase pigment (sample I), are shown in Figures 8A.1(a) and (b) 

respectively, both with small spinning sidebands. The SPE experiment shows only 

one line at ca. -3.8 ppm, with linewidth of ca. 1100 Hz. For phosphorus nuclei 

in solids, the recycle delay needed to allow sufficient time for relaxation may be of 

the order of hundreds of seconds [8]. However, the recycle delay used to produce 

the SPE spectrum was only 5s, apparently very short. Hence, it is possible that 

the broad line in Figure 8.4.1 (a) is the result of superposition of several different 

closely related phosphorus species. 

On the other hand, the CP spectrum shows two lines at ca. 1.0 and ca. -3.4 

ppm respectively. The linewidth is much narrower, since for the CP experiment the 

recycle delay is determined by the proton relaxation time which is usually much 

shorter than that of phosphorus nuclei. The chemical shift of the lower frequency 

peak ( -3.4 ppm) is very close to that of the single resonance observed in the SPE 

spectrum, so they ma.y be regarded as from the same phosphate species. This 

phosphorus site may be assigned to the potassium phosphate (i.e. P-o-K+), since 

both CP and SPE experiments detected the signal. The additional peak appearing 

in the CP spectrum may arise from the phosphorus atoms coupled to OH groups 

\'v·hich may be adsorbed on the surface (i.e. P-OH). Hence P-31 NMR indicates 

that at least two types of phosphate groups are present. 

Figures 8.4.2 (a) and (b) show the 31 P NMR spectra of sample II, contrary to 

that of sample I, there is only one resonance in both MAS and CPMAS spectra. 
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-I a 

Figure 8.4.1: 31 P spectra of sample I obtained at 81.01 MHz. (a) MAS; and (b) 

CPMAS. Spectrometer operating conditions: recycle delay 5s; number of transi

tions 1267: spinning speed 3100 Hz; contact time 5ms. 
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/ppm 

( J.) 

(b) 

-4-o -GO 

Figure 8.4.2: 31 P spectra of sample II, rutile Ti02 pigment, obtained at 81.01 ~1Hz. 

(a) MAS, with recycle delay .5s: number of transitions 1598; spinning speed 3000 

Hz. (b) CPMAS, with contact time 5ms; recycle delay .5s; number of transitions 

1598; spinning speed 3300 Hz. 
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The chemical shifts are ca. -0.4 ppm in SPE and ca. 0.3 ppm in CP. No resonance 

at around -3.4 ppm is observed, however, the SPE experiment gives a much 

broader linewidth than that of CP does. The reason for this could be due to 

the short recycle delay (.js) of the SPE spectrum, which allows the overlap of 

the resonances from different phosphorus species. Meanwhile, the CP spectrum, 

showing a much narrower linewidth, indicates that some of these species may 

be away from protons (since CP predominantly shows phosphorus sites near to 

protons). Therefore, it may be concluded that most phosphate coating in the 

sample is probably P-OH . 

8.5 Aluminium-27 and silicon-29 studies of the pigments 

Since the structure of the coatings (mainly Al20 3 and SiOz) controls the pig

ment's surface chemistry, the application of 27 AI and 29Si NMR to coating studies 

will provide important structural information about the surface. One of the most 

fundamental pieces of information concerning the structural environment is the 

number of chemically inequivalent types of AI or Si sites present in the sample 

under investigation. The number is directly related to the number of distinct lines 

in the 27 AI or 29Si spectra. However, the possibility of distinguishing between 

structurally inequivalent nuclei depends on the spectra.! resolution (linewidth) and 

the chemical shift difference between the distinct atoms. For amorphous samples, 

including the pigments being studied, the spectra usually give broad and overlap

ping lines. However, valuable information as to which structural units are present 

may still be derived from the chemical shift range of the spectra. 

27 AI NMR is capable of unambiguously distinguishing between tetrahedrally 

and octahedrally coordinated aluminium by their clear difference in chemical shift 

ranges. The range for Al04 units is 50 to 80 ppm, while A106 units have a chemical 

shift range of about -10 to 20 ppm, with respect to Al(HzO )~+ in solution [9]. 

Moreover, the local environment of a Si04 unit is reflected with a high degree of 

sensitivity by the chemical shift of the central silicon atom. Figure 8.5.1 represents 
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chemical shift reference chosen is T.\IS. The assignment. uf tl)(~ :!!J~i .\\Ill peaks 

may thus be carried out by referring to this graph. 

AI AI ,l,l At s·, 
0 0 0 0 0 

At0Si0AI AIOSiOs; AIOSiOs; s;OSiOs; s;OSiOs, 

0 0 0 0 0 
AI AI Si Si c;· _, 

04!4All Q~(3AII Q~!2AII O'I1AI) Q~IOAI) 

04!4Al) 

Q4 !3All 

Q4!2AI) 

Q4!1AI) 

Q4 !oAIJ 

-80 -90 -100 -110 -120 

/ppm 

Figure 8.5.1: Ranges of 29Si chemical shifts of Q4 (mAI) units in aluminosilicates 

[9]. 

Sample III is coated with both Ab03 and Si02, so both 27 AI and 29 Si spectra 

have been taken. The 27 AI MAS spectrum (Figure 8.5.2), obtained at. 78.2 \[Hz on 

a Varian VXR-300 spectrometer, exhibits a tetrahedral peak at 54.G ± 1.0 ppm and 

an octahedral peak at 0.1 ± 1.0 ppm, the latter having much lower intensity. The 

spinning sidebands are indicated with*· There is also a broad line as indicated in 

the Figure. The origin of this peak may be due to either background or to sites of 

high asymmetry, given the large quadrupolar interactions of the aluminium nuclei. 

Figure 8.5.3 shows the 29Si MAS spectrum of sample III, obtained at 59.6 \[liz. 

One line is observed at -94.6 ppm, with a large linewidth of ca. 20 ppm \\'hich 

probably results from several different types of silicon sites. The resonance is in 
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Figure 8.5.2: -'AI spectrum of sample III, obtained at 78.15 MHz, with magic-

angle spinning and single pulse excitation. The peaks marked \\·ith * are the 

spinning sidebands. Spectrometer operating conditions: recycle delay ls; number 

of transitions 1000: spinning speed 2800 Hz. 

probably results from several different types of silicon sites. The resonance is in 

the region expected for Si bonded to two OSi groups and two OAl (or OH) groups. 

Obviously, further studies should be carried out before any detailed structural 

information can be deduced. 

The Zi AI ~'lAS spectrum of sample IV is shown in Figure 8.5.4. The centre

band, obtained by varying the spinning speeds, is found to be 4.6 ± 1.0 ppm, 

lying in the region for octahedral sites. A broad line under the main peak is also 
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Figure 8.5.3: 29 Si spectrum of sample Ilf, oiJiaincd al ;j~).:~>S \Ill~, 1\'illt rrtagic-

angle spinning and single pulse excitation. Spectrometer operating condir io11s: 

recycle delay I Os; number of transitions .5GGO; spinning speed ·I:!;)!) liz . 

. • . ' '' ..... j. 

26c a 
'''I'!' •' •' • 

-~jJ -~00 -300 

/ppm 

Figure 8.5.4: 27 Al spectrum of sample IV, o!Jtained at 78.1.5 ~lllz, wit It magrc

angle spinning and single pulse excitation. The peaks marked \\'ith * ilre the 

spinning sidebands. Spectrometer operating conditions: rccyck d~·lay Is: lltttiiiH·r 

of transitions 1000; spinning speed 3080 liz. 
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observed, possibly due to aluminium sites with high quadrupolar interactions or 

to background. The presence of one line suggests that there is only one type of 

aluminium nuclei on the surface for the pigment which is coated with Ah03 but 

without silica. 
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Appendix A 

Program MOMENT 

C Program MOMENT 
c ------------------
c Calculate the anisotropy and asymmetry of shielding tensors 
C by moment method through spinning sideband analysis 
C Haiping Bai, Dept. of Chemistry, University of Durham 
C Ref: M.Maricq and J. Waugh, J. Chern. Phys. 70, 3300 (1979) 

PROGRAM MOMENT 

IMPLICIT REAL (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION SPI(-25:25), SPN(-25:25),R(3),ROOT(3),ETA(3) 
INTEGER LLIM,RLIM 
CHARACTER*80 TITL 
DATA PI /3.141592653/ 

C ============ Data Input Section ====================== 
C Read in sidebands and experimental parameters 
C Normalize sidebands and calculate delta and eta 

READ(5,100) TITL 
100 FORMAT(A80) 

READ(5,*) VR,SF 
READ(5,*) NSB,IH,IL 
READ(5,*) LLIM,RLIM 
SNRM=O.O 
READ(5,*) (SPI(I), I=IH,IL) 
DO 10 I=IH,IL 

SNRM=SNRM+SPI(I) 
10 CONTINUE 

DO 20 I=IH,IL 
SPN(I)=(SPI(I)*100.0)/SNRM 

20 CONTINUE 
READ(5,*) SHIF,WIDH 

SIGBAR=-SHIF 
AREA=O.O 
AM2=0.0 
AM3=0.0 
DO 30 I=IH,IL 

AREA=AREA+SPN(I) 
AM2=AM2+(I**2)*SPN(I) 
AM3=AM3+(I**3)*SPN(I) 

30 CONTINUE 

C Calculate the second and third moments CM2 and CM3, 
C Using equation X**3+A*X+B=O, R(N) is derived root, 
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C the asymmetry parameter eqn. 

CM2;((VR•*2)*AM2)/AREA 
CM3;((VR**3)*AM3)/AREA 
A;-15.0*CM2/4.0 
B;-35.0•CM3/8.0 

CM=2.0•SQRT(-A/3.0) 
THETA=ARCOS((3.0*B)/(A*CM)) 
THETA;THETA/3.0 
R(1)=CM•COS(THETA) 
R(2)=CM*COS(THETA+(2.0*PI)/3.0) 
R(3);CM*COS(THETA+(4.0*PI)/3.0) 

IK=O 
DO 40 !=1,3 

IF ((15.0*CM2)/(R(I)••2).LT.3.0) GO TO 40 
IK=IK+1 
ROOT(IK)=R(I) 

40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 I=1,IK 

ETA(I)=SQRT(((15.0•CM2)/(ROOT(I)**2))-3.0) 
ROOT(I);RQOT(I)/SF 
IF(ETA(I).GT.1.0) GO TO 50 
EETA=ETA(I) 
DELP=ROOT(I) 

50 CONTINUE 

C Calculate the tensor components and set in proper order 

S33=DELP+SIGBAR 
S11=(3.0•SIGBAR-EETA•DELP-S33)/2.0 
S22=S11+EETA*DELP 

IF (ABS(S33-SIGBAR).GT.ABS(S11-SIGBAR)) GO TO 60 
TEMP=SU 
S11=S33 
S33=TEMP 

60 IF (ABS(S11-SIGBAR).GT.ABS(S22-SIGBAR)) GO TO 70 
TEMP=S22 
S22=S11 
SU=TEMP 

70 IF (ABS(S33-SIGBAR).GT.ABS(S11-SIGBAR)) GO TO 80 
TEMP=SU 
S11=S33 
S33=TEMP 

C =============== Output data ======================= 

80 WRITE(6,220) DELP,EETA 
220 FORMAT(1X,'ANISOTROPY = ',F9.3,'ppm' ,3X, 'ASYMMETRY 
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1= ',F8.5,//1X) 
WRITE(6,230) 

230 FORMAT(3X,'THE CORRESPONDING SHIFT TENSORS ARE:' ,//1X) 
WRITE(6,240) S11,S22,S33 

240 FORMAT(3X,3F9.2) 
END 
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Appendix B 

Program FITSB 
c 
C Program FITSB 
c ------------------
c Iteratively fits a spinning sideband pattern to extract the 
C shielding anisotropy and asymmetry 
C Haiping Bai, Dept. of Chemistry, University of Durham 
C Version 3, June 1989 
C Ref: M.Maricq and J. Waugh, J. Chem. Phys. 70, 3300 (1979) 

PROGRAM FITSB 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION SPI(-25:25),SPN(-25:25),W1(2),W2(2),W3(2),W4(2) 
DIMENSION W5(3),W6(3,3),Z(2) 
INTEGER LLIM,RLIM 
COMMON Z 
COMMON /EXPI/ NSB,IH,IL,LLIM,RLIM 
COMMON /EXPR/ WR,VR,SF 
COMMON /SPEC/ SPN,SPI 
COMMON /PAR/ DELP,EETA,SHIF,SIGBAR 
COMMON /ERR/ IFAIL1,IFAIL2 
COMMON /EXPW/ WIDH 
EXTERNAL FUNCT,MONIT 
DATA N,IW,MAXCAL /2,3,100/ 

C MAIN PROGRAM ************ 

IFAIL1=0 
IFAIL2=0 
XAF=X02AAF(R) 
TOL=DSQRT(XAF) 
CALL INSET 
CALL E04CCF(N,Z,F,TOL,IW,W1,W2,W3,W4,W5,W6,FUNCT,MONIT, 

1MAXCAL,IFAIL1) 
CALL OUTPUT 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE INSET 

C Input experimental data and set up arrays and tables 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION SPI(-25:25), SPN(-25:25), Z(2), SPX(-25:25) 
DIMENSION ST(0:90),CT(0:90) 
INTEGER LLIM,RLIM 
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COMMON Z 
COMMON /EXPI/ NSB,IH,IL,LLIM,RLIM 
COMMON /EXPR/ WR,VR,SF 
COMMON /SPEC/ SPN,SPI 
COMMON /CHAR/ TITL 
COMMON /TABLE/ ST,CT 
COMMON /PAR/ DELP,EETA,SHIF,SIGBAR 
COMMON /SCALE/ FSCAL 
COMMON /LIMS/ IUL,ILL 
COMMON /EXPW/ WIDH 
DATA NOR,TWOPI,PI /20,6.283185307,3.141592653/ 

C DATA INPUT SECTION 
C Read in sidebands and experimental parameters and the 
C estimated delta and eta. Normalize sidebands 

READ(5,100) TITL 
100 FORMAT(A80) 

READ(5,*) VR,SF 
READ(5,*) NSB,!H,IL 
READ(5,*) LLIM,RLIM 
SNRM=O.O 
READ(5,*) (SPI(I), I=IH,IL) 
DO 10 I=IH,IL 

SNRM=SNRM+SPI(I) 
10 CONTINUE 

DO 20 I=IH,IL 
SPN(I)=(SPI(I)*100.0)/SNRM 

20 CONTINUE 
READ(5,*) SHIF,WIDH 
READ(5,*) DELP,EETA 

C Calculate sigmas and set in proper size order 

SIGBAR=-SHIF 
S33=DELP+SIGBAR 
r• ~=r~:rC::Tr~~.6tl-!:'r-r',6:rnrrp_C"-::~) ,.., --- . ------~ --· -- ·--...... -

IF (ABS(S33-SIGBAR).GT.ABS(S11-SIGBAR)) GO TO 60 
TEMP=S11 
S11=S33 
S33=TEMP 

60 IF (ABS(S11-SIGBAR).GT.ABS(S22-SIGBAR)) GO TO 70 
TEMP=S22 
S22=S11 
S11=TEMP 

70 IF (ABS(S33-SIGBAR).GT.ABS(S11-SIGBAR)) GO TO 80 
TEMP=S11 
S11=S33 
S33=TEMP 
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C Output starting parameters and spectrum to unit 6 

80 WRITE(6,150) 
150 FORMAT(6X,'PROGRAM FITSB :DATA AND RESULTS',///,1X) 

WRITE(6,200) TITL 
200 FORMAT(1X,A80,//,1X) 

WRITE(6,210) 
210 FORMAT(1X, 'THE STARTING PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION 

1ARE : ' I I /1X) 
WRITE(6,220) DELP,EETA 

220 FORMAT(1X, 'ANISOTROPY= ',F9.3,'ppm' ,3X,'ASYMMETRY 
1= ',F8.5,//1X) 
WRITE(6,230) 

230 FORMAT(3X, 'THE CORRESPONDING SHIFT TENSORS ARE : ',//1X) 
WRITE(6,240) S11,S22,S33 

240 FORMAT(1X, 'S11 = ',F9.3,3X,'S22 = ',F9.3,3X,'S33 
1= ',F9.3,//1X) 
WRITE(6,250) VR,SF 

250 FORMAT(1X,'ROTOR SPEED= ',F8.2,' Hz SPECTROMETER 
!FREQUENCY= ',F9.4,' MHz' ,//,1X) 
WRITE(6,300) SHIF 

300 FORMAT(1X, 'THE CHEMICAL SHIFT= ',F9.3,' ppm' ,//,1X) 
WRITE(6,350) WIDH 

350 FORMAT(1X,'THE WIDTH OF PER PEAK= ',F9.3,' ppm' ,//,1X) 
WRITE(6,450) LLIM,RLIM 

450 FORMAT(1X,'FITTING OVER SIDEBAND RANGE: ',!3,' TO' ,I3,/1X) 

C Calculate angular spinning speed, initialize fitting arrays 
C Calculate sin and cos look-up tables 
C Calculate the fitting criteria 

WR=VR*TWOPI 
Z(1)=1. 0 
Z(2)=EETA 
DO 90 I=O,NOR 

AH.G=I*PI/NOR 
ST(I)=DSIN(ARG) 
CT(I)=DCOS(ARG) 

90 CONTINUE 
CALL SPECT(DELP,EETA,SPX) 
FSCAL=O.O 
DO 95 I=LLIM,RLIM 

FSCAL=FSCAL+(SPN(I)-SPX(I))**2 
95 CONTINUE 

FSCAL=1.0/FSCAL 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE SPECT(DELT,ETA,SPC) 
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C Calculate spectrum by summing over molecular orientations 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION SPC(-25:25),X(50),Y(50),WORK(50),TEMP(50) 
DIMENSION ST(0:90),CT(0:90),SUMR(50),SUMI(50) 
INTEGER LLIM,RLIM 
DOUBLE PRECISION NORC 
COMMON /EXPI/ NSB,IH,IL,LLIM,RLIM 
COMMON /EXPR/ WR,VR,SF 
COMMON /TABLE/ ST,CT 
COMMON /ERR/ IFAIL1,IFAIL2 
COMMON /LIMS/ IUL,ILL 
DATA NOR,INT /20,16/ 

.DATA PI,TWOPI /3.141592653,6.283185306/ 

C Calculate spectrum over Euler angles and rotor period 

RP=1.0/(NSB*VR) 
DO 100 1=1,50 

X(I)=O. 0 
Y(I)=O.O 

100 CONTINUE 
THEA=54.7*PI/180.0 
CONST=DSIN(2.0*THEA) 
CONST=CONST/2.0 
THD=0.5*(DSIN(THEA)*DSIN(THEA)) 
DO 140 I=1, NOR 

SINA=ST(I) 
COSA=CT(I) 
SIN2A=2.0*ST(I)*CT(I) 
COS2A=CT(I)*CT(I)-ST(I)*ST(I) 
DO 130 J=1, NOR 

SINB=ST(J) 
COSB=CT(J) 
SSQB=SINB*SINB 
C01=CONST*SINB 
CSQB=COSB*COSB 
DO 120 K=1, NOR 

SIN2C=2.0*ST(K)*CT(K) 
COS2C=CT(K)*CT(K)-ST(K)*ST(K) 
C02=ETA*COS2C 
C03=(1.5*SSQB+(ETA/2)*COS2C*(1+CSQB)) 
C1=C01*(COSB*(C02-3)*COSA-ETA*SIN2C*SINA) 
S1=C01*(COSB*(3-C02)*SINA-ETA*SIN2C*COSA) 
C2=THD*(C03*COS2A-ETA*COSB*SIN2C*SIN2A) 
S2=-THD*(C03*SIN2A+ETA*COSB*SIN2C*COS2A) 
DO 110 L=1, INT 

T=(L-1)*RP 
AN=WR*T 
AN2=2.0*AN 
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XI=(1.0/WR)*(S1+0.5*S2+C1*DSIN(AN)-S1*DCOS(AN) 
1 +0.5*(C2*DSIN(AN2)-S2*DCOS(AN2))) 

PT=XI*DELT*SF*TWOPI 
SUMR(L)=DCOS(PT) 
SUMI(L)=DSIN(PT) 
X(L)=X(L)+SUMR(L)*SINB 
Y(L)=Y(L)+SUMI(L)*SINB 

110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 

C Normalize FID, Perform FT, 
C Normalize real spinning sideband pattern 

NORC=O.O 
DO 150 I=1,NSB 

NORC=NORC+X(I)*X(I)+Y(I)*Y(I) 
150 CONTINUE 

NORC=DSQRT(NORC) 
DO 160 I=1,NSB 

X(I)=X(I)/NORC 
Y(I)=Y(I)/NORC 

160 CONTINUE 
CALL C06FCF(X,Y,NSB,WORK,IFAIL2) 
NORC=O.O 
DO 170 I=1,NSB 

NORC=NORC+X(I) 
170 CONTINUE 

DO 180 I=1,NSB 
X(I)=(X(I)*100.0)/NORC 

180 CONTINUE 

C Place SSB in proper order 

NCUT=IL+1 
NSTART=NSB+IH+1 
IJ=1 
DO 190 I=NSTART,NSB 

TEMP(IJ)=X(I) 
IJ=IJ+1 

190 CONTINUE 
DO 200 I=1,NCUT 

TEMP(IJ)=X(I) 
IJ=IJ+1 

200 CONTINUE 
J=1 
DO 210_ I=IH, IL 

SPC(I)=TEMP(J) 
J=J+1 

210 CONTINUE 
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RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FUNCT(N,XC,FC) 

C Routine called from E04CCF calculates sum squared difference 
C between real and calculated SSB patterns over chosen range 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XC(N),SPN(-25:25),SPC(-25:25),SPI(-25:25) 
INTEGER N,LLIM,RLIM 
COMMON /PAR/ DELP,EETA,SHIF,SIGBAR 
COMMON /EXPI/ NSB,IH,IL,LLIM,RLIM 
COMMON /SPEC/ SPN,SPI 
COMMON /SCALE/ FSCAL 
COMMON /EXPW/ WIDH 
CDELT=XC(1)*DELP 
CETA=XC(2) 
CALL SPECT(CDELT,CETA,SPC) 
FC=O.O 
DO 10 I=LLIM,RLIM 

FC=FC+(SPN(I)-SPC(I))**2 
10 CONTINUE 

FC=FC*FSCAL 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE MONIT (FMIN,FMAX,SIM,N,IS,NCALL) 

C Subroutine to produce monitor output for the fitting routine 
C E04CCF output to unit 7 

DOUBLE PRECISION MIN,FMAX,SIM(IS,N) 
INTEGER IS,N,NCALL 
WRITE(7,100) NCALL,FMIN 

100 FORMAT (2X,'AFTER' ,I4,' FUNCTION CALLS, THE VALUE IS ',E14.7, 
1' WITH SIMPLEX:',/1X) 

WRITE (7,200)((SIM(I,J), J=1,N),I=1,IS) 
200 FORMAT(3(2F12.4/)) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 

C Produce output of experimental and calculated parameters 
C Normalize SSB intensities. Plot SSB patterns. 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
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DIMENSION SPN(-25:25),SPC(-25:25),SPI(-25:25),Z(2),TEMP(50) 
DIMENSION C1(50),G2(50),Z1(50),Z2(50),X1(1000),X2(1000) 
DOUBLE PRECISION MXY 
REAL MY,PDELT,PETA,PSF,PVR,PSHIF,LEFT,RIGHT,DEPTH,HEIGHT 
REAL CHARHT,SIGMA,SIGMA1,SIGMA2,SIGMA3,FNEWI,XDIV,CB,CH 
INTEGER LLIM,RLIM 
CHARACTER*80 TITL 
CONMON Z 
COMMON /EXPI/ NSB,IH,IL,LLIM,RLIM 
COMMON /EXPR/ WR,VR,SF 
COMMON /SPEC/ SPN,SPI 
COMMON /PAR/ DELP,EETA,SHIF,SIGBAR 
COMMON /CHAR/ TITL 
COMMON /ERR/ IFAIL1,IFAIL2 
COMMON /EXPW/ WIDH 

WRITE(6,100) 
100 FORMAT(///,1X) 

IF (IFAIL2.EQ.1) GOTO 110 
IF (IFAIL2.EQ.2) GOTO 130 
IF (IFAIL2.EQ.3) GOTO 150 
GOTO 170 

110 WRITE(6,120) 
120 FORMAT(1X, 'THE FT ROUTINE HAS FAILED: A PRIME FACTOR 

10F NSB IS > 19 ., ,/ /1X) 
RETURN 

130 WRITE(6,140) 
140 FORMAT(1X,'FT ROUTINE HAS FAILED: NSB HAS MORE THAN 

120 FACTORS',//1X) 
RETURN 

150 WRITE(6,160) 
160 FORMAT(1X, 'THEFT ROUTINE HAS FAILED: NSB < 1',//lX) 

RETURN 
170 IF(IFAIL1.EQ.2) GOTO 180 

IF (IFAIL1.EQ.1) GOTO 200 
GOTO 300 

180 WRITE(6,190) 
190 FORMAT(1X,'THE ROUTINE (E04CCF) HAS REACHED THE 

!MAXIMUM NUMBER' ,/,1X, 'OF FUNCTION CALLS WITHOUT REACHING 
1THE SPECIFIED TOLERANCE:'/,1X,'THE RESULTS OF THE LAST 
!ITERATION ARE NOTED BELOW' ,///,1X) 

GOTO 300 
200 WRITE(6,210) 
210 FORMAT(1X,'ONE OR MORE OF THE PARAMETERS FOR ROUTINE 

1E04CCF IS' ,/,1X,'OUTSIDE OF THE SPECIFIED RANGE: SEE 
20UTPUT IN I/0 UNIT 7' ,////,1X) 

RETURN 

300 CDELT=Z(l)*DELP 
CETA=Z(2) 
DO 888 I=IH,IL 
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SPC(I)=O.O 
888 CONTINUE 

IF(CETA.GT.-1.0.AND.CETA.LT.O.O) GO TO 890 
GO TO 895 

890 CETA=-CETA 

895 CALL SPECT(CDELT,CETA,SPC) 
S11=SIGBAR-0.5*CDELT*(1.0+CETA) 
S22=SIGBAR-0.5*CDELT*(1.0-CETA) 
S33=SIGBAR+CDELT 

SIGMA1=-S11 
SIGMA2=-S22 
SIGMA3=-S33 

WRITE(6,310) 
310 FORMAT(1X,'MASFIT HAS FIT THE SIDEBAND PATTERN TO THE 

!SPECIFIED TOLERANCE' ,//,1X) 
WRITE(6,320) CDELT,CETA 

320 FORMAT(1X,' ANISOTROPY= ',F9.3,' ppm',3X,'ASYMMETRY 
1= ',F8.5,//1X) 

WRITE (6,340) 
340 FORMAT (1X,'THE CORRESPONDING SHIELDING TENSORS ARE:', //1X) 

WRITE(6,345) S11,S22,S33 
345 FORMAT (1X,3(3X,F9.3),//1X) 

WRITE(6,350) 
350 FORMAT (18X,'SIDEBAND INTENSITIES',//,1X,'SIDEBAND',4X, 

1'ENTERED',9X,'NORMALIZED' ,4X,'CALCULATED (NORMALIZED)',//) 
SDF=O.O 
DO 370 I=LLIM,RLIM 

WRITE(6,360) I,SPI(I),SPN(I),SPC(I) 
SDFF=SPN(I)-SPC(I) 
SDF=SDF+(SDFF*SDFF) 

360 FORMAT(3X,I3,3X,F11.2,9X,F9.6,8X,F9.6) 
370 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,371) SDF 
371 FORMAT(1X,/,1X,'SUM OF SQUARED DIFFERENCES= ',1PE12.5) 

C PLOT SECTION 
C Put the spinning sidebands in proper order. Scale the 
C SSB intensities. Calculate the fitted and experimental 
C spinning sideband patterns by using Gaussian equation. 

C Note that DOUBLE PRECISION variables have been used to 
C this point because of the requirements of NAG on the MTS 
C mainframe. 
C For the GHOST-80 plot routines, REAL variables must be used 
C See type statements for a list of REAL plotting variables. 

IJ=l 
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DO 440 J=IH,IL 
TEMP(IJ)=SPN(J) 
IJ=IJ+1 

440 CONTINUE . 
DO 450 J=l,NSB 

SPN(J)=TEMP(J) 
450 CONTINUE 

IJ=1 
DO 460 J=IH,IL 

TEMP(IJ)=SPC(J) 
IJ=IJ+1 

460 CONTINUE 
DO 470 J=1,NSB 

SPC(J) =TEMP (J) 
470 CONTINUE 

DO 471 I=l,NSB 
471 CONTINUE 

MXY=O.O 
DO 400 I=1,NSB 

MXY=DMAX1(MXY,SPN(I),SPC(I)) 
400 CONTINUE 

SCALER=70.0/MXY 
DO 405 I=1,NSB 

SPN(I)=SPN(I)*SCALER 
SPC(I)=SPC(I)*SCALER 

405 CONTINUE 
DO 472 I=1,NSB 

472 CONTINUE 
C0=1000.0/((NSB+2)*VR) 
WIDH=WIDH*SF 
LEFT=(1.5-IH)*VR/SF+SHIF 
RIGHT=SHIF-(1.5+IL)*VR/SF 
DO 410 I=1,NSB 

C1(I)=(I+0.5)*1000.0/(NSB+2) 
C2(I)=C1(I)+WIDH*C0*2.0 

410 CONTINUE 
CB=SHIF 
CH=DMAX1(SPN(O),SPC(0))+1.0 
CH=CH*SCALER 
DO 420 I=1,1000 

DO 430 J=1,NSB 
Zl(J)=FLOAT(I)-C1(J) 
Z2(J)=FLOAT(I)-C2(J) 
Zl(J)=Z1(J)*Z1(J) 
Z2(J)=Z2(J)*Z2(J) 
Z1(J)=-Z1(J)*(4.0*LOG(2.0)/(WIDH*C0)**2) 
Z2(J)=-Z2(J)*(4.0*LOG(2.0)/(WIDH*C0)**2) 
Z1(J)=EXP(Z1(J)) 
Z2(J)=EXP(Z2(J)) 

430 CONTINUE 
DO 480 J=1,NSB 
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X1(I)=X1(I)+SPN(J)*Z1(J)+0.05 
X2(I)=X2(I)+SPC(J)*Z2(J)+0.05 

480 CONTINUE 
420 CONTINUE 

C Plot the calculated and experimental spinning 
C sideband patterns 

CALL PAPER(1) 
CALL PSPACE(0.01,0.99,0.10,0.80) 
CALL MAP(LEFT,RIGHT,-5.0,100.0) 
CALL POSITN(LEFT,0.5) 
DO 490 I=1,1000 

FNEWI=LEFT-(FLOAT(I)/1000.0*(LEFT-RIGHT)) 
CALL JOIN(FNEWI,X1(I)) 

490 CONTINUE 
CALL POSITN(LEFT,0.5) 
DO 500 I=1,1000 

FNEWI=LEFT-(FLOAT(I)/1000.0*(LEFT-RIGHT)) 
CALL BROKEN(3,6,12,6) 
CALL JOIN(FNEWI,X2(I)) 

500 CONTINUE 

C Write the text. Draw the scale 

CALL FULL 
CALL CSPACE(0.01,0.90,0.01,0.90) 
CALL CTRMAG(15) 
CALL CTRFNT(2) 
CALL PLACE(2,10) 
CALL TYPENC(100) 
CALL TYPENC(164) 
PDELT=CDELT 
PETA=CETA 
CALL TYPENF(PDELT,3) 
CALL PLACE(2,11) 
CALL TYPENC(106) 
CALL TYPENC(164) 
CALL TYPENF(PETA,5) 
CALL CTRFNT(1) 
CALL PLACE(2,12) 
CALL TYPECS('vr=') 
PSF=SF 
PVR=VR 
PSHIF=SHIF 
CALL TYPENF(PVR,1) 
CALL TYPECS('Hz') 
CALL PLACE(2,13) 
CALL TYPECS('sf=') 
CALL TYPENF(PSF,4) 
CALL TYPECS('MHz') 
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CALL PLACE(2,14) 
CALL TYPECS('cs=') 
CALL TYPENF(PSHIF,2) 
CALL TYPECS('ppm') 
CALL CTRMAG(20) 
CALL PLACE(2,6) 
CALL TYPECS(TITL) 
CALL CTRFNT(2) 
CALL PLOTNC(CB,CH,187) 
CALL CTRMAG(10) 
XDIV=(LEFT-RIGHT)/10.0 
CALL XAXISI(FLOAT(INT(XDIV))) 

C Draw the positions of the calculated shielding components 

DEPTH=2.1 
HEIGHT=2.0 
CHARHT=2.5 
NAXIL=ABS(0.01*PDELT) 
IF (ABS(SIGMA1-SIGMA2).LT.NAXIL) GO TO 900 
CALL CTRMAG (15) 
CALL POSITN(SIGMA1,0.0-DEPTH) 
CALL JOIN(SIGMA1,0.0-DEPTH-HEIGHT) 
CALL PCSEND(SIGMA1,0.0-DEPTH-HEIGHT-CHARHT,'s') 
CALL CTRMAG(12) 
CALL TYPECS('11') 
CALL CTRMAG(15) 
CALL POSITN(SIGMA2,0.0-DEPTH) 
CALL JOIN(SIGMA2,0.0-DEPTH-HEIGHT) 
CALL PCSEND(SIGMA2,0.0-DEPTH-HEIGHT-CHARHT,'s') 
CALL CTRMAG(12) 
CALL TYPECS('22') 
CALL CTRMAG(15) 
CALL POSITN(SIGMA3,0.0-DEPTH) 
CALL JOIN(SIGMA3,0.0-DEPTH-HEIGHT) 
CALL PCSEND(SIGMA3,0.0-DEPTH-HEIGHT-CHARHT,'s') 
CALL CTRMAG(10) 
CALL TYPECS('33') 
GO TO 999 

900 SIGMA=(SIGMA1+SIGMA2)/2.0 
CALL CTRMAG(15)· 
CALL POSITN(SIGMA,O.O-DEPTH) 
CALL JOIN(SIGMA,O.O-DEPTH-HEIGHT) 
CALL PCSEND(SIGMA,O.O-DEPTH-HEIGHT-CHARHT,'s') 
CALL CTRMAG(10) 
CALL TYPENC(193) 
CALL CTRMAG(15) 
CALL POSITN(SIGMA3,0.0-DEPTH) 
CALL JOIN(SIGMA3,0.0-DEPTH-HEIGHT) 
CALL PCSEND(SIGMA3,0.0-DEPTH-HEIGHT-CHARHT,'s') 
CALL CTRMAG(10) 
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CALL TYPENC(208) 
999 CALL GREND 

RETURN 
END 
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Appendix C 

Program §!MD 
C Program SIMD 
c ---------------
c THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE LINESHAPES OF A SPIN-HALF NUCLEUS 
C COUPLED TO ONE (OR TWO) QUADRUPOLAR NUCLEI (SPIN-3/2) USING 
C PERTURBATION THEORY 

PROGRAM SIMD 

C MAIN PROGRAM *********** 

IMPLICIT REAL (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL MY,JCC,MAGICA 
INTEGER XA,XG,JIM 
DIMENSION QUAN(4),CONS(4),POSI(4),SPEC(4000) 
DIMENSION SPEC1(4000),SPEC2(4000),SPEC3(4000),SPEC4(4000) 
COMMON /INPUT/ DDASH,QCC,JCC,SFREQ,SPIN,WIDH 
COMMON /SCALE/ HZH,HZL,HZP,PNP,WIDTH,JIM 
COMMON /PAR/ QUAN 
DATA PI, MAGICA/3.141592,54.7/ 

C Input the parameters and the frequency range ====== 

READ (5,*) N,DDASH,QCC,JCC,SFREQ,WIDH 
READ (5,*) HZH,HZL 

SPIN=1.5 
JIM=1024 

QUAN(1)=-3.0/2.0 
QUAN(2)=-1.0/2.0 
QUAN (3) =1. 0/2.0 
QUAN(4)=3.0/2.0 

UZP=(HZH-HZL)/(JIM-1) 
PNP=1.0/HZP 
WIDTH=4.0*LOG(2.0)/(WIDH**2) 

DO 200 M=1,JIM 
SPEC(M)=O.O 

200 CONTINUE 

IF (N.EQ.2) GO TO 40 
CEN=O.O 
CALL CONVOL(CEN,SPEC) 
GO TO 230 

40 DO 100 K=1,4 
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CONS(K)=9.0*DDASH*QCC*(SPIN*(SPIN+1)-
1 3.0*QUAN(K)**2)/(4.0*SFREQ*SPIN*(2.0*SPIN-1.0)) 

CONS(K)=CONS(K)*2.0/15.0 
POSI(K)=-QUAN(K)*JCC+CONS(K) 

100 CONTINUE 

CEN1=POSI(1) 
CALL CONVOL(CEN1,SPEC1) 
CEN2=POSI(2) 
CALL CONVOL(CEN2,SPEC2) 
CEN3=POSI(3) 
CALL CONVOL(CEN3,SPEC3) 
CEN4=POSI(4) 
CALL CONVOL(CEN4,SPEC4) 

DO 220 M=1,JIM 
SPEC(M)=SPEC1(M)+SPEC2(M)+SPEC3(M)+SPEC4(M) 

220 CONTINUE 

230 DO 240 M=l,JIM 
MY=MAX1(MY,SPEC(M)) 
SPEC(M)=SPEC(M)+0.1 

240 CONTINUE 
MY=MY+1.0 

C Output section ======= 

CALL PAPER(1) . 
CALL PSPACE(0.10,0.60,0.1,0.40) 
CALL MAP(HZH,HZL,O.O,MY) 
CALL POSITN(HZH,0.1) 
DO 400 M=1,JIM 

XM=HZH-FLOAT(M)*HZP 
CALL JOIN(XM,SPEC(M)) 

400 CONTINUE 
CALL CTRMAG(15) 
XDIV=(HZH-HZL)/20.0 
CALL XAXISI(FLOAT(INT(XDIV))) 

CALL GREND 
END 

c ********************** 

SUBROUTINE CONVOL(POSIT,SPC) 

IMPLICIT REAL (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL INCRAD,MY,MAGICA,JCC 
INTEGER XA,XG 
DIMENSION BETA(180),PHI(360),CONS(4),QUAN(4),Z(4) 
DIMENSION X(4,180), Y(4,180),PWD(4,4000),SPC(4000) 
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COMMON /INPUT/ DDASH,QCC,JCC,SFREQ,SPIN,WIDH 
COMMON /SCALE/ HZH,HZL,HZP,PNP,WIDTH,JIM 
COMMON /PAR/ QUAN 
DATA PI,INCR/3.141592,5/ 

MAGICA=54.7 

DO 20 M=1, JIM 
SPC(M)=O.O 

20 CONTINUE 

INCR=5 
INCRAD=INCR*PI/180.0 
MAGICA=MAGICA*PI/180.0 

DO 100 I=1,90 
BETA(I)=(I-1)*PI/180.0 
BET= BET A (I) 
DO 120 J=1,360,INCR 

PHI(J)=(J-1)*PI/180.0 
PH=PHI(J) 
COSTH=COS(MAGICA)*COS(BET)+SIN(MAGICA)*SIN(BET)*COS(PH) 
FREQ=COSTH**2*(1-COSTH**2) 
FREBAR=FREBAR+FREQ*INCRAD 

120 CONTINUE 
FREBAR=FREBAR/(2.0*PI) 

DO 140 K=1,4 
CONS(K)=9.0*DDASH*QCC*(SPIN*(SPIN+1)-

1 3.0*QUAN(K)**2)/(4.0*SFREQ*SPIN*(2.0*SPIN-1.0)) 
X(K,I)=FREBAR*CONS(K)-QUAN(K)*JCC+POSIT 
Y(K,I)=SIN(BET) 

140 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

DO 200 K=1,4 
DO 220 L=1,90 

XF=X(K,L) 
XA=INT((HZH-XF)*PNP+0.5) 
DO 240 XG=1,JIM 

SPC(XG)=SPC(XG)+Y(K,L)* 
1 EXP(-WIDTH*(FLOAT(XG-XA))**2) 

240 CONTINUE 
220 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
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The board of studies in Chemistry at Durham University requires that each 
postgraduate research thesis contains a list of: 

(i) all research colloquia and research seminars and lectures arranged by the De
partment of Chemistry and DUCS during the author's residence as a postgraduate 
student; 

(ii) all research conferences attended and papers presented by the author during 
the same period; 

(iii) details of the postgraduate induction course. 

Conferences attended 

(i) International Society of Magnetic Resonance, Xth Meeting, Morzine, France, 
July 1989. 

(ii) Solid State NMR: New Materials and New Techniques, RSC Symposium, War
wick, September 1990. 

(iii) Graduate symposia at Durham (1988) and Newcastle (1990). 

Induction Course 

1. Departmental organisation. 

2. Safety matters. 

3. Electrical appliances. 

4. Chromatography etc. 

5. Atomic absorptiornetry and inorganic analysis. 

6. Library facilities. 

7. Mass spectroscopy. 

8. NMR. 
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